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their value creation processes. Additionally, the aim is to understand how the mediaorganizations perceive their positionings as socially sustainable actors in the diverse
industry which as a whole has overgone a significant transformation characterized by
reshaping of business models, reformation of the competitive environment, and lately,
diminishing of public trust towards the news media at large.
The research was conducted as a qualitative multiple-case study consisting of a
purposive sample of six mission-driven case-organizations operating in the European
news-media industry. In order to form a concise understanding of the caseorganizations’ missions, value propositions, and communication channels, a set of 94
archival data-items were first collected from publicly available online sources. Then,
to deepen the knowledge on the case-subjects’ value proposition development,
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conceptualize the findings and to avoid biased interpretations, two in-depth mediaindustry expert interviews were held in a semi-structured format.
The findings show that the case-organizations have identified journalistic-societal
sustainability problems for which they offer utility-and systems-level solutions through
differentiated value propositions. Building on their mission-driven approach, internal
resources, and reciprocal stakeholder value creation activities, the case-organizations
have cornered distinctive niche-positionings primarily in their local markets. In
conclusion, the author introduces a remodeled conceptual framework for socially
sustainable value proposition development in a multi-stakeholder value creation
setting.
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Tämä tutkimus tarkastelee kuuden eurooppalaisen media-organisaation kestäviä
arvolupauksia sidosryhmäteorian näkökulmasta. Tutkimuksen tarkoituksena on
selvittää kuinka kohde-organisaatiot ovat muodostaneet arvolupauksensa, minkälaisia
kestävyysongelmia
ne
tuovat
esiin,
ja
mitä
sidosryhmiä
näiden
arvonluontiprosesseihin liittyy. Lisäksi tavoitteena on ymmärtää kuinka mediaorganisaatiot itse näkevät kestävään liiketoimintaan pohjautuvan sijoittautumisen
yleisön luottamuspulasta kärsivälle toimialalle, jonka liiketoimintamallit sekä
toimintaympäristö ovat viimeisten kolmen vuosikymmenen aikana kokeneet
huomattavia mullistuksia.
Tutkimus toteutettiin monitapaustutkimuksen strategiaa noudattaen ja laadullisia
menetelmiä hyödyntäen. Tapaukset valittiin tarkoitushakuisella otannalla, jonka
lopullinen tapausjoukko muodostui kuudesta eurooppalaisesta media-organisaatiosta
joiden toimintaa ohjaa taloudellisten tekijöiden lisäksi myös laaja-alaisemman
yhteiskunnallisen arvon luonti. Jotta voitiin muodostaa kattava kokonaiskuva kohdeorganisaatioiden toiminnan tarkoituksista, arvolupauksista, sekä viestintäkanavista,
aineistonkeruu aloitettiin kokoamalla 94:n nimikkeen arkistoaineisto tapausten
julkisista lähteistä. Havaintoja syvennettiin kuuden kohde-organisaatioiden
johtohenkilöstöön kuuluvan edustajan haastattelulla, joissa keskityttiin tarkastelemaan
arvolupausten kehityskulkuja, organisaatioiden sijoittautumista, sekä näihin
vaikuttavia sidosryhmiä. Lopuksi haastateltiin kahta media-alan asiantuntijaa, jonka
tarkoituksena oli käsitteellistää löydöksiä sekä pyrkiä minimoimaan virheellisten
tulkintojen mahdollisuus. Kaikki kahdeksan haastattelua pidettiin puoli-strukturoituina
teema-haastatteluina ja arkistoaineisto kerättiin sisältö-analyysin keinoin.
Tulokset osoittavat, että tapaustutkimuksen kohteena olevat organisaatiot ovat
tunnistaneet journalistis-yhteiskunnallisia ongelmia, joihin he tarjoavat hyöty-sekä
systeemitason ratkaisuja differoitujen arvolupaustensa kautta. Organisaatiot ovat
sijoittautuneet pääasiallisesti kotimaidensa mediakenttään niche-strategioiden avulla.
Toiminnassa korostuu arvolähtöisyys joka nojaa vahvoihin sisäisiin- ja ulkoisiin
resursseihin, joista jälkimmäisten osalta nousevat esiin vastavuoroisen sidosryhmäarvonluonnin mekanismit. Tutkielman lopputuotoksena esitellään uudistettu
käsitteellinen viitekehys, joka tarjoaa puitteet yhteiskunnallisesti kestävien
arvolupausten kehittämiselle sidosryhmä-arvonluonnin liiketoimintaympäristössä.
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INTRODUCTION

Reporters Without Borders (RSF), an independent French-based non-governmental
organization (NGO) promoting freedom of information, publishes annually its World
Press Freedom Index, which ranks 180 countries' level of journalistic freedom (RSF
2020a). In their most recent index, the NGO has identified five interconnected crises
that threaten the future of journalism: a geopolitical crisis, technological crisis,
democratic crisis, crisis of trust, and an economic crisis. This spring, however, an
additional threat entered the scene without warning and has further fueled the bundle
of crises journalistic freedom is facing around the world. The Covid19-pandemic has
touched all of the areas mentioned above, giving rise to spreading of misinformation
and disinformation, sparked authoritarian control measures across the globe, and
provided new arenas for those in power to create political distortion. Amongst the
many other detrimental effects the pandemic has caused, these impacts have
evidently taxed the already low public trust in news and tested the bearing capacity of
the economically damaged media-industry at large. (RSF 2020b)

Although this thesis does not provide solutions to the crises threatening journalism, it
offers an insight into six digital-born media organizations that do their bit. A common
denominator between all the case-organizations is their mission-driven approach
towards enhancing industry structures and fostering the availability of trustworthy and
understandable news. Simultaneously, however, these organizations must deliver on
their value propositions – that are, promises of the value they offer to audiences – to
enable their contributions. In addition to these topics, the following chapters examine
multifaceted networks of stakeholders the organizations have involved in their
activities, and further, how these actors together create value, often beyond economic
measures. However, to get a grasp of the context, it is in order to begin by taking a
closer look at the media-industry at large, before the focus is directed on the emerging
digital media organizations that are of primary interest to this thesis.

1.1

Background

This section goes through the study background in four third-order subchapters. First,
the upheavals that have occurred in the media industry over the past three decades
1

are reviewed through relevant academic- and industry-specific literature. Then, a
variety of recent studies and survey reports showing the decline of public trust towards
the media sector are presented, followed by an overview of digital media organizations
that, as central parts of their businesses, have addressed important societal issues
concerning the media industry at large. In this examination (sub-chapter 1.1.3), the
aim is to review the scarce academic literature related to these emerging digital media
organizations, upon which the research gap is based in sub-chapter 1.1.4.

1.1.1 Transformation of the Media Industry

The emergence of the Internet started revolutionizing the way how people consume
news latest at the end of the 1990s, which initiated a variety of changes within the
news-media industry. The incumbent news outlets, by and large, were slow in moving
from their daily newspaper production cycle into the web, while new online platforms
were arising non-stop, providing consumers with an endless flow of free content
(Weber & Monge 2017; Nielsen, Nicholls & Shabbir 2016). Followed by these rapid
technological and behavioral developments, the intensifying competitive environment
pushed traditional publishers to renew their businesses that for long had remained
unchanged, relying mainly on print subscription fees and income from newspaper
advertising sales (Smith 2019; Stavre 2013).

Media organizations' response to the decreasing of newspaper subscriber base and
plummeting print advertising revenues was first to introduce multi-platform delivery
and distribution models, that in addition to print, provided news content available also
in multiple digital formats and platforms (Doyle 2015; Doyle 2013). In terms of income,
this transition came in many forms. Different news-outlets adopted a broad range of
revenue models to fund their digital content, including free advertiser-supported, full
paywall, and metered - (also called adaptive, see, e.g., Davoudi et al. 2018) or
freemium-models, in which readers could access only a limited number of articles or
a narrower content category for free before a paid subscription was required (Simon
& Graves 2019; Evens, Raats & Von Rimscha 2017; Casero-Ripollés & IzquierdoCastillo 2013). Although many publishers were able to partly offset their declining print
subscription- and advertising revenues with digital counterparts, this turned out to be
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mostly a temporary solution. During the latter half of the 2000s, the industry's total
advertising revenues in the US and Europe begun their steep and consistent downhill,
mainly caused by the growing dominance of Facebook and Google in the online
advertising market (Statista Research Department 2020; PEW Research Center
2019a; PWC 2016).

Shrinking of advertising income was especially disastrous to many media outlets that
had adopted free advertiser supported revenue models upon moving to multi-platform
distribution, and at first, only a few news outlets were able to sustainably monetize
with premium digital content (Fletcher & Nielsen 2016). In the meanwhile, most of the
incumbent actors still received the majority of their revenues from print circulation
(Chyi 2017), although the newspaper market in the US and Europe had been in a
downward-facing trend since the late 1990s (PEW Research Center 2019a; Statista
Research Department 2020). Moreover, search engines and social platforms, such as
Google, Facebook, and Twitter, were becoming ever more successful in capturing the
limited time and interest of audiences (Hollifield & van Loon, in Altmeppen 2017, 225).
These developments led to a state where the news industry as a whole was forced to
transfer significant parts of distribution control over their content to these same digital
intermediaries in order to secure incoming traffic, and thus also advertising revenues,
into their digital publications (Nielsen & Ganter 2018; Cestino & Berndt 2017; Günzel
& Holm 2013).

In 2018, Facebook adjusted its algorithm to reduce news distribution on users'
newsfeed, which hurt especially the media outlets that had been relying mainly on the
dominant social media platform in news story distribution and traffic generation
(Nicholls et. al. 2018). During the second decade of the century, many newsrooms in
the western world were struggling on multiple fields, since advertising revenues had
collapsed, intermediary platforms were gaining in distribution power, and print
circulation was steadily decreasing while consumers were not willing to pay for digital
content at the extent needed (Nielsen & Ganter 2018; Chyi 2017; Doyle 2013). It
should be noted, however, that there were (and increasingly are) also success stories
among the traditional newspapers' transition to digital delivery and paywalls. For
instance, news-giants like the New York Times (US), Financial Times (UK) and The
Guardian (UK) were well ahead of the competition with their relatively successful
3

digital pay models already in the early 2010's (Tóth & Term 2012) and these success
stories, both in terms of digital advertising revenues and digital subscription growth,
seem to have continued ever since (Forbes 2019; The Guardian 2019; Niemenlab
2019). In the Nordics, the industry transition to digital platforms and paywalls took off
somewhat slower, and for long, many Nordic publishers were struggling with their
strategic direction and business model innovation (Lehtisaari et. al 2016; Lehtisaari &
Grönlund 2015). However, recently the large-scale Nordic players like Schibsted and
Sanoma have managed to grow their digital subscriber base significantly and to turn
their businesses back to profitable paths (Sanoma 2019; Schibsted Annual Report
2019), which reflects the recent increases in paying for online news in the Nordics as
a whole (Nicholls et. al 2018). Noteworthy is that Germany as the largest newspaper
market in Europe has been considerably slower in transforming their paying
readership from print to digital than their US or Nordic counterparts (Nicholls et. al
2018), and many of the large publishers in Germany are still heavily reliant on print
distribution revenues (Lehtisaari et al. 2018).

Overall, the digital upheavals resulted in significant layoffs and restructurings of
journalists' job descriptions throughout the industry (PEW Research Center 2019b).
Amid these economic and technological challenges, also the role of consumers had
transformed from static readers to active multi-device participants (Wikström & Ellonen
2012), which in-part pushed news agencies to focus on two-way connectivity with the
audience and to further integrate a variety of social media functionalities into their
digital platforms (Doyle 2015). The growing importance of trackable user traffic data
and public unawareness of its use (Bechmann et al. 2016; Evens & Van Damme
2016), consolidation of news distribution power (Nielsen & Ganter 2018; Bechmann et
al. 2016) combined with the political division of the industry in the USA and Europe
(Jones & West 2017; Caiani & Kroll 2017; Greer & McLaughlin 2018), and diminishing
numbers of newsroom staff (PEW Research Center 2019b) started raising increasing
worries of trust towards the news media industry among the public.

4

1.1.2 Declining Trust in Media

Trust is an essential indicator in the institutional context of journalism due to the
mindset the general public share of the news media's societal function (Bardoel &
D'Haenens 2004, 188). Moreover, historical events, such as the financial crisis in
2008, have shown how powerful the negative consequences resulting from the loss of
trust in an institution or an economic actor can be. (Altmeppen et al. 2017, 227-228)

According to Reuters Digital News Report (Newman et al. 2018), public trust in news
reached worryingly low levels in most countries by 2017. This negative trend has been
primarily a result of public concerns related to the polarization of the media, unjust
political influence on the news, and the "hate speech" phenomenon, which further
initiated a widespread discussion on what can be said within the frames of Freedom
of Speech and what is considered as non-tolerable, threatening assaults against a
particular population group (Seglow 2016; Yong 2011). In addition to the Reuters
study, also other recent barometers and surveys have reported similar concerns
regarding the public trust in media. Last year, the Edelman Trust Barometer (2019)
identified growing concerns about media brands' impact on society. Here, on top of
the list of societal-oriented concerns were fake news and misinformation, the public
concern being most substantial in western democracies such as France, Germany,
UK, and the US (Edelman Trust Barometer 2019, 30).

In the US, an extensive Knight Foundation survey (2017) consisting of a sample of
over 19 000 Americans found, that more than 80% of the population perceived the
news media vital to democracy, but most of the respondents were not happy about the
current way the media is implementing its public mission. Also in this survey, fake
news was at the top of the list of public concerns. In the most recent Reuters Digital
News Report (Newman et al. 2019), the global survey results indicated an all-time low
trust level towards the news media, in which the most significant decreases were
shown in countries such as Finland, Germany, and the UK, where trust in the news
has traditionally been relatively high (Fletcher 2020). In this connection, the European
Broadcasting Union's Trust in Media study (EBU 2018) argued, that the historically low
media trust levels have most importantly been a result of shallow public trust in the
"new media," meaning the diverse online-media platform and social networks,
5

whereas people still tend to strongly rely on the traditional broadcast media, radio, and
TV. Similar to the previous findings, also this study, based on Eurobarometer mediause survey data (Eurobarometer 2017), reported fake news, misinformation, and
disinformation as the main concerns among the public. These EBU's findings from
2017 are consistent with the most recent Eurobarometer surveys emphasizing that
people are less likely to trust online sources while most of the respondents still sustain
high levels of trust in the conventional media sources (Eurobarometer 2019; 2018).

So, with all this data and knowledge on the troubled state of the media business and
public mistrust toward the new digital media in particular, one could wonder, how have
the industry actors addressed these issues? Indeed, many large media-organizations
have been strengthening their corporate responsibility agendas and joined in alliances
such as the Responsible Media Forum (RFM 2020), which has also underlined the
importance of tackling these challenges through research. In their recent future report,
the RMF suggested the industry to focus on enhancing user-privacy functions, to
invest in CSR and transparency, and to strengthen their value creation capabilities
through diversification of stakeholder networks (Toennesen 2017). Also Reuters
Institute for the Study of Journalism report has noted, that perhaps the media industry
has been focusing too much on acquiring new technology partly at the expense of
journalistic value (Posetti 2018), while another recent Reuters essay has emphasized
the fundamental demand for distinct and valuable journalism (Nielsen 2020). Quite the
contrary, however, some large European industry operators, including Responsible
Media Forum participants, have still recently highlighted technology and data-driven
approach to journalism as their main future directions and strategic cornerstones
(Bertelsmann 2020; Schibsted 2020; Sanoma 2018; Atresmedia 2018).

1.1.3 Digital Born Media Organizations

Perhaps as a counter-reaction to the above-described state of the media industry and
its weakening position in the eyes of the public, many natively-digital media outlets
have recently emerged with strong societal agendas challenging the traditional ways
of working. In this thesis, such media-outlets are called digital-born media
organizations – a well-descriptive term initially coined by the Reuters Digital News
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Project scholars (Nicholls, Shabbir & Nielsen 2016). Despite their similarities, digitalborn media organizations have emerged with a manifold of approaches to journalism,
commonly characterized by early success in raising external funding. For instance, a
Dutch-based digital news-platform De Correspondent, which managed to raise €2,6
million through a crowdfunding campaign in 2018, came out with a strong message on
their homepage: "News as we know it leaves us cynical, divided, and less informed.
Together we can change that" (De Correspondent 2020). Brut, another successful
digital media startup initially from France, just recently raised $40 million from various
investors while operating under a mission of engaging millennials and younger
generations through social dialogue over things that they perceive to matter the most
to their target audiences, such as societal impact and environmental issues
(Streetinsider 2019).

In the US, BuzzFeed invested in an investigative journalism branch "BuzzFeed
Investigations" with a dedicated website and team of investigative journalists
(Holcomb & Mitchell 2014), and Huffington Post, which was acquired by AOL in 2011
operating nowadays as HuffPost in 15 countries under Verizon Media, states its
mission to be "know what is real" and "work for exposing bad things and shout gotcha!"
(HuffPost 2020). Similarly to the above, the US-based Vox Media states to provide its
audiences with "candid shepherding" through explanatory journalism amid information
overload and lack of context (Vox Media 2020). It should also be noted, that over the
past decade, multiple new digital media startups with various business models in the
US and Europe have arguably created most of the new jobs in the industry of declining
staffing figures, which further supports the growing significance of this industry
segment (Wrenn 2019; Carlson & Usher 2016; Holcomb & Mitchell 2014; Jurkowitz
2014).

By focusing on digital-born media organizations in particular, this thesis does not argue
that the incumbent media-organizations or individual journalists withdraw from value
creation in a broader societal context, lack corporate responsibility agendas, or do not
explicitly commit and contribute to journalistic values and ethics, since most actors in
the media industry certainly do (See, e.g., Olkkonen 2018; Ingenhoff & Koelling 2012;
Hou & Reber 2011; Wilkins & Coleman 2005). Nor does the thesis argue that the
emerging digital media organizations always live up to their socially ambitious
7

statements, since not all of them always do (Harper 2015; Helmore 2019; HazardOwen 2019). However, the previously revisited upheavals in the media-industry,
decreased public trust in the news, and the evident emergence of mission-driven
digital media startups provide fruitful premises for academic exploration, especially
from the perspective of value creation among this group, for the following reasons.

Firstly, throughout the recent two decades, the majority of media scholarly interest has
been in large media-organizations, and more specifically in the fields of digital
transition (Weber & Monge 2017; Doyle 2015; Doyle 2013; Mitchelstein & Boczkowski
2009; van Weezel 2009; Bressers 2006), strategic media management (Oliver 2018;
Jantunen et al. 2018; Stavre 2013), business models (Rachinger et al. 2019a;
Cozzolino et al. 2018; Evens et al. 2017; Casero-Ripolles & Izquierdo-Castillo 2013;
Wikström & Ellonen 2012), and in the broad spectrum of corporate responsibility
issues (Olkkonen 2018; Bachmann & Ingenhoff 2017; Ingenhoff & Koelling 2012; Hou
& Reber 2011; Gulyás 2011; Wilenius & Malmelin 2009; Christians & Nordenstreng
2004), journalistic ethics (Mácia-Barber 2014; Lazaroiu 2011; Martin & Souder 2009;
Ward 2008) and accountability challenges in the media industry (Morland & Deslandes
2017; Baisneé et al. 2012; Stern 2008; Plaisance 2000). Secondly, the broad business
model literature in media context has been primarily focusing on distribution and
revenue models (Davoudi et al. 2018; Holm 2016; Sjøvaag 2016; Brandstetter &
Schmalhofer 2014; Barland 2013; Chyi 2005), whereas value propositions have rarely
been treated as pivotal subjects to analyses despite the widespread academic
consensus on the value proposition concept as one of the core elements of a business
model (Morris et al. 2005; Johnson, Christensen & Kagermann 2008; Richardson
2008; Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 22; Teece 2010). Finally, within the frames of this
examination, new digital media outlets have been left in lesser attention, although
some recent scholarly efforts in this area can be recognized, as follows.

Perhaps the most significant examination in the field of new digital media's strategic
management has been the Reuters Digital News Project during 2016-2018 (Nicholls,
Shabbir, Graves & Nielsen 2018; Nicholls et al. 2017 & 2016), which studied three
purposive samples of 7-13 online news-outlets, that they called "digital-born media
organizations." The three-year research project comprehensively analyzed the funding
models, distribution strategies, and editorial priorities of the subject organizations.
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However, it paid very little attention to what kind of elements there are to the value
propositions of these organizations and how they communicate their offerings to
audiences. In fact, none of these papers even mentioned the value proposition
concept.

Where the Reuters samples consisted of both for-and not-for-profit organizations,
Coates-Nee (2014) focused only on non-profit digital news media organizations'
funding models and their perspective on accepting governmental subsidies to sustain
their socially important journalistic efforts financially. The study concluded that the
startups are, in most cases, reluctant to accept direct subsidies due to potential
conflicts of interest. Similar findings from the non-profit sector were also made by
Carvajal, García-Avilés & González (2012), who emphasized transparency, user
involvement, and editorial control on financial resources as primary success factors to
crowdfunded public interest journalism. It appears that crowdfunding as a revenue
model comes with a variety of new kinds of ethical challenges to journalism that,
according to Porlezza & Splendore (2016), could be dealt with two exclusionary
strategies. The study concluded that in open journalism strategy, a variety of
stakeholders, such as the audience and funders, should be included in the production
of content and encouraged in dialogue with the publisher to foster transparency and
collaboration. By contrast, in a closed system strategy, an alternative to open
journalism, journalists should emphasize their independence and retain complete
editorial authority within the publisher.

Contrary to the previous studies, Carlson & Usher (2016) focused only on for-profit
news-startups based on their financing models that were relying on external funding,
such as venture capital investors or larger firms. The authors examined a phenomenon
of news startups' "manifestos" that, similarly to value propositions, offer insight into the
positioning efforts companies make when they communicate their product offerings to
target audiences. The research approached the manifestos through "metajournalistic
discourse" intending to interpret the startups' missions behind their journalistic
practices. The study found that the news startups are not seeking to change the
traditional journalistic ideals or objectives, but instead, they are trying to legitimize their
positions through critique towards the conventional ways of working while drawing
associations about what journalism could be if it were to be improved through these
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startups' innovations (Carlson & Usher 2016, 12-13). Although the research was
mainly based on interpreting the narrative of the sample organizations' manifestos,
that perhaps in business language could also be called value propositions, the results
indicated that the new media startups aim at differentiating themselves from incumbent
organizations through distinctive communications and critique towards the industry's
current courses of action, while simultaneously bringing forward the ideals of
journalistic responsibilities toward society at large.

1.1.4 Research Gap

Based on the literature review presented above, this thesis addresses an evident
research gap between the scarce and conceptually limited examination concerning
sustainable value propositions within the context of digital-born media organizations
and media-management literature at large. In this connection, the author has identified
an overarching research problem of disparity between what media-organizations are
offering to their audience, and what the public expectations toward the industry actors'
current delivery are. In other words: Since it appears that the audience is not happy
with the current ways the media-industry is performing while media-organizations are
struggling with sustainable value creation, isn't there an opportunity to craft
sustainable value propositions to fill that trust gap? Shouldn't especially the new digital
media organizations aim at delivering these trust-benefits to their target audiences,
given the fact that the diverse online media field is the one in which the public seems
to have a hard time establishing trust with?

In addition to the lack of contextual evidence, also a broader theoretical research gap
can be identified. The scant academic literature available on sustainable value
propositions indicates that the social dimension of the triple-bottom-line has been left
with significantly less attention than what scholars have been giving to the
environmental and economic dimensions of sustainability (Rotondo et al. 2019; Kristen
& Remmen 2019; Antikainen et al. 2019; Manninen et al. 2018; Patala et al. 2016;
Müller 2012). Recently, more research has been called for to fill this shortage (Bocken
et al. 2019; Freudenreich et al. 2019; Schaltegger et al. 2019). Guided by this research
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gap and the overarching problem addressed above, the research aim and questions
are laid out in detail in the next sub-chapter 1.2.

The author believes that the academic relevance of this study is well justified due to
the identified deficiencies in both the context-specific and sustainable value
proposition literature. Moreover, the background overview presented in this chapter
has indicated the managerial relevance. It is evident that media-organizations,
especially in the US and Europe, are in urgent need of both financially and socially
sustainable business models, including better-fitting value propositions and enhanced
stakeholder relationships. Finally, the societal relevance of the study is conclusive.
The news media has a critical mission to act as a guardian of democracy, as a
"watchdog," and as a trusted provider of reliable information for the general public
(Morland & Deslandes 2017; Baisneé et al. 2012; Stern 2008). Currently, however, it
is quite unclear how the industry actors perceive their multi-dimensional role, and
whether there is a burgeoning phenomenon of new digital media organizations that
are building their businesses with values-driven premises. Who knows, if these
emerging actors carry the potential to change the direction of the industry for the better
and retrieve public trust in the news media at large?

1.2

Research Aim and Questions

As noted in the previous background overview, there are a variety of emerging digital
media organizations entering the industry, which as a whole has overgone a significant
transformation characterized by difficulties in establishing sustainable business
models while suffering from the loss of trust in the eyes of the public. Although the
theoretical approach and focal concepts to this study are discussed more in-depth
throughout the next two chapters, for the sake of clarity, it is beneficial to briefly present
the terminology connected to the research aim and questions below.

According to Lüdeke-Freund (2010), a sustainable business model is "a business
model that creates competitive advantage through superior customer value and
contributes to the sustainable development of the company and society'." Within these
frames, Bocken et al. (2014) suggest that at the core of a sustainable business model
is a sustainable value proposition, which enables value creation for many different
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stakeholders at the same time, including, e.g., customers, suppliers, shareholders,
and society. In this connection, it is important to note, that both of these views
mentioned above are consistent with the theoretical approach of this thesis,
stakeholder theory, which begins with an assumption that value creation and trade are
effective in the long term mainly because there are multiple stakeholders associated
with and benefitting from these value processes (Hatherly et al. 2020; Barney 2018;
Freeman et al. 2010, 9). Freeman et al. (2010, 95-97) also highlight that a trustworthy
reputation provides a firm with numerous opportunities for creating competitive
advantage, which, after all, is based on the co-creation of value between many
stakeholders.

Drawing from these bases, the purpose of this thesis is to find out what kind of
sustainable value propositions the digital-born news organizations have formulated,
how and why have these been developed, and which stakeholders are involved in the
value process. Through analyses of the case-organizations' publicly available
disclosures and stakeholder interviews, the aim is to add context-specific insight on
the existing literature concerning European digital media outlets and contribute to
preceding scholarly efforts within stakeholder theory and in the literature streams of
sustainable business models and sustainable value propositions. However, as this
explorative thesis is part of the broader LUT University-led research project "Media
Organizations in the Era of Contradiction: Towards Sustainable Business Models," the
overarching objective is to precede the research team's subsequent work with
sustainable business models among European media organizations.

Based on the study objectives and the context-specific literature reviewed in the
previous subchapter, the following research questions (RQ) and supporting questions
(SQ) have been formulated:

RQ 1. What kind of sustainable value proposition designs are there
among digital-born media organizations?

SQ 1.1: What kind of sustainability problems are the organizations
addressing through their value propositions?
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SQ 1.2: How have the value propositions been developed?

SQ 1.3: Which stakeholder groups are involved in the value
creation process?

As was found in the background review, none of the previous academic efforts within
the digital media-organization context have examined the value propositions of their
respective samples per se. However, during the preliminary screening of the case
organizations' archival data subject to this thesis, it appeared that many of these are
communicating their value propositions with broader societal meanings and agendas.
Therefore, the main objective in the attempt to answer RQ1 is to map the case
organizations' value proposition designs, development, and possible sustainability
elements in them. Moreover, within the theoretical grounds for the study, the aim is to
identify the involved stakeholder groups and beneficiary relations in the process of
value creation, sharing, and capture (See, e.g., Freudenreich et al. 2019, Figure 1).

RQ 2: Why have these organizations integrated sustainability
agendas in their value propositions?

SQ 2.1: What kind of benefits the organizations seek to achieve
through sustainable value propositions?

SQ 2.2: How do different stakeholders benefit from the value
created?

SQ 2.3: How do the organizations perceive that their value
proposition impacts on their positioning in the market?

In case studies, it is often appropriate to ask questions starting with why, especially in
the circumstances with contemporary phenomena and few existing answers (Yin
2009, 13-14). This evidently is the starting point of this study, which aims to clarify the
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motives and drivers behind the case organizations' value propositions. RQ 2 is stated
to provide answers to these unknown factors.

In any value creation activity, an organization should make its business decisions
based on how and to what extent the received benefits exceed the costs related to
that activity (Amit & Zott 2012). However, where costs are often easier to quantify,
benefits commonly appear in many forms and are more subject to time-horizon of
expected returns (Schoemaker et al. 2018; Freeman 2010, 27). This difficulty in
interpretation is emphasized especially in an attempt of creating societal- or shared
value for many stakeholder groups (Crane 2020; Porter & Kramer 2011: Orlitzky et al.
2003), which is why SQ 2.1 seeks to clarify the multifaceted benefits the caseorganizations perceive they receive from the development of sustainable value
propositions.

According to Kotler & Keller (2016, 297-298), positioning is a vital element of a firm's
strategic marketing. Based on offering and brand image, positioning should be
carefully designed to corner a distinctive space in the target market. Thus, any
positioning effort should always be considered in relation to the external market
environment of a company. Referring to Webster (1994, 107-108), Rintamäki et al.
(2007) note, that value proposition, although not limited to communications only,
connects to an organization's positioning statement due to its focus on defining the
target customer, reasons for purchasing, and explicit communication about the
offering. However, Payne et al. (2017) emphasize that despite their conceptual
similarities, positioning statement and value proposition should not be confused with
each other since where the prior is considered primarily as an element of a firm's
marketing communications plan, the latter is regarded as a strategic tool that facilitates
communication of an organization's resources and value offering. Therefore, in the
context of this study, positioning and positioning statements act as essential points of
interest for two reasons. Firstly, the similarities mentioned above between the
concepts, especially in terms of communications, indicate that in practice, some
organizations might communicate their value propositions outwards through their
positioning statements. Secondly, since sustainable value creation is always
dependent on the competitive environment of the market (Porter 1985, 5), the case
organizations' perceptions on their value proposition-based positionings (relative to
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other market actors) are significant in the examination of their value creation
processes in the broader stakeholder scope.

1.3

Theoretical Framework

Stakeholder theory (Freeman 1984) has recently been gaining attention among
business scholars and practitioners across multiple disciplines (Freeman, Phillips &
Sisodia 2020; Barney & Harrison 2020; Business Roundtable 2019) and especially
strategic management researchers have begun interpreting stakeholder approach as
applicable with some of the more traditional economic theories (Hatherly et al. 2020;
Freeman et al. 2010, 84). This trend can also be seen in the broad business model
(Alcaniz et al. 2020; Freudenreich et al. 2019; Evans et al. 2017; Tantalo & Priem
2016) and value proposition (Baldassarre et al. 2017; Frow & Payne 2011; Lusch et
al. 2011) literature where stakeholder theory has often been applied. Moreover, the
stakeholder approach has been widely utilized in media studies, especially in
examinations related to corporate responsibility in media organizations (Olkkonen
2018; Bachmann & Ingenhoff 2017; Martin & Souder 2009; Morland & Desslandes
2017) and articles discussing media accountability or journalistic ethics (Stern 2008;
Richards 2004; Plaisance 2000).

Given the above-mentioned literature and the complex, multi-stakeholder value
creation environment where the media organizations subject to this study operate in,
also this thesis approaches the topic from the perspective of stakeholder theory. The
theoretical framework directs the course of the study and is further complemented with
the relevant streams of literature and concepts central to the context and phenomenon
under examination. Figure 1 presents the theoretical framework.
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Figure 1. Theoretical framework.

In the following chapters 2 & 3, the theoretical approach, focal literature fields, and
concepts presented in figure 1 are discussed in-depth.

1.4

Delimitations

Where the methodological limitations concerning this study are explained in chapters
4.4. (Reliability & Validity) and 6.5 (Limitations & Future Research Directions), this
section addresses the conceptual and contextual boundaries to be considered.

Firstly, this thesis approaches the context of European digital-born media
organizations from the perspective of stakeholder theory, including the concepts
intimately connected to the theory (see figure 1). Given that the study findings can be
observed from various theoretical angles, the constraints of the approach selected for
this thesis should be taken into account when interpreting the results.

Secondly, as is described in chapter 3, the conceptual position of the phenomenon
under exploration (sustainable value propositions) is central to the considerably
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broader concepts of business strategy and business models. Therefore, multiple units
of observation have been included in this study (See Appendix 3, Coding Scheme).
However, due to the time and resource constraints limiting the exploration, this thesis
does not cover all aspects of those interconnected concepts. For instance, a frequent
topic of interest in business model literature is the linkage between a specific business
model element and the financial performance of a given firm (Schaltegger et al. 2019).
In this thesis, however, the phenomenon of sustainable value propositions is observed
with an interpretivistic philosophy seeking to understand meanings and social
constructs within the case-organizations and their stakeholder networks (Saunders et
al. 2016, 168). Therefore, the thesis does not draw any positivist conclusions or make
assumptions of potential interdependencies between different variables connected to
the phenomenon.

Finally, the findings of the explorative thesis are primarily context-specific, and should
not be directly connected to the broader umbrella context (the media-industry) as they
are presented here. In this regard, the study aims to examine these particular caseorganizations in-depth and seeks to build the theoretical constructs presented in
chapters 2 & 3 (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2009, 43). However, also these results should
be treated with care, given the explorative nature and partial narrowness of the
empirical evidence.

1.5

Definitions & Abbreviations of Key Concepts

In this sub-chapter, key concepts repeatedly used in the thesis are defined. It should
be noted that in academic literature, most of the concepts commonly have various
definitions that often are context-specific and have changed over time. Nevertheless,
the concept references provided below have been selected to clarify the context and
narrative of this study, although the author accepts that alternative interpretations do
exist.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Corporate Responsibility (CR)

Carroll (1979) categorizes a wide range of different obligations that businesses have
towards society into a cumulative continuum of four groups: Economic responsibilities,
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legal responsibilities, ethical responsibilities, and discretionary responsibilities. The
first responsibility any business has towards society is to provide goods and services
that society desires and sell them at a profit. Without fulfillment of this responsibility, a
business cannot exist. Secondly, this economic mission must be met within the frames
of legal requirements society has set for companies. Thirdly, a company also has
ethical responsibilities that are not clearly defined. However, these responsibilities can
be considered as additional behaviors and activities that are not necessarily codified
as binding regulation but apply as implicitly expected rules set by society. Finally,
discretionary responsibilities are those that are conducted by firms from a voluntary
basis, such as philanthropy and engaging with community activities. Because CSR is
seen as a continuum, it is crucial to recognize that firms can move from one category
to another in time.

Although corporate responsibility is often used synonymously with corporate social
responsibility (Crane & Glozer 2016), the main difference in terminology is, that where
the latter focuses on the social responsibilities of a firm, the prior includes multiple,
often interconnected, responsibilities in the equation. For instance, Heikkurinen &
Mäkinen (2018) address corporate responsibility through three principle perspectives,
economic, critical, and politico-economic, that can be used in the responsibility
analysis of a firm. Within this interpretation, all perspectives include both the societal
and organizational levels of analysis, and where the economic perspective primarily
deals with the economic responsibilities discussed above, the critical perspective
challenges the whole existence of "responsible corporate action," claiming this to be
only a disguised tool that is used to advance firms' managerial and political objectives.
The politico-economic perspective goes even further, and not only challenges the prior
two but also assumes that firms and civil society actors should be seen as equal and
free participants in enhancing the common good in deliberative democratic
environments while basing decisions on what is ethically right.

Digital Transformation of the Media

According to Lugmayr & Grueblbauer (2017), the digital transformation of the media
is characterized by three main drivers that have affected the whole industry: An
increasing number of connected consumers, global online content distribution &
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intermediation, and an increase in digital media advertising spending. These drivers
have initiated organizational processes of developing and acquiring new technology,
which has partly also displaced the human workforce and re-structured operational
duties. Moreover, new partnerships, especially with the digital intermediaries, have
become essential to media-publishers, and thus remodeled the stakeholder landscape
within the industry, while connected consumers have adopted a new active role as
participants within the media value-chain.

Media Responsibility, Media Accountability & Journalism Ethics

The underlying proposition of media responsibility is that organizations within the
industry have responsibilities toward the general public's interest that reach far beyond
the organizations' business responsibilities. Therefore, media professionals should
ensure that views and opinions of different population groups are adequately
represented in the media and that the general public has access to information where
they can form fact-based opinions on relevant social issues. (Wilenius & Malmelin
2009)

McQuail (2005, 207) define media accountability as "voluntary or involuntary
processes by which the media answers directly or indirectly to their society for the
quality and/or consequences of publication." Adding to this definition, Heikkilä &
Domingo et al. (2012) note, that media can be held accountable before, during and
after publication, to a variety of stakeholder groups within a society, that includes at
least the state, market, professional community, owners, and audiences.

According to Ward (2008, 139), journalism ethics is a type of applied, or normative
ethics, that often guide practice in many fields. Applied ethics appear in two forms:
Firstly, in arguing specific principles and philosophies associated with ethics, and
secondly, in applying these philosophies or principles in a debate to justify actions. In
this context, journalism ethics can be seen as analyses of the journalistic profession
and the application of its established principles to situations and problems that arise
from practice. For instance, in Finland, good journalistic practice is guided by 35 ethical
principles set by the Council for Mass Media (2014) that are meant to be followed as
self-regulatory guidelines for all journalistic work.
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Business Model (BM), Sustainable Business Model (SBM) & Value

Teece (2010) defines business models as layouts of a firm's financial and
organizational structures, which represent the firm's logic and demonstrated ability to
create and deliver value to its customers. He adds that this conceptualization includes
a portrait of the firm's business architecture – that is, the system the company uses to
capture value and generate profits. Thus, in brief, business models are firms' ways of
determining the design of how they create, deliver, and capture value, which in this
thesis is often referred to as the "value process." Value, in turn, is a multifaceted term
which, in order to avoid misinterpretations, should be connected to the context, and
can represent, e.g., financial value, value-in-use, or intangible forms such as emotional
and ideological value (Freudenreich et al. 2019).

In the broader examination of the value-process exceeding the boundaries of a firm,
Schaltegger et al. (2016, 4) define a business model for sustainability as "a BM that
helps describing, analyzing, managing and communicating (i) a company's
sustainable value proposition to its customers and all other stakeholders, (ii) how it
creates and delivers this value, (iii) and how it captures economic value while
maintaining or regenerating natural, social and economic capital beyond its
organizational boundaries."

Customer Value Proposition (CVP) and Sustainable Value Proposition (SVP)

According to Payne & Frow (2017, 472), customer value proposition (CVP) is "a
strategic tool facilitating communication of an organization's ability to share resources
and offer a superior value package to targeted customers." Similarly to the abovedefined concept of sustainable business model, also sustainable value proposition
advances the conceptual perspective of the CVP from a company's internal strategic
management decision to involve and allow value creation for many stakeholders at the
same time (Baldassarre et al. 2017). In crafting sustainable value propositions (SVPs),
the authors emphasize the importance of three interconnected building blocks: Value
generation for multiple stakeholder groups, addressing a sustainability problem, and
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an iterative product or service development process involving relevant stakeholders
aiming at overcoming the specified sustainability problem.
Stakeholder (SH)

According to Freeman (1984. 46), "a stakeholder in an organization is any group or
individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization's
objectives." Although there is an ongoing debate regarding the role, extent, and exact
definition of a stakeholder (Freeman 2020), stakeholders associated with the firm's
value creation process can be seen as primary and secondary stakeholders, as
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Stakeholders of a firm (Adapted from Freeman 2010, 24)

Noteworthy is that in categorizing primary and secondary stakeholder groups in
relation to the focal firm, Freeman (2010, 27) emphasizes the interconnectedness
and situation specificity of the actors, and thus the importance of an individual
stakeholder group cannot be interpreted based only on its proximity to the firm.
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1.6

Structure of the Study

The structure of the study follows the LUT master's thesis guidelines. The first chapter
has set the scene for the thesis by providing a thorough background description of the
context and phenomenon under analysis. Here, also the identified research gap and
the research questions directing the course of the study have been presented, along
with an overview of the preceding theoretical framework, boundaries of the thesis, and
definitions of key concepts. In chapter two, the theoretical approach is described indepth through focal academic literature sources around stakeholder theory. In chapter
3, the theoretical foundation is connected to the concepts of business strategy,
business models, sustainable business models, and sustainable value propositions.
Then, chapter 4 lays out the research design and methods before findings are
presented in chapter 5. The last chapter 6 goes through the findings in discussion with
the relevant literature and concludes the examination by presenting the thesis'
contributions to theories and practice.
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2

STAKEHOLDER THEORY

This chapter presents the theoretical approach to the study. First, the underlying logic
and principles behind stakeholder theory are briefly explained, followed by an overview
of the central academic interpretations of the theory in subchapter 2.2. Then,
subchapters 2.3 and 2.4 showcases how relevant stakeholders can be identified
based on characteristics and issues. Finally, section 2.5 connects the theory with
business strategy development through a discussion about the drivers and objectives
of stakeholder management.

2.1

Logics of the Stakeholder Approach

According to Freeman et al. (2020), stakeholder theory was developed during the past
forty years with an objective to enhance understanding about the complex, fluid, and
intertwined business environment of today's globalized world that the incumbent
economic theories have had a hard time to explicate. In his two seminal papers,
Freeman's (1994; Freeman & Reed 1983) core argument for the need of a more
comprehensive approach to managing organizations was, that most established
business theories tend to separate business and ethics, and while doing it, put too
much weight on creating financial gains for too a narrow group of stakeholders – that
is, stockholders in particular. Since its inception, stakeholder theory has been applied
in a diverse range of academic disciplines and in practice, notably in the fields of
strategic management, marketing, and business ethics (Freeman et al. 2010).

Stakeholder theory begins with an idea, that the interests of stakeholders (SHs), or by
definition; "those groups or individuals who can affect to or be affected by a firm's value
creation process" (See Definitions, Ch. 1.6.), should be managed in joint and in a
morally responsible, human manner (Freeman 1994). This proposition is twofold and
forms the core of the theory. Firstly, stakeholder theory is an inclusive approach to
value creation and trade, and it suggests that the overall value creation potential of a
focal business and its SHs is maximized when the parties together focus on interactive
value creation, sometimes beyond economic measures (Freeman et al. 2020; Harrison
& Wicks 2013; Freeman et al. 2010, 4). Thus, the decision maker's role in the focal
organization is to clarify who are the relevant SHs involved and how these
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relationships should be managed and developed in the same direction (Freeman,
Wicks & Parmar 2004). Secondly, stakeholder theory does not perceive business as
a separate function from ethics and vice versa. This assertion, often referred to as the
"separation fallacy," is integral to the theory since when a SH value creation system
makes decisions, they more or less always come with harmful and/or beneficial
consequences for some parties. When the separation fallacy is inverted, stakeholder
theory argues that because practically every human decision has some moral content,
they nearly always come with some sort of an impact on business and value creation.
(Freeman et al. 2010, 6; Jones & Wicks 1999) In combination, the preceding
proposition urges firms to consider how values and morals could be embedded in their
business conduct and how these could be aligned with relevant SHs involved in their
value creation processes (Freeman et al. 2010, 202). Notably, these principle ideas
behind stakeholder theory are also intimately connected to the context of this thesis,
since in editorial decision making, journalists and editors commonly need to balance
between ethical and commercial motives (Painter-Morland & Deslandes 2017;
Porlezza & Splendore 2016).

In the light of these central logics, it is essential to acknowledge that stakeholder theory
is not a "theory of everything" and that SHs or SH issues that businesses deal with
can be seen in many ways, depending on the circumstances (Freeman et al. 2010,
208; Phillips, Freeman, & Wicks, 2003). Moreover, stakeholder theory does not
undermine shareholder interests or oppose the traditionally accepted primary
objective of the firm, that is, to maximize its value and generate profits for owners
(Freeman et al. 2010, 12). Instead, the theory challenges the ways how these
objectives could be best achieved (Freeman et al. 2020). Each of these essential
components of stakeholder theory is discussed in-depth throughout the following three
subchapters.

2.2

Divergent and Convergent Approaches

Over the years, the central logic of stakeholder theory has been debated and
interpreted in multiple different ways by countless scholars (Barney & Harrison 2020).
One of the most established interpretations was developed by Donaldson & Preston
(1995), who argued that stakeholder theory has three distinctive, although mutually
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supportive, forms, and that the theory should thus be interpreted through its
descriptive, instrumental, and normative dimensions. Building upon Freeman (1994,
409), Jones, Harrison & Felps (2018, 371) note, that based on this division to three
dimensions stakeholder theory should be seen as an "umbrella term for a genre of
theories" that enhance scholarly and managerial understanding of performance
outcomes and complex relationships between a firm and its stakeholders.

Based on Donaldson's & Preston's (1995) view, stakeholder theory is undoubtedly
descriptive, because it provides practitioners with an empirically testable framework of
a corporation explaining "what a firm is." They add that stakeholder theory is also
instrumental, due to its capability of presenting and examining connections between
the implementation of stakeholder management and the goals or objectives the
operations have been set to achieve. Finally, the authors claim, stakeholder theory is
fundamentally normative because different stakeholder groups or individuals are seen
with legitimate interests in a firm, regardless of the scope or legitimacy of the focal
firm's interest towards the stakeholders. Table 1 presents the taxonomy as initially
proposed by Donaldson & Preston (1995) and as further summarized in Freeman et
al. (2010, 212).

Table 1. Distinctions in stakeholder theory
Clarification

Answers to

Approach

Question:

Descriptive

What is the firm, and what

Managerial Example:

Primary Use in:

Supply chain policy of a firm

Organizational research,

they do?

Empirical claims about firms
and managerial actions

Instrumental

What is the outcome of

Investment in a specific

Social sciences research,

managerial actions?

CSR activity increased the

empirical testing

financial profitability of a firm

Normative

What should the firm and its

In order to produce high-

management do?

quality journalism, a

Ethics, Business Ethics

newsroom should follow
universal journalistic
guidelines

Drawing from the distinctive SH perspective as suggested by Donaldson & Preston
(1995), Jones & Wicks (1999) provide another interpretation of the theory, where the
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instrumental and normative dimensions are merged into a hybrid approach. Their
proposition for what they call "convergent stakeholder theory," is based on two core
arguments. Firstly, they claim that to enhance standard scholarly agreement in theory
development and to provide substantial grounds for methodological testing in socialsciences and ethics-research, the normative and instrumental dimensions should be
seen as a whole. Secondly, they argue that by dividing the theory into three distinctive
dimensions, its managerial practicality would erode. In their view, managers should
perceive convergent stakeholder theory as a vehicle for making morally right decisions
while advancing measurable value creation activities connected to stakeholder
relationships,

without

the

dominance

of

either

(normative/ethicist,

or

instrumental/social sciences, e.g., economics) dimension.

Despite the preceded and still ongoing scholarly debate concerning whether the theory
should be diverged, converged or something in between (Freeman et al. 2020;
Donaldson 1999; Trevino & Weaver 1999), many stakeholder theorists seem to agree
on its managerial applicability (Harrison & Wicks 2013; Jones & Wicks 1999;
Donaldson & Preston 1995). In this sense, as Freeman (2010, 9) puts it, stakeholder
theory is simultaneously descriptive, instrumental, and normative, because all of these
dimensions together support the fundamental managerial objectives the theory seeks
to explain – that is, how business and organizations function in practice and how they
could operate at their best. In SH-thinking, these objectives are fulfilled when
managers, in alignment with the focal firm's strategy, make ethical decisions and serve
interests of all their SHs, without compromising the interests of one SH over another
(Phillips et al. 2003). This perception, where each SH's interests should be seen as
equal, has created a significant problem and debate around the theory (Mainardes,
Alves & Raposo 2011) because in business decision making, conflicts and
compromises are commonplace and managers are often constrained by a specific
objective or goals that require continuous balancing of different SH interests
(Venkataraman 2002). Therefore, a variety of tools for SH identification, ranking, and
determination of organizational response have been developed. Some of the most
important ones are discussed in the following section.
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2.3

Stakeholder Salience and the MAW-Framework

As noted in subchapter 1.6, there are multiple definitions of what entity or which
individual counts as a SH. These definitions reflect the normative cores of stakeholder
theory, which, as described above, aim to frame the guidelines and moral or
contractual rights a SH has towards a firm, and vice versa (Freeman 1994). To provide
normative clarity to whom and descriptive explanations to what managers should pay
attention to in SH management, Mitchell, Agle & Wood (1997) proposed a framework
of SH salience, which rationalizes these circumstances. The authors suggested that
SH groups could be identified and their claims towards a firm prioritized based on their
possession of one or more attributes related to the stakeholder's power, legitimacy,
and urgency, relative to the focal firm. Based on these variables, the scholars
developed a framework (MAW, after the authors Mitchell, Agle & Wood 1997) that
managers could use in decision making to identify the type and relevance of a SH.
The MAW framework, including different attribute bases for determining the variables
and SH types, is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. MAW Framework. Stakeholder identification, salience, and typology (Adapted from
Mitchell et al. 1997)
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In their influential article, Mitchell et al. (1997) suggest that when identifying constructattributes (power, urgency, and legitimacy) of a SH, managers should consider the
dynamics of each attribute while acknowledging their subjective roles as information
moderators. Firstly, the manager in question should take into account that all attributes
are subject to change in any SH-manager relationship, and thus this circumstancespecific variability must be considered. Secondly, none of the attributes is entirely an
objective one, but rather a product of its environment and reality. Thirdly, managers
should be aware that the SH under analysis might not be aware of the possession of
a specific attribute, and that possession does not necessarily indicate action from the
behalf of the SH.

After the attribute-dynamics consideration, managers can determine the stakeholder
type based on the number of attributes the SH possesses. The scholars conclude that
the more construct-attributes a SH holds, the more salient the SH is to the firm. In this
definition, only one type of stakeholder, the definitive type, possesses all three
construct-attributes and can thus be considered as a "highly salient" SH. In contrast,
the dominant, dangerous, and dependent types holding two attributes indicate
"moderate or expectant" salience. Finally, SHs possessing only one attribute should
be considered as "low salience, or latent" types, and if none of the attributes match,
the SH in question should be interpreted as a "nonstakeholder" or "potential
stakeholder." Based on these assertions, the authors emphasize, that over time, each
SH can achieve higher levels of saliency by acquiring one or more missing attributes.

Although the authors of the SH salience framework (MAW) did not initially test their
proposition empirically, multiple scholars have thereafter extended their work and
provided evidence for its usability (Wood, Mitchell, Agle & Bryan 2018; Magness 2008;
Knox & Gruar 2007; Parent & Deephouse 2007; Harvey & Schaefer 2001). However,
also critics have been addressed towards their proposition, focusing on, e.g., issues
related to lack of explanations regarding reciprocal organizational responses occurring
after SH identification (Bundy, Shropshire & Buccholtz 2013; Aaltonen, Jaako &
Tuomas 2008), evident manager bias (Currie, Seaton, and Wesley 2009), and
narrowness of the framework (Pajunen 2006; Hart & Sharma 2004; Friedman & Miles
2002). One of the centric development ideas to SH identification and management at
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large has been a proposition to focus on issues instead of organizational attributes.
This literature branch of "stakeholder issue salience" is discussed in the following.

2.4

Issue Salience

With an aim to construct an alternative framework for dealing with SH relationships,
Bundy et al. (2013, 353) proposed a "strategic cognition view of issue salience," which
they define as "the degree to which a stakeholder issue resonates with and is
prioritized by management." Their core argument for the perspective change in
understanding SH salience was that organizations do not respond to SHs and their
operating environments as such, but they invoke responses to issues and challenges
raised by their SHs. The scholars perceive issue salience as an outcome of the
strategic cognition process – that is, what happens within an organization regarding
the formation of cognitive structures such as organizational identity, and how that
further translates into strategic decision making (Narayanan et al. 2011). As a product
of their proposition, Bundy et al. (2013, 362) offered a framework for determining
distinct types of issues depending on their relationship with the strategic frame of the
focal firm and its organizational identity. The framework is presented in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4. Issue salience, strategic cognition, and responsiveness framework. Adopted from:
Bundy et al. 2013, 362.
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In the figure above, the black squares indicate high salience, dark grey squares refer
to moderate salience, and the light-grey box demonstrates low-salience issues. The
scholars note that issues should always be viewed independently from each other,
while both positive and negative attributes should be taken into account. During the
evaluation phase, the issue type and suggested response are dependent on two
relationships shown on the vertical and horizontal axes. Here, the vertical axis
indicates the nature of an issue's relationship with the focal firm's organizational
identity, explaining the issue's perceived connectedness to an organization's strategic
cognition. The horizontal axis defines the issues' fit into the organization's strategic
frames, and based on the determined issue type, an expected response can be
identified. For instance, if the issue in question conflicts only with the strategic frames
of the firm, managers should consider the issue as an instrumental threat – meaning
that the issue conflicts with the pursuit of the firm's strategic objectives –

and

managers can respond in a symbolically defensive manner. In this case, however, the
threat is not meeting with the expressive logic of the firm, which is connected to the
self-image and association of the firm's organizational identity, and should thus be
considered as a moderately salient issue. (Bundy et al. 2013)

The issue salience framework advances stakeholder theory by providing both scholars
and managers with more tools to understand SH concerns and act upon them.
Although the "father" of the modern stakeholder theory perceives issues to be a wrong
unit of analysis in managing SH relationships (Freeman et al. 2010, 60), many seem
to disagree with his view of SH groups or individuals as overriding subjects. Issue
salience appears to be a popular research approach especially in the fields of
communications, politics, and public administration, as all the academic publications
recovered from the LUT Finna database search with "issue salience" as the title term
fell within these disciplines.

By addressing the usability of the issue-approach in an institutionalized context, Roloff
(2008) claims that in the complex and globalizing operating environment where many
modern organizations operate in, the focus of SH management should be on issues
when they emerge in multi-stakeholder network interaction. In her article, she
acknowledges the need for organization-level SH management in order to identify and
understand relevant SHs, but whenever a problem becomes interconnected with
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multiple actors at the same time, focusing on an issue might help the network at large
to solve a common challenge collaboratively. Indeed, the issue approach is consistent
with one of the primary propositions of stakeholder theory, that is, striving towards the
best means in achieving mutual objectives. Relatedly, Freeman et al. (2010, 28)
emphasize that stakeholder approach is concerned with maximizing stakeholder value
without tradeoffs, but when they unavoidably occur, managers should find the best
possible ways to arrange the tradeoff while immediately starting to find out how to
improve the overall tradeoff value for all parties.

However, in the issue-focused SH management, it is vital to notice potential
consequential effects of the networked challenge in question. When the objective is
not to deal with a specified entity or individual at a time, companies may get entangled
with actors involved in multiple tiers of society, including, e.g., governments, nongovernmental organizations, and social interest groups. Commonly, when firms face
a multifaceted challenge, they end up being regarded as political or social actors that,
in the eyes of the general public, can also be judged beyond their regular business
activities (Roloff 2008, 247). A prime example of this kind of a challenge to issuefocused SH management is closely connected to the context of this thesis since news
media-companies are often serving commercial interests of many SHs, while their
audiences commonly perceive them as societal- and/or politicized actors (Doyle, in
Altmeppen 2017, 59). Organizations that operate with such hybrid- or multiplelogics where business models are constructed to manage value beyond financial
measures, firms often need to deal with challenges and tensions emerging from the
serving of multiple SH-interests simultaneously (Davies & Doherty 2019). For these
purposes, an issue-based approach to stakeholder management could be
advantageous, especially in the light of the central idea of stakeholder theory, which
states that business decisions cannot be separated from ethics (Freeman et al. 2010,
6-7). However, when the theoretical framework presented thus far has acknowledged
the core logic of the SH approach and provided tools to identify and deal with SH
claims, it is appropriate to move onto looking at what drives SH management,
and why stakeholder theory should be applied in connection to value creation
altogether?
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2.5

Purpose and Objective – What Drives Stakeholder Management?

Since the inception of stakeholder theory, there has been a vivid academic debate
concerning the problem of the "corporate objective" (Freeman et al. 2020: Hatherly et
al. 2020). Arguments have been made that serving the interests of multiple SHs
inevitably lacks a clear objective and results in confusion (Damodaran 2019;
Sundaram & Inkpen 2004; Jensen 2002). Many of these juxtapositions are based on
the traditionally accepted purpose of business, which according to Milton Friedman's
famous definition is "to use (a firm's) resources and engage in activities designed to
increase its profits as long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say,
engages in open and free competition, without deception and fraud" (Friedman 1962,
133). This proposition explicitly sets the maximization of a company's financiers'
wealth before the interests of any other stakeholders, in contrast to the central logic of
stakeholder theory (Freeman et al. 2010, 11).

Sundaram & Inkpen (2004) made an argument in favor of the Friedman doctrine
(Smith 2003) by claiming that all stakeholders benefit from an increase in shareholder
earnings because if the firm is profitable enough to pay out dividends, it has already
successfully fulfilled its obligations to all its other stakeholders. In addition, the scholars
foresaw diversified stakeholder management to result in increased risk averseness
within the firm since, in their view, managers and other non-shareholder SHs tend to
carry unsystematic risks that distort decision-making and thus affect negatively on the
pursuit of profits. By taking a slightly different perspective on the shareholder
paradigm, Jensen (2002) suggests that managers should set their objectives based
on a single metric, namely, the long-term total market value of the firm. This outing,
which Jensen called "the value maximization proposition" and "enlightened
stakeholder theory," determines the single value objective to consist of all financial
claims connected to a firm, including equity, debt, and all other financial variables
affecting the firm's market valuation. However, contrary to the shareholder advocates'
perception of the firm's purpose, Jensen pays closer attention to the time span over
which financial wealth could be maximized, claiming that short-sighted profit
maximization will finally lead to the destruction of the firm's market value. Yet, his main
argument against stakeholder theory's logic of broader value creation endeavor is, that
without a clear and measurable objective to strive for, managers and directors
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following the stakeholder theory principles are left without a determined criterion to
base decisions on. In Jensen's view, this would, in alignment with short-term profit
maximization, negatively affect the firm's long-run value and eventually leave all SHs
with less to share.

In their response to the above-cited article by Sundaram & Inkpen (2004), SH theorists
Freeman et al. (2004) emphasize two core questions summarizing stakeholder
theory's take on the corporate objective. These, along with two supporting questions
(SQs) and their expected outcomes, are stated in table 2 below.

Table 2. Stakeholder theory and the corporate objective. Two core questions directing decision
making. Adapted from: Freeman et al. 2004.
ST's Core Questions

SQ 1

SQ 2

What is the purpose of

What is the shared sense of

What

the firm?

the value managers aim to

stakeholders together?

brings

the

Outcomes
firm's

create?

(1) Gives direction and
(2) Enables
outstanding
performance, both in
terms of purpose and
financial metrics

What responsibility

What kinds of relationships

What kinds of relationships

(1) Pushes managers

does management

does the management want?

they need to create with their

to articulate how they

stakeholders to deliver

want to do

on their purpose

business

have to stakeholders?

Freeman et al. 's (2004) response to the "corporate objective question" addressed by
Jensen (2002) and Sundaram & Inkpen (2004), captures the essence of modern-day
business. Firstly, the stakeholder theory advocates claim that the complexity of any
larger firm's value creation network cannot be simplified into one single metric that
would accurately reflect an absolute objective to strive for (Freeman et al. 2010, 13).
Secondly, rather than determining only one SH group to be an end-capturer of
delivered value, firms need a prevailing direction where managers can guide their SHs
through value co-creation processes. Moreover, when at some point, the paths of
multiple SHs unavoidably diverge, an entrepreneurial equilibrating process involved
will result in contractual re-arrangements and organizational developments for the
benefit of all remaining and new SHs. (Freeman et al. 2004)
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The equilibrating process is crucial in understanding the dynamics of SH value
creation

process

since

stakeholder

theory

clearly

acknowledges

possible

contradictions in SH relations and provides an example of the expected reaction
(Freeman et al. 2010, 20-22). According to Venkataram (2002), whenever significant
value deviations occur within the value process of multiple stakeholders, the
entrepreneurial equilibrating process re-distributes the residual value to the use of
other stakeholders where the total value will eventually be equilibrated (indicating
weak equilibrating process). Besides, the author notes that if the value-imbalances
accumulate within the remaining stakeholder network, other market actors will
ultimately balance out the system by destroying the value deviations through the
formation of entirely new structures (indicating strong equilibrating process).

Based on this view, stakeholder theory's approach to setting objectives is primarily
about finding and setting a direction that is lucrative enough for a broader network to
strive for (Table 2, Core Question 1). When the direction has been established,
managers of the focal firm need to decide the SH groups to involve, and then articulate
the value that is co-created, delivered, and captured by multiple SHs in the process of
reaching common goals. Throughout the process, varying interests of different SH
groups should be managed by ethical decision making in alignment with the prevailing
direction and strategy. (Table 2, Core Question 2) When disputes unavoidably occur,
the most sustainable way to overcome these is to re-develop relationships and
contracts between parties to get back on track; otherwise, the market forces will redistribute the SH interests as per the strong equilibrating process.

To illustrate this process, an example from industry practice can be drawn. In 1994,
Interface Inc., a US-based office carpet-manufacturing company shifted their
conventional industrial model of “take-make-waste” into an ambitious quest for what
they called “Mount Sustainability” – that is, producing zero waste, zero pollution, and
zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by the year of 2020. According to Interface
CEO Ray Anderson (Anderson & White 2011, 49), the transformative change in
business approach was initiated by a company sales-person, who, on behalf of a
customer, asked Anderson what Interface is doing for the environment. From that
question on, Interface has strived for their vision, with a mission of “being in the
business for creating change.” (Interface Inc. 2020) In his book, Anderson (Anderson
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& White 2011, 38) explains Interface’s business case for sustainability by claiming that
from 1994 to 2008, the company has cut their net GHG-emissions by 72 percent, while
the company’s profit margins and sales revenues have continuously grown. Moreover,
Interface has been able to attract and engage new talent with their environmental
vision that they would not have been able to attract without their cause-driven
positioning (Anderson & White 2011, 41). At large, the company is focusing on
managing for its broad network of stakeholders with a “sensitizing” approach, which
means being in connection with them who share the same values with the company
(Anderson & White 2011, 91). Evidently, e.g., some former Interface suppliers who
continued offering only non-renewable materials were excluded from Interface’s
stakeholder network (Anderson & White 2011, 91), as per to the entrepreneurial
equilibrating process described above. On the other hand, that residual value was then
quickly re-distributed to new contract suppliers with renewable materials in their
offering (Anderson & White 2011, 130). This “best practice” example illustrates the
answers to the core questions of what drives stakeholder management (Table 2): The
company’s environmental mission and the explicit vision they set at the year 2020
gave the SHs prevailing direction, enabled outstanding performance beyond (but
including) financial metrics, and pushed the internal stakeholders to clarify the basis
of their business.

In effect, the core questions of the stakeholder approach to setting objectives are
closely connected to the definition of a “market-oriented mission,” as proposed by
Kotler, Armstrong & Opresnik (2018, 64-65):
“An organization exists to accomplish something, and this purpose should be
clearly stated. Forging a sound mission begins with the following questions:
What is our business? Who is the customer? What do consumers value?
What should our business be? Many organizations develop formal mission
statements that answer these questions.” (Kotler, Armstrong & Opresnik
2018, 64-65)

Relatedly, Grünig & Kühn (2015, 35) define a firm’s mission statement as the
management’s strategic tool, which lays out the core values, purpose, and principal
goals of an organization. According to the scholars, mission statement provides the
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firm with a vital framework it uses to develop corporate, business, and functional-level
strategies. They add, that although mission statements usually include rather abstract
principles, their restrictive impact on the firm’s strategic freedom increases significantly
if the principles address deeply seated organization-specific bearings, such as
environmental or societal values. David (2003; 1989) defines a mission statement as
a firm’s written declaration of purpose, which differentiates it from other similar firms.
He suggests that a solid mission statement should include nine essential elements, as
presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Elements of a mission statement. Adapted from: David 2003, 12.

David (2011, 50) emphasizes the positive impacts a well-crafted mission statement
may have on a firm’s strategy and decision-making. He argues that mission
statements often provide essential guidelines and managerial orientation for
consistent decision making, enhance employee commitment to the firms’ objectives,
and works as a useful tool in communicating organizational identity. However, Grünig
& Kühn (2015, 77) add, that none of the functions of a well-established mission
statement is genuinely effective in strategy development if they do not reflect the
values and objectives of the firm’s stakeholders. Therefore, formulation of a mission
statement should begin with a thorough stakeholder analysis (Grünig & Kühn 2015,
81), which thereafter enables the setting of common direction guiding stakeholder
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management (Jones et al. 2018; Freeman et al. 2004). By following Drucker’s (2006)
suggestion of “what business can learn from nonprofits,” the UK based Bureau of
Investigative Journalism’s (Case 1) full mission statement can be presented as a “best
practice” example of a powerful mission statement, which covers all of the elements
shown in the figure above (identified in between the text by the author):
“Our aim is to inform the public (Customers) about the realities of power in
today's world. We are particularly concerned with the undermining of
democratic processes and failures to accord with fair, legal, and transparent
practices (Philosophy). We inform the public through in-depth investigative
journalism (Products/Services), with no corporate or political agenda (Public
image). Through fact-based, unbiased reporting, we expose systemic wrongs,
counter misinformation, and spark change (Distinctive competence). Our
journalists dig deep and will spend months getting to the truth if that is what it
takes (Employees). Once our investigations are complete, we give them to
mainstream media outlets around the world (Geographic markets), so they
are seen by as many people as possible (Concern for survival). We focus on
serious issues affecting our society and identify new areas of investigation
through research, data, whistleblowers, and contacts (Technology). We are
always keen to hear from individuals, journalists, and organizations interested
in collaborating with us.” (Bureau of Investigative Journalism, About Us 2020)

Noteworthy is that in addition to covering all the elements of the above-presented
canvas of an effective mission statement (Figure 5), the Bureau of Investigative
Journalism includes an open invitation to all potential new stakeholders to collaborate
with them. Thus, it can be concluded that in companies that aim to manage for
stakeholders, such an additional element could be useful to include in the initial
mission statement framework provided by David (2003). In the next chapter, the focus
shifts on examining how mission connects to a firm’s strategy and how the
contemporary business sustainability literature addresses stakeholder theory.
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3

STRATEGY, BUSINESS MODELS & VALUE PROPOSITIONS

According to Lassarre (2012, 28-32), a firm’s business strategy comprises of four
components that should be developed into a direction where the firm can enhance its
performance to achieve sustaining competitive advantage relative to its competitors.
The first component, ambition, includes a definition of the business, along with the
firm’s

mission

statement,

vision,

and

long-term

objectives.

Secondly, positioning determines the firm’s value propositions, customer segments,
and countries of operations. The third component, capabilities building, includes the
business system design and strategic choices concerning investments, acquisitions,
alliances, mergers, and joint ventures. Finally, the organization component lays out
decisions related to the organization’s human-resources development, structure,
processes, policies, culture, and values. Based on this perception, business strategy
can be seen as a multifaceted umbrella term that sets the firm’s direction covering all
levels of the organization and its external stakeholders. Next, the business strategy
concept’s linkages to the functional level marketing strategy and business model are
discussed.
In general, the marketing function is regarded as an organization’s primary responsible
in understanding, acquiring, engaging with, and retaining one crucial group of
stakeholders - customers (Kotler et al. 2018, 29). Besides, marketers aim to figure out
the best possible ways of providing customers with value that exceeds the intangible
(e.g., effort, time, opportunities) and tangible (e.g., money, other assets & opportunity
costs) value they trade-off in exchange for the firm’s product or service (Kumar &
Reinartz 2016). Thus, the marketing function can be seen as one of the most concrete
implementors of the firm’s business strategy – they seek suitable positions from within
the market to generate consistent revenue streams for the focal company.
In alignment with Porter’s (1985, 128) view of market positioning-based competitive
strategy, Kotler et al. (2018, 212) suggest that the firm’s marketing strategy should be
built upon four steps: Market segmentation, targeting, differentiation, and positioning.
In the first step, the company chooses the customer segment it seeks to serve and
decides how this group could be found and reached the most efficiently. Then, based
on analyses of the external market environment and the selected customer segment,
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the firm chooses the products or services and the level of differentiation needed to
meet the customer segment’s value perceptions. Finally, the company forms its
strategic positioning in the market in relation to competitors, which by definition, is the
customers’ perception of the value the company promises to deliver for them (Kotler
et al. 2018, 232). As is shown in Figure 6, the firm’s function-level marketing strategy
is intimately connected to the organization level business strategy, guided by the same
values, culture, and mission, while covering the whole positioning element of
Lassarre’s (2012, 28-32) conceptualization.

Figure 6. Business strategy and its connectedness to marketing strategy. Adapted from:
Kotler et al. (2018, 212) and Lassarre (2012, 28-32)

Peng (2014, 47) notes that the marketing and sales- functions are essential parts of
the value chain in understanding the market and in bringing that knowledge back to
the upstream functions and support activities that can optimize the firm’s offering to
match the demand. In the “Market Positioning” school of strategic management
literature, for which Porter’s (1985; 1980) seminal work forms the baseline, such an
optimized match with the external market and the firm’s value process acts as the most
prominent source for competitive advantage (Lanzolla & Markides 2020). However, as
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also Porter (1985, 120) emphasizes, practically anything in the firm’s value chain can
act as a potential source of differentiation or cost-efficiency and thus lead to
competitive advantage over competitors. This is where the practice and strategic
management literature meets the “black box” problem – competitive advantage is,
after all, an unknown result of multifaceted and interconnected optimization of internal
and external activities (Sirmon, Hitt, & Ireland 2007).
Despite the lack of exact “success recipes,” a multitude of potential independent
variables have been empirically tested and proposed (or only suggested without much
empirical basis) to lead into that desired competitive edge in the market (Sigalas
2015). Representing the resource-based (RBT) school of strategic management,
Barney (1991) has argued that if a firm possesses heterogeneous and immobile
resources, factoring in both tangible assets and intangible capabilities, that are
valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable, and non-substitutable (VRIN, see, e.g., Teece
2018), the firm is in a strong position to develop long-lasting competitive advantage.
However, in his later work, Barney (2018) has emphasized the importance of bundling
together both internal- and stakeholder-resources to increase the profit generation
capabilities – and thus competitive advantage – of the firm. From the perspective of
instrumental stakeholder theory, Jones et al. (2018) propose that highly motivated
stakeholders who actively contribute to value creation processes of the focal company
form “close relationship capabilities,” that meet Barney’s (1991) criterion of a VRINresource and can thus act as a potential source of competitive advantage. Relatedly,
but taking a more comprehensive approach to stakeholder value creation, Porter &
Kramer (2011; 2006) suggest an idea of “shared value” between the society and the
corporate world, where firms could enhance their competitive positioning by engaging
with industry clusters and value chains to develop socially beneficial product
innovations.

In recent strategic management literature, much discussion has taken place
concerning business models as a potential source of competitive advantage
(Rachinger et al. 2019b). Teece (2010) points out that in general, business models are
easier to replicate than business strategies, and thus, in order for them to be sources
of effective differentiation or cost-optimization, strategy analysis methods should be
applied to formulate a sustainably competitive business model. In his much-cited
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article, he makes a conceptual distinction between a business model and strategy,
based on a perception where the prior represents primarily the architecture of the
business that operationalizes the overall strategy. In Teece’s strategic business model
analysis (2010, 182), he puts emphasis on the marketing-strategy elements described
in figure 6 while highlighting the business model’s role in analyzing and figuring out
how value is actually captured. In practice, empirical evidence acquired by Nogueira
et al. 2016 (published in a conference paper of Spieth & Schencenberg 2016) shows,
that strategy- and business model analysis commonly overlaps first during the internal
planning phase of strategic analysis where key activities and resources are
determined, while the rest of the business model components tend to become
activated during the actual implementation of the strategy. In his later work, Teece
(2018) suggests that such interplay between the firm’s strategy and dynamic
capabilities – that are, firm’s internal- and external strategy-level competencies that
enable reactive and effective development of the business model and strategy in
fluctuating market conditions (Teece 2007) – are needed in order to form a coherent
layout determining how an organization competes. These conceptual observations
provide grounds for understanding the intertwined nature of strategy, resources,
capabilities, and business models, which together form the basis for the empirical part
of this thesis. In the following subchapters, business models and their specific
elements are reviewed more in-depth.

3.1

Business Models and Value Propositions

The term “business model” comes with multiple meanings, but according to Zott et al.
(2011), the concept has been primarily used in connection to online-business,
strategy, and innovation research. Teece (2010) defines a business model as a layout
of a firm’s financial and organizational structure, which represents the company’s logic
and demonstrated ability to create and deliver value to its customers. He adds that this
conceptualization includes a portrait of the firm’s business architecture – that is, the
system the firm uses to capture value and generate profits. Thus, business models
can be seen as detailed descriptions of the firm’s strategic decisions concerning the
positioning- and business system design-elements shown in Lassarre’s (2012, 29)
business strategy development process in figure 6.
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Osterwalder & Pigneur’s (2010) “Business Model Canvas (BMC)” provides an
overview of the focal elements of a generic business model, as presented in the figure
below.

Figure 7. Business Model Canvas (Adapted from: Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010,19; Teece
2010)

If the BMC elements are simplistically examined from the perspective of Teece’s
(2010) BM definition, key partners, resources, and activities act as primary drivers for
value creation. In the middle, value propositions communicate the promise of the value
created for customers and distribution channels. Then, value is delivered to selected
customer segments through distribution channels and established customer
relationships. Finally, the supplier-firm captures value from customers in the form of
profits, after the value creation-and delivery costs are deducted from revenues. Here,
revenue streams and cost structures represent the financial architecture of the
supplier’s BM.

The value proposition concept (here VP, often also referred to as customer value
proposition, CVP) has stimulated a vivid academic discussion, and many scholars
argue that VPs are situated at the very core of an organization’s strategy development
and business model (Lehmann & Winer 2008, 14; Webster 2002, 61; Kaplan & Norton
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2001; Hammonds 2001). Despite VP’s commonly acknowledged significance to the
overall value process of a firm (Payne & Frow 2005), there is no broadly accepted
definition nor a “success recipe” for the concept (Anderson & Narus 2006). However,
the traditional scholarly view to defining and formulating VPs emphasizes two
dimensions: firstly, the perspective should be that of the customer’s, and secondly, the
supplier should use VPs as one of the key strategic tools in quest of competitive
advantage (Payne, Frow & Eggert 2017; Rintamäki et al. 2007; Anderson & Narus
2006). These interrelated dimensions place the VP concept in the convergence of
marketing and strategic management disciplines (Day 2004). In the following table,
three commonly used defining frameworks for identifying and building value
propositions are presented.

Table 3. Definitions and generic building blocks for value propositions (VPs)

In the table above, all authors pay attention to the strategic importance of VPs by
emphasizing the supplier resources and differentiation- or price-elements relative to
the competition. In terms of customer focus, Rintamäki et al. (2007) address the need
for understanding value-elements primarily from the customer’s perspective, while
Anderson et al. (2006) note that the most effective CVPs are those that succeed in
resonating customer perceptions of value that often require extensive customer
research from the supplier’s side. In Kotler et al.’s (2018, 232-233) view, the “winning”
VPs communicate the customer’s perception of an offering’s benefits relative to price,
which defines the overall market positioning of the brand.
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However, in all these examples, the VP designs’ orientation to value is primarily an
“inside-out” one (Day 2011). This means that despite an evident call to understand
customer needs and wants, a supplier still acts as the main generator of VPs with
relatively indirect or static input from the customer. According to Day (2011), marketers
should avoid this kind of an orientation in order to keep up with the complex and
dynamic operating environments of today, and thus focus on developing adaptive
capabilities

that

foster

experiential

learning

and

responsive

organizational

development. Relatedly, Eggert et al. (2018) note that over the recent years, the
scholarly perspective towards the essence of value has overgone a substantial
change: Rather than focusing on the exchange of value and resources, the focus is
now on resource integration and value-in-use.

By addressing the problem of inside-out orientation in the traditional VP
conceptualizations, Ballantyne & Varey (2006) suggest an idea of reciprocal value
propositions, where in addition to the supplier, also the customer acts as an active
participant in the VP creation process. The authors base their argument on the servicedominant (S-D) logic of marketing, which proposes that in modern exchange, the
effective value of any product or service is dependent on the time and place of use.
Thus, although suppliers can indeed formulate and offer value propositions, the
recipient-perceived value is co-created in-use by an active customer-supplier
interaction throughout the whole value process. (Vargo & Lusch 2004) By extending
the overarching supplier-customer perspective of the previously mentioned scholarly
views (Table 3), Zott & Amit (2010) suggest that the firm’s value process should be
seen as an activity system, where value activities are centered around the focal firm
involving several interdependent participants, such as partners, vendors, and
customers. Their view reflects the SH-approach to marketing (Ferrell et al. 2010;
Freeman 2010, 153) and strategic management (Barney 2018), which suggests that
scholars and practitioners in these fields should also consider other SH groups than
just customers or shareholders in regard to firms’ value processes. Some scholarly
attempts answering this call are reviewed in the following.

In their later article, Ballantyne et al. (2011) expand the concept of reciprocal VPs by
examining how business executives develop their respective organizations’ value
propositions in conjunction with six different “stakeholder markets” consisting of
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customers, referral markets, influencer markets, suppliers & alliances, recruiters, and
internal markets (or employees). The authors conclude that reciprocal VP
development is primarily a communication measure enabling value co-creation
processes such as exchange activities, resource sharing, and relationship building
between stakeholders. Similarly, in their explorative paper on stakeholder VP
development, Payne & Frow (2011) suggest that by adopting a five-step VP codevelopment process consisting of SH identification, determination of core values,
dialogue

and

knowledge

sharing

facilitation,

value

co-creation

opportunity

identification, and SH value proposition co-creation, the focal firm and its SHs could
enhance their mutual “value-alignment mechanism” – that is, a common direction to
strive for and a device to minimize conflicting interests.

In the context of crafting compelling value propositions to new technology-startups
with scarce resources and low level of priorly-demonstrated value, Wouters et al.
(2018) propose a VP development process build upon two phases. In the first phase,
a startup should evaluate its “innovative offering VP” in dialogue with a potential
customer or investor by determining and addressing critical points of difference that
resonate with the specific needs of that particular customer. The goal of this discussion
should be to demonstrate and co-create a unique offering, which, if accepted, would
lead to the second phase of “leveraging assistance VP,” where the parties would agree
on the reciprocal benefits that could be derived from the actualization of the startup’s
offering.

Based on the premises of contemporary VP development, Payne et al. (2017, 472)
offer a refined definition to the concept, which has been adopted as a working
definition for this thesis: “(C)VP is a strategic tool facilitating communication of an
organization’s ability to share resources and offer a superior value package to targeted
customers.” In the two forthcoming subchapters, this definition is re-assessed through
a broader approach to sustainable value creation and SHs at large.

3.2

Sustainable Business Models

Building on Elkington’s (1998) idea of “Triple Bottom Line” (TBL) accounting, which in
addition to economic value, also incorporates social and environmental dimensions
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into a firm’s performance measurement system, many acknowledged scholars have
addressed the need to re-examine the business model concept from an extended
perspective. One of the first conceptualization efforts in the stream of sustainable
business model (SBM) literature was made by Stubbs & Cocklin (2008), who proposed
six central aspects as characteristic to a SBM design (Table 4). Two years later,
Lüdeke-Freund (2010) defined the concept as BMs with an ability to create sustaining
competitive advantage to a firm by providing customers with superior value, while
simultaneously contributing to sustainable development of the society.

Drawing from Schaltegger et al. (2012), Bocken et al. (2013) emphasize three core
factors that are crucial to a SBM design: Firstly, the precondition to a SBM is that it
must be economically viable. Otherwise, there is no business model to be designed in
the first place. Secondly, in addition to economic value, SBMs are designed to include
also elements of social- and/or environmental value. (Geissdoerfer et al. 2018) In this
connection, Rauter et al. (in Bocken et al. 2019, 255) argue, that the respective
elements of a SBM should define the measurable positive, neutral, an negative
impacts resulting from the BM outputs. Finally, the value recipients and potential cocreators should be considered through the SH approach (Donaldson & Preston 1995),
including at least the focal firm, its customers, financiers, employees, partners,
suppliers, the natural environment, and society. In this sense, SBMs also address one
of the central aspects of ST – all business decisions entail an ethical dimension and
the other way around (Freeman et al. 2010, 6) since the inclusion of broader socialand/or environmental considerations to the traditional BM-concept enhances this
proposition (Freudenreich et al. 2019). Table 4 provides an overview of the central
SBM elements, as suggested by the scholars cited earlier in this section.
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Table 4. Focal elements of a SBM design (Adapted from: Bocken et. al. 2013; Lüdeke-Freund
2010; Stubbs & Cocklin 2008)

When speaking about SBMs, all the authors mentioned above connect the concept
with sustainable innovations, which Charter & Clark (2007) define as an idea- and
R&D-processes leading into the commercialization of new products, services,
technologies, or business- and organization-models that incorporate TBL-based
sustainability elements. With a focus on the organization-aspect, Bocken et al. (2014,
44) define sustainable business model innovations (SBMI) as “innovations that create
significant positive and/or significantly reduced negative impacts for the environment
and/or society, through changes in the way the organization and its value-network
create, deliver value and capture value (i.e., create economic value) or change their
value propositions.” Thus, SBMIs can be seen as entirely new constructs- or
transformations of BMs or their respective components presented in table 4. The main
differences in comparison to traditional BMs are the inclusion of environmental and/or
societal dimensions and broader SH-approach to the value process (Freudenreich et
al. 2019).

Boons & Lüdeke-Freund (2012) address the conceptual incoherence in early SBM
literature by connecting sustainable innovation research to business model studies.
For the sake of clarity and to advance business feasibility, the authors propose a
segmentation of sustainability innovation-research into three interrelated streams,
comprising of technological, organizational, and social innovation studies that can be
connected to the focal BM-elements through analyses of sustainable value
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propositions, supply chains, customer interfaces, and financial architectures (Table 5).
Based on Boons’ & Lüdeke-Freund’s (2013) article, Bocken et al. (2014) and later
Ritala et al. (2016) expanded the SBMI-segmentation into an archetypal categorization
representing distinctive, although often intertwined, SBM characteristics. Table 5
presents the layout of the three main SBMI-categories and nine archetypes.

Table 5. Sustainable business model archetypes (Ritala et al. 2018; Bocken et al. 2014)

Bocken et al. (2014) provide multiple examples of SBM-archetypes through
sustainability-added descriptions of possible value propositions, value creation, value
delivery, and value capturing elements of the generic BM-concept. For instance, in
regard to value propositions for “re-purpose for society/environment” -archetype, the
authors emphasize SH value co-creation and prioritization of social- or environmental
benefits over economic gains. Similarly, in connection to “adopt a stewardship role” archetype, the scholars suggest that long-term engagement with key SHs requires a
transparent and genuine approach to VP communications and integration of partnernetworks into the firm’s value creation- and delivery-system.
Ritala et al.’s (2018) longitudinal SBM-archetype-related keyword mining of S&P 500
companies’ press releases shows the superior representation of environment-and
technology-focused SBMs in comparison to the other archetypes found among the
largest corporations in the USA. However, the authors note that especially startups
are adopting a variety of resource sharing-models for “inclusive value creation,” which
they added in the original typology as the ninth SBM-archetype. Their view is
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consistent with the findings of Schaltegger et al. (2016), who suggest that small-scale
niche players, or startups, often pioneer the development of novel SBMIs, which
thereafter are diffused into mainstream-markets through co-evolutionary business
growth, M&As, and industry imitation, closely involving also incumbent players in the
process.

Although the SBM-archetype typology provides practitioners and scholars with
constructive grounds for identifying sustainability innovations and developing these
into functional business models, the actual design elements and the broader SH
contexts in which activities take place remain relatively unexplored (Freudenreich et
al. 2019; Boons & Bocken 2018). Moreover, the “business case” view for sustainability
– that is, how sustainability orientation pays off in economic terms – has been left with
little attention. Recently Schaltegger, Hörisch & Freeman (2019) re-addressed the
issue from SH-perspective through considerations of how the overall value derived
from the SBMs’ bundle of TBL-dimensions could be translated for different SHs without
resulting into counter-productive compromises. Relatedly, Rauter et al. (in Bocken et
al. 2019, 262) note that since VPs are essential in determining the SH-value on offer,
defining the offerings’ measurable environmental and social benefits through reformation of the VP would be crucial in building a viable SBM.

For these reasons, it is worthwhile to take a closer look into the core of a SBM, that is,
a sustainable value proposition, which should answer questions such as what kind of
value an organization with a SBM promises to deliver to its SHs, and how is that value
created (Baldassarre et al. 2017; Müller 2012).

3.3

Sustainable Value Propositions

As noted in the previous section, sustainable value proposition (SVP) is one of the
primary units of a SBM (Schaltegger et al. 2016) and a frequent subject to SBMI
(Bocken et al. 2014). Building from the focal VP and sustainability literature (c.f.,
Anderson, Narus & Van Rossum, 2006; Ballantyne et al., 2011; Parguel, BenoitMoreau, & Larceneux, 2011), Patala et al. (2016) define a SVP as a firm’s promise of
the short- and long-term economic, social, and/or environmental benefits the firm
offers to their customers and other SHs, including the natural environment and society.
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Noteworthy is that the authors pay only a little attention to the reciprocal nature of
effective SH-value creation and VP-communications, which leaves their definition
rather uni-directional. Another difficulty with constructing SVPs is the evident problem
of accurate determining of the benefits on offer, especially when SVPs contain
promises of commonly intangible social aspects of sustainability (Rauter et al., in
Bocken et al. 2019, 262).

The firstly noted issue is also addressed by Freudenreich et al. (2019). They argue
that both the traditional- and sustainability-related BM-literature often fail in
acknowledging the importance of SH reciprocity in a firm’s value creation activities
directly affecting the VP determination. The scarce empirical evidence available on
SVPs suggests, that although firms seem to acknowledge the importance of multiple
SHs as part of their value creation system, they rarely focus on communicating the cocreated value with much emphasis on other than the firm’s internal SHs (such as
employees, e.g., through “great or efficient customer service”) or the customer, and
even less do firms tend to focus on the reciprocal exchange with SHs at large,
especially when this exchange has to do with social value (Rotondo et al. 2019;
Antikainen et al. 2019) In regards to the latter notion, the problem of determining and
measuring value outputs and factoring in indirect externalities beyond economic units
is well known in academic literature but provides practitioners with only a few real
solution suggestions (Gunarathne, in Bocken et al. 2019, 240; Bocken et al. 2014).
Sustainability measurement standards, frameworks, and guidelines such as the ISO,
GRI, UN SDGs, IR, and the OECD typology provide tools and direction, but multifaceted barriers, such as lack of global harmonization, the scope of impacts, and
diversity of value recipients remain as significant challenges for wide-spread adoption
of sustainability measurement systems (Van Tulder & Lucht, in Bocken et al. 2019,
280). Despite the difficulties and conceptual incoherence, some scholars have made
noteworthy efforts to describe SVP processes and designs.

Müller (2012) argues that eco-innovations commonly fail in addressing the economic
benefits they deliver, while well-designed solutions delivering concrete customer value
rarely include communications of social-or environmental utility into their VPs. By
approaching sustainability problems from the perspective of design-management, he
suggests that SVP design should be based on three modules: design principles,
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awareness, and checklist. The first module sets a normative criterion for SVPs, which
should be built on a promise of enhancing environmental sustainability throughout the
product’s life cycle, delivery of economic benefits, and satisfying of basic human
needs. Through SH training and active reciprocal communications, the awarenessmodule then confirms that all parties involved in the product’s value chain understand
and follow the normative requirements. Thirdly, the checklist-module comprises of
questions that address the consideration of customers, market opportunities, SHs
involved, determination of the solution development process, and competitive
advantage. Finally, the output should be reviewed through a results-summary, which
encapsulates the overall customer benefits on offer.

Baldassarre et al. (2017) take a user-driven perspective to SVP development. The
authors see SVP design as a continuous cycle consisting of three phases where the
offering in question is developed in close connection with relevant SHs. In the first
phase, SHs of the focal firm engage in dialogue with end-users who actively participate
in the SVP identification and formulation. This talking-phase is then followed
by thinking, where conclusions are drawn from the first SVP co-creation sessions.
Here, the initial problem a product or service is intended to provide solutions for is reframed, and additional knowledge about the problem is obtained. The findings are then
brainstormed within the firm, and potential sources of competitive advantage are
identified before the output is taken into a testing phase with end-users. In this phase,
the product benefits are first defined as assumptions of utility that are delivered to endusers through a specified bundle of product features. Finally, the results derived from
the testing phase are evaluated by the firm, followed by an iterative interview session
with the end-users and second iteration session with the team responsible for the SVP
development.

In brief, the above-described SVP development process begins with an identification
of a SH-network with a sustainability problem and aims at an iteratively co-created
product or service providing the best-possible solution-fit to the sustainability problem
at hand. Figure 8 describes the SVP creation process.
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Figure 8. Sustainable Value Proposition Development framework. Adapted from: Baldassarre
et al. 2017, 177. Cf. Bocken et al., 2013; Osterwalder et al., 2015

In their case-study of a Danish school-furniture manufacturer, Kristensen & Premmen
(2019) approached SVP-development from SH-perspective to product-service
systems (PSS). Based on Bocken et al.’s (2016) suggestion of narrowing, slowing,
and closing resource-loops in circular economy context, the authors initially developed
a SVP framework where social, environmental, economic, and interaction-dimensions
of value creation can each be examined at three levels: product, service, and system.
The authors argue that the fundamental PSS-idea of moving from product-focused
materiality towards systems-focused non-materiality can also be seen as a transition
from user-centered value creation to a focus on shared SH-value. In figure 9, this
transition is shown on three layers of the pyramid, where the inner layer’s “product”
element represents the narrow, transactional approach to traditional VPs, the midlayer’s “service” widens the orientation by including more intangible aspects into value
delivery, and the outermost “system” perspective takes into account the SVP’s societal
impacts/benefits at large.
Kristensen & Remmen (2019) emphasize the “non-reductionist approach to value,”
meaning, that in their view, societal, environmental, and interaction-based value
should not be necessarily translated into economic terms, but in turn, these value
aspects should rather be seen as absolute by their own means. For instance, in their
case of school furniture SVPs, social value is translated into “improved learning
outcomes,” that can be measured beyond economic indicators, e.g., as an enhanced
literacy of young populations. Relatedly, Schaltegger et al. (2019) describe this kind
of an approach to value creation as “stakeholder business cases for sustainability.”
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Finally, Kristensen & Remmen (2019) conclude that their framework can be used as
a mapping tool for the identification and development of suitable SVPs for different
SHs who value distinctive value elements. Hence, the authors’ framework provides
grounds for further conceptual development, and together with the above-presented
SVP development process (Baldassarre et al. 2017, 177), these conceptualizations
serve as “ex-ante” frameworks for the empiric part of this thesis. Figure 9 presents
Kristensen’s & Remmen’s (2019) perception of the SVP framework, excluding the
environmental dimension.

Figure 9. Sustainable value proposition framework: Multi-stakeholder product-service-system
(PSS) perspective (Adapted from Kristensen & Remmen 2019, 30; Cf. Bocken 2015; Bocken
et al. 2016)

Although the above-described SVP-design frameworks and suggestions are based on
rather scant empirical evidence and sector-specific cases, some conclusions can be
drawn from them. Firstly, SVPs share most of the core elements of traditional VPs, as
they were described in subchapter 3.2. Here, especially the emphasis on
communicating and delivering superior value in the quest for competitive advantage
should also be included in SVP design since organizations cannot sustain unless their
VPs are economically viable and genuinely appreciated by SHs. Secondly, the SHperspective and inclusion of societal and/or environmental dimensions of the TBL-
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approach are at the core of a SVP design. However, also in this connection, the
reciprocal nature of SH-communications should be considered as essential in
formulating an effective SVP. Finally, for the focal firm to stay competitive and be
accepted by the value recipients in the long term, SVPs should be evaluated and redeveloped continuously in an iterative manner.
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4

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

In this chapter, the research design and methodology applied in the study are
explained. First, a general overview of the prior is provided, following Saunders et al.’s
(2016, 164) idea of a comprehensive research design (Figure 10). Then, the case
context and phenomenon are introduced, followed by descriptions of data collection
and analysis methods. Here, the focus is on describing the abductive approach and
replication logic this multiple-case study has followed. Finally, a discussion concerning
reliability and validity concludes the chapter.

Figure 10. Research Design (Adapted from Saunders et al. 2016, 164).

Starting from the outermost layer, the research philosophy for the study is
interpretivism, given the socially rich meanings within the phenomenon and context in
question (Saunders et al. 2016, 168). The research approaches the phenomenon from
an abductive perspective, which systematically combines deductive- and inductive
approaches, being especially useful when an aim is to explore new fields with already
existing literature and theoretical grounding (Dubois & Gadde 2002). Abduction is
suitable for this explorative multiple-case study, which, as for deductive approach, is
building upon a rich theoretical framework in sampling, research question formulation
and pre-structuring of the interviews, while the less studied phenomenon of digital
media organizations' sustainable value propositions requires novel exploration in
alignment with an inductive approach. In this connection, it should be noted that
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explorative case studies primarily aim at defining research questions and hypotheses
for later studies to be conducted in this field (Yin 1993, 5), which is also the aim of this
thesis due to the linkage to the broader LUT University-led research project "Media
Organizations in the Era of Contradiction: Towards Sustainable Business Models."

The selection of a qualitative multi-methodology was based on Saunders' et al. (2016,
168) recommendation, which emphasizes the methodological strengths of this choice
when the idea is to examine meanings and relationships of a phenomenon
comprehensively. To ensure sufficient robustness of data and aim at data triangulation
(Yin 1993, 69), three sources of evidence were utilized. Overall, the methods consisted
of a content analysis of 94 archival data items, six semi-structured case-organization
representative interviews, and two semi-structured industry-expert interviews. In
general, multiple-case studies are useful to conduct with cases that are expected to
be literal replications of each other in relation to the phenomenon under analysis (Yin
2009, 59). This indeed has been the starting point to this case, as is further explained
in the next subchapter.

Since the archival data was collected primarily from the case-organizations' currently
available online-data sources and the interview questions were formulated to expose
information related to the present time mainly, the time horizon for the thesis is crosssectional (Saunders et al. 2016, 200).

4.1

Context and Case Description

As was explained in-depth in the background chapter, during the past thirty years, the
global media-industry has undergone a major digital transformation characterized by
the renewal of business models, diversified competitive environment, and lately,
diminishing of public trust towards the news media at large. Such upheavals have
opened up entirely new opportunities for emerging digital actors enabled by
technology and driven by intertwined societal-and journalistic purposes. In Europe, the
Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism has taken a closer look on two slightly
varying purposive samples consisting of 12-13 non-profit and for-profit digital-media
outlets, that they called “the digital-born news media,” characterized by modest
resources and deep roots to traditional journalistic ideals (Nicholls et al. 2018; Nicholls
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et al. 2016). The Reuters studies found that despite their often innovative approaches
and mission-driven positionings, the industry newcomers are not immune to the same
struggles the legacy media has faced throughout the industry transformation:
delivering on their societal role, securing effective distribution, and establishing
sustainable funding models. Such a setting, combined with the significant research
gap explained in chapter 1.1.4, provides a fruitful starting point for this explorative
thesis.

Typically, case studies are built around a context and a phenomenon that are hard to
distinguish from each other (Yin 1993, 3). In this thesis, the context - European digitalborn media-outlets - has been determined on the basis of the above-mentioned
Reuters inquiries that provide grounds for identifying exemplary cases representing
the phenomenon (Yin 1993, 12). However, the context also has deeper roots in the
constructs of the media industry, which is characterized by its multi-dimensional
societal role as a trustworthy information provider, strengthener of democracy,
“watchdog,” and commercial actor (Bardoel & D'Haenens 2004, 188). Therefore,
media-industry, to its vast extent, cannot be disregarded from the case, and in figure
11 below, it has been defined as an umbrella context deeply connected to this study.

Building upon these contradictory characteristics of the news-media, the context
reveals and gets entangled with the umbrella phenomenon - sustainable business
model innovation (SBMI) - for two reasons. Firstly, by definition, SBMIs share much
of the same logics than what the above-described role of the news media holds, that
is, creating value for the focal organization and its multiple stakeholders, including
actors such as customers, financiers, employees, communities, and the society at
large (Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013). Secondly, as was noted in chapter 1.1.4,
there is an evident research gap in the existing context-specific literature, especially
in regard to the central element of a SBMI, which is a sustainable value proposition
(Schaltegger et al. 2016). Thus, and due to the time and resource constraints limiting
the examination of the whole umbrella phenomenon, sustainable value proposition, as
a common subject to SBMI (Bocken et al. 2014), has been selected for the
phenomenon of interest. Moreover, any organization, whether the objective is to profit
from the value delivery or not, must communicate and deliver on its strategy-reflecting
value proposition to stay in operations for the long term (Frow & Payne 2011). For the
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design of this study, these observations indicate that the essential information
regarding the phenomenon under exploration is available through multiple sources
and that the multiple-case study overall is feasible to carry out (Yin 2009, 53). Figure
11 clarifies the case-design.

Figure 11. Case Description

As is shown in the figure above, sustainable value propositions form the ultimate
phenomenon of interest within the context of European digital-born media
organizations. However, the phenomenon itself consists of multiple links to other
business model elements and strategy concepts, and therefore further units of
observations are needed to examine within the cases (Yin 2009, 59). For instance,
since sustainable value propositions are promises of short- to long-term economic,
social, and/or environmental value an organization offers to its stakeholders, including
also the natural environment and society (Patala et al. 2016), it would be impossible
to comprehensively examine the phenomenon without exploring the caseorganizations’ positioning, stakeholder orientation, and key resources. Moreover,
since the mapping of a sustainable value proposition requires identification of a
sustainability problem (Bocken et al. 2013), exploration of the organizations’ values,
cultures, and mission statements becomes essential to include in the case design.
Figure 12, at the beginning of the following findings-chapter, presents the units of
observations.
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Selection of the case-organizations under analysis followed Yin’s (2009, 54; 1993, 812) suggestion of a multiple-case study screening and selection criteria aiming at literal
replication. First, a context-specific literature review was conducted, where theoretical
issues related to the study objectives were identified (see Chapter 1.1, Background).
Based on the Reuters Institute’s previous work with the case context (Nicholls et al.
2018; Nicholls et al. 2016), a group of potential exemplary cases was identified, and
all of the participating digital-born news media organizations’ webpages were
screened prior the final decision of whether or not the case fulfilled the criterion of an
“exemplary outcome” (Yin 1993, 11). To serve the objectives of this thesis, the
criterion was based on one question: Has the media-organization identified a
sustainability problem or problems, and do they explicitly communicate it through their
mission statements and/or value propositions (VPs). Here, the VP identification was
based on the VP building blocks, as suggested by Rintamäki et al. (2007), while Ritala
et al.’s (2018) perception of sustainable business model archetypes were used as
guidance for sustainability problem identification.

From the initial Reuters sample consisting of 13 case-organizations (Nicholls et al.
2018), seven were rejected during the first-stage screening due to a significant
language barrier and lack of sustainability problem communications on public sources.
In order to form a sufficient sample, three additional organizations were screened from
the 2019 Reuters Industry Trend Report (Reuters Institute 2019). Finally, nine
companies were selected for the sample, from which four were willing to participate in
an interview. To broaden the sampling, two additional Finnish media-startups, which
met the screening criterion and the LUT research team had confirmed access into,
were included in the sample, totaling to six final case-organization participants. The
case-organization descriptions are provided in Appendix 1.

4.2

Data Collection Methods

From the beginning of the case-selection, the case study design has followed Yin’s
(2009, 54-57) suggestion of a replication logic. Moreover, to seek more robust and
converging evidence (Yin 1993, 69), data was collected from three sources. First, each
case organization's openly available archival data was collected from the
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organizations’ websites and all sublinks found on them. In addition, the organizations’
Twitter-profile newsfeeds were screened from three months (Feb-April 2020), but
since the content consisted mainly of news story-sharing and diverse comments
beyond the scope of this thesis, individual tweets were not included in the archival
data. In this phase, 94 data-items were collected and read to get familiarized with the
units of analyses before interviews. To enhance the reliability of the study, each item
was categorized and saved in a Microsoft Excel file (Appendix 7), which served as a
search-library for the overall text, video, and audio-data that were converted into
Microsoft Word text files for further analyses.

In the second phase, six semi-structured 45-minute interviewees with the caseorganization representatives were conducted. Here, based on the theoretical
framework, the interview structure was formulated to cover the units of analyses and
to provide comprehensive answers to the research questions. In order to strengthen
the construct validity of the interview-data collection, the interview questions were
previewed iteratively by the rest of the LUT Media Contradictions-project research
team. Before the interviews began, a case study protocol, which also includes the
interview structure (Appendix 2), was formulated to increase the reliability of evidence
(Yin 2009, 45). Finally, guided by the abductive logic (Dubois & Gadde 2002), the
topics and insight that emerged from the first two data-collection phases were further
conceptualized and deepened in two expert-panelist interviews with distinguished
media-industry experts. Notably, due to the COVID-19 outbreak during the data
collection, all the interviews were held via video-conference call. Moreover, to further
enhance the reliability of the case-study, each session was recorded and transcribed
within three days. Data-source overview is provided in the case study protocol
(Appendix 2).

4.3

Data Analysis Methods

After the archival data collection and transcription of the interviews, each respective
case-data file was imported to Nvivo 12 qualitative analysis software. The analysis
began by categorizing the data under separate case-folders, which enabled case-and
data-source specific examination of evidence and cross-tabulation of the subsequent
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coding nodes. Here, the aggregated interview text data was first coded with thematic
approach (Saunders et al. 2016, 584), where based on the theoretical framework that
had directed the formation of interview structure, three thematically extensive firstorder nodes were created. Table 6 represents the coding scheme and the resulting
nodes.

Table 6. Coding Scheme
First Order Themes

2nd Order Concepts

3rd Order Concepts

1.1 VP Communications

1.1.1.

Societal & Journalistic
Sustainability Problems

1.1.2.

Values & Culture

1.1.3.

Sustainable Value
Propositions (SVPs)

1.Value Propositions (VP)

Congruent Themes

1.2 VP Development
Societal & Journalistic Values
1.3 VP Weighting

Determination of a societal or
journalistic sustainability
problem

2.1 Resource & Information Sharing
2.2 Shared Value

2.1.1. Reciprocal Value Creation
2.1.2 Key Resources

2.Stakeholder Value Creation

Value Propositions with
Societal & Journalistic
emphases (SVPs)

2.1.3 Stakeholder Orientation

2.3 Stakeholder Groups

2.1.4 Communication Channels
Reciprocal Stakeholder Value
Processes

3.Strategy

3.1 Mission Statements

3.1.1 Mission Statements

3.2 Competitive Landscape

3.1.2 Target Audiences

3.3 Target Audiences

3.1.3 Positioning

Unique Value Propositions

By following the abductive logic of systemic combining (Dubois & Gadde 2002), the
initial theoretical propositions set for the first-order nodes were matched with and
redefined by an interplay of empirical evidence and existing theory throughout the
scrutiny. In order to form a deep understanding of each case, a within-case analysis
(Eisenhardt 1989) following replication logic (Yin 2009, 54; Eisenhardt & Graebner
2007) was conducted first by analyzing only the interview transcripts on a case-bycase basis. In addition, the aim here was to craft a narrative on individual cases by
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providing empirical evidence on each unit of observation to back up theory building
(Eisenhardt & Graebner 2007). These case-specific narratives are presented in
chapter 5.1. The next two paragraphs exemplify the coding process that unfolded.

The first empirical finding that led to redefining the three initially broad themes into
more specific second- and third-order concepts was the emerging relationship
between the case organizations’ values, mission statements, and value propositions.
Both the data and theory indicated that the two first-order themes (strategy & value
propositions) are deeply intertwined and should thus be further clarified in the coding
construct. Here, the empirical evidence and theory were in alignment at large, but
more theoretical groundings were needed to understand how values and culture shape
the subsequent strategic decisions organizations make (Chapters 2.5 & 3). Thus, on
the empiric side, more specific coding nodes (second-order) were created to figure out
how exactly the value propositions were developed and what kinds of weighting these
had. From here on out, the evidence indicated that the VP development had been
initiated by organization-specific baseline values and cultures that, when observed in
the light of the identified sustainability problems, were formulated into mission
statements. Subsequently, these second-order constructs began showing repetitive
features of sustainable value propositions among the case-organizations, which,
based on the consistent SBM and SVP literature (Chapters 3.2 & 3.3), were
condensed into third-order concepts (1.1.1-1.1.3) reflecting the aligned mission
statements (3.1.1). At this stage, which occurred parallel with the process explained
in the next paragraph, the theoretical bearing was directed on SBM and SVP-literature.

Another illustrating example of the coding process deals with stakeholder value
creation. The first order theme was conceptually broad (Chapter 2), and therefore, a
rich theoretical framework was crafted to seek logical explanations (Eisenhardt, in
Gehman et al. 2018). However, the stakeholder-related interview answers led to an
observation that most case-organizations were engaging with frequent resource
sharing activities with their stakeholder groups, although the level of intensity and the
number of stakeholder groups varied among the cases. Based on these findings,
second-order concepts were formulated (2.1-2.3). When further exploring theoretical
propositions related to these constructs, recent SBMI-literature concerning resource
sharing, reciprocal value propositions, and interactive stakeholder value creation were
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found to be explanatory (Chapters 3.2 & 3.3). This led to the formation of more specific
third-order coding constructs where the case-specific reciprocal value creation
activities, supported by key resources and communication channels, were identified.
Here, both the generic BM literature (Chapter 3.1) and SVP-case examples (Chapter
3.3) were found mainly consistent with the findings, but the scarcity of SVP-literature
limited the specificity of matching.

At this phase, the archival evidence was included in the dataset and coded upon the
third-order concept nodes. The principle idea behind this decision was to test the
interview-evidence with more data, similarly to what Eisenhardt (1989, 541) calls
“building evidence which measures the construct in each case” that has developed
from “refining the definition of the construct,” as was done during the coding process
described above. Here, the objective was to look for corroboration and discrepancies
between the two evidence sources. For instance, in terms of stakeholder orientation,
it was worthwhile to examine if the archival evidence showed any proof that a caseorganization was actually engaging with multiple stakeholders. In regards to
sustainable value propositions, the archival evidence provided verification to what the
interviewees had disclosed about their organizations’ value propositions because all
the case organizations had webpages where they explicitly describe their offerings in
detail. Overall, no reportable discrepancies were found, and the archival evidence
offered stronger grounds for identifying cross-case differences and congruent themes,
as explained in the following.

When all the aggregated case-evidence had been coded, a cross-case synthesis table
was formulated (Appendix 4). Guided by Yin’s (2009, 156-158) suggestion of crosscase synthesis as a convenient way to compare and connect findings, the table was
constructed by categorizing the case-organizations based on their organization types
on the horizontal axis (not-for-profit, cooperative, and limited companies), and by the
ten third order concepts representing the units of observations (see figure 12) on the
vertical axis. Based on the final synthesis, five congruent themes were identified and
discussed in depth with the expert panelists. Here, by bringing in external and
acknowledged expert panelists’ perceptions into the analysis at this stage, the author
aimed at limiting the possibility of biased interpretations (Eisenhardt & Graebner 2007)
during the preceding steps.
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Finally, based on the interview-findings categorized by the third-order concepts, a
table with exemplifying evidence (Appendix 5) was crafted. Furthermore, as a final
output of the aggregated analyses, a novel conceptual framework (Figure 16;
Appendix 6) was formulated. In order to enhance replicability and to enable backtracking of each evidence component to its source, all data sources were included in
the case study protocol (Appendix 2), and references to the sources were marked as
citations in the findings and discussion chapters.

4.4

Reliability and Validity

According to Yin (2009, 40), there are three quality dimensions to explorative case
studies that need to be considered: construct validity, external validity, and reliability.
From the perspective of this thesis, these are discussed in the following.

Construct validity refers to one of the most fundamental questions in all research: How
well do the research design and methods we have chosen to use really measure what
we seek to observe (Saunders et al. 2016, 450)? This is especially difficult in
qualitative case studies, which are often criticized for the researcher’s subjective role
in data collection and analysis (Yin 2009, 41). As Dubois & Gadde (2014) point out, all
the quality measurement procedures mentioned above have initially been developed
to assess the quality of quantitative research. However, based on the commonly nonlinear, richer, and more profound nature of good qualitative data, such positivist
assessment procedures are often hard, if not impossible, to implement into qualitative
case studies. Nevertheless, for this thesis, the author has adopted three tactics (Yin
2009, 41) to tackle issues with construct clarity. Firstly, as explained in-depth in the
previous subchapters, multiple sources of evidence have been used to enhance the
robustness of data. Here the most evident weakness is that the total number and depth
of the interviewees remained relatively modest, primarily due to the COVID19 outbreak
during the interview-phase of this thesis, which resulted in hectic schedules at the
case-organizations’ end. Secondly, the LUT Media-Contradiction research team’s
expertise was utilized iteratively to structure the interviews accordingly, and a chain of
evidence was established in the form of a case study protocol (see Appendix 2).
Additionally, although there was not enough time to have the case-representative
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interviewees to review the draft of this thesis, media-industry expert-panelists (See
Appendix 2) insight was acquired to discuss the relevance of the theory and findings.

External validity deals with another common source of critics towards case-studies;
that is, to what extent are the study findings generalizable? (Saunders et al. 2016,
204) However, as Yin (2009, 43) points out, the overall objective of case studies is
not to aim at statistical generalizability to populations, but on the contrary, the objective
is to produce analytic generalizations to theories. In research practice, this means that
if a case study has been conducted with methodological rigor and success, the
evidence can be used in developing and/or challenging existing theories or parts of
them, or even in generating a completely new theory (Eisenhardt 1989). Eisenhardt
(in Gehman et al. 2018) elaborates this objective by arguing that case study-based
theory building is useful at least in four settings or their combinations:

1. When there is no applicable theory explaining the phenomenon
2. When there are complex processes involved
3. When the case includes constructs that are difficult to measure
4. If the case is unique.

As has been justified in chapter 1.1.4 (Research Gap), the starting point for this thesis
covers at least two of these criteria mentioned above. Firstly, SVP-literature lacks
empirical evidence and conceptualizations regarding the social dimension of
sustainability in particular. Secondly, the context-specific literature has not yet
comprehensively studied the phenomenon in question, and undoubtedly, SVPs and
the concepts deeply connected to it would be extremely hard to measure with
alternative quantitative methods aiming at statistical generalization. Thus, by taking
into account the partial narrowness of evidence and the explorative, context-specific
nature of this thesis, the author has adopted multiple-case study replication logic to
justify the partial theoretical contributions to stakeholder theory, SBM-, and SVPliteratures. Theoretical contributions are elaborated in chapter 6.3.
Based on Yin’s (2009, 57) suggestion, replication logic applied in this thesis has
rigorously followed the case-study method by developing a rich theoretical framework
(Chapters 2 & 3), selecting the exemplary cases by expecting literal replication,
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designing the case study protocol (Appendix 2), and conducting the case-studies with
case-by-case basis (Chapter 5.1), and finally, by drawing conclusions from the crosscase synthesis (Appendix 4). Additionally, based on the logics of systematic combining
(Dubois & Gadde 2002), the theoretical framework has been modified throughout the
empirical process by matching- and redefining the theoretical propositions made at the
beginning of the process (Chapter 4.3). Notably, such an abductive approach of
“modifying theory” is also part of the replication logic as proposed by Yin (2009, 57).
Relatedly, also Eisenhardt’s (in Gehman et al. 2018) perception of theory’s
fundamental role in the early phases of the research process is compatible with the
abductive logic applied in this thesis. She emphasizes that case-study research
eventually leads into an iterative analysis cycle of testing the emerging findings and
reviewing of new literature to seek for “logical explanations” for the arising constructs.
Hence, multiple references (Yin 2009: 1993; Eisenhardt, in Gehman et al. 2018;
Eisenhardt &Graebner 2007; Eisenhardt 1989) outside the core of the abductive logic
(Dubois & Gadde 2014; 2002) have been applied in this thesis to aim at constructing
a high-quality case-study.

The final quality criterion to consider has to do with reliability, which refers to the
replication potential of a study (Saunders et al. 2016, 202). In essence, a reliable case
study is one that objectively describes the exact procedures of how the research was
carried out in order to enable subsequent researchers to consistently re-test the
findings (Yin 2009, 45). Where the replication logic as a whole provides grounds for
analytical generalizability of results, the actual tactics in it offer subsequent research
efforts a possibility to replicate the study. By following Yin’s (1993, 40)
recommendation of such tactics, all the data collection phases have been described
in the case study protocol, while each interview has also been recorded and
transcribed. In addition, to offer potential future inquiries an opportunity to collect the
exact same archival evidence, an archival database (Appendix 7) was established
where each item could be reviewed and traced back to its original source.

Noteworthy is, however, that the abductive approach taken in this study limits the level
of detail in reporting some of the decisions made throughout the process of matching
and moving between theory and empirical evidence (Dubois & Gadde 2014). For
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instance, within the time constraints of this thesis, it would be impossible to report each
decision that was taken during the coding process when an empirical finding resulted
in modifications in theory. Hence, the coding scheme (Appendix 3) shows only the
“end results” through first-, second-, and third-order concepts and themes. In chapter
4.3, two illustrative examples of how this process unfolded have been presented.
Additionally, since the interviews were held in a semi-structured format, and none of
the individual interviews were precisely identical, the case study protocol presents
solely the structures of the general interview layouts.
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5

FINDINGS

In the following, findings are presented from three perspectives. First, each case is
examined separately in subchapter 5.1, guided by the units of observations reviewed
in figure 12 below. Then, focal differences and partial similarities between the cases
are highlighted in subchapter 5.2, which builds on the research questions that have
directed the course of the study. Finally, subchapter 5.3 lays out five congruent themes
that emerged consistently from the case-evidence. Appendix 4 (Cross case synthesis
table) and Appendix 5 (Exemplifying evidence) provide empirical grounds for the
presentation.

5.1

Cases

The cross case-synthesis table (Appendix 4) presents six cases that were analyzed
through ten third-order concept units that, based on the thematic semi-structured
interviews, arose from the aggregated data (See Appendix 3, Coding Scheme). Figure
12 reviews these units of observations.

Figure 12. 3rd order concepts guiding the cross-case synthesis and the following within-case
presentation

Building on these concepts, case-specific results are examined in the following six
third-order subchapters. In order to enhance the reliability and ease of review of the
study (Yin 2009, 183-183), each source of evidence is referred to by disclosing the
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case number and number of the evidence item (See case study protocol and archival
database table in Appendices 2 & 7).

5.1.1 Case 1. Bureau of Investigative Journalism (BoIJ)

As the only not-for-profit organization out of all the six cases, BoIJ operates with a
clear societal mission that is built upon values such as fairness, transparency, legality,
and independence from external commercial pressures. The organization is
committed to promoting democracy, public interest, and positive change in societies,
which forms the basis of their mission statement: “To inform the public about the
realities of today’s world.” (Appendix 5)

According to the interviewee, BoIJ has developed its journalistic approach to a
direction where they can focus on investigating and revealing systemic problems and
threats to the public interest. (Case 1, Evidence 2.3) This approach also forms the
core of the sustainability problem the organization has identified. As is presented in
the cross-case synthesis table (Appendix 4), BoIJ’s organizational values and culture
carry a strong societal emphasis that directs their strategy and shows in nearly
everything they do at the operational level. The Bureau’s societal mission is explicitly
aligned with their value proposition, in which they claim to “tell stories that matter” and
“hold power to account and tackle big subjects through deep reporting that uncovers
the truth.” (Case 1, Evidence 1.1) From their value proposition, both the systemic- and
product/utility-level value elements can be identified. BoIJ emphasizes the traditional
“watchdog” role of the news-media and focuses on “big subjects” (systemic level)
while they are also communicating reader-utility value by highlighting “stories that
matter” and through the claim of “uncovering the truth.” In addition, there is a resourceor expertise referring statement in their VP communications, which emphasizes the
“deep reporting” investigating journalists are committed to. (Appendix 4)

According to the case-data (Case 1, Evidence 1.5; 2.9), BoIJ’s key resources include
their own experienced employees and the “Bureau Local” network consisting of
community-journalists who do local investigative stories and share resources with the
head-office. BoIJ has also developed an outstanding reputation in the field of
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investigative journalism, which is why they possess distribution access to a variety of
large media-outlets and broadcasters such as The Guardian, BBC, Channel 4, and
Realtime. The Bureau also does continuous collaboration with news-media outlets in
other countries, like The Hindu in India. In fact, as the interviewee (Case 1, Evidence
2.5) emphasized, BoIJ does not perceive its news-platform as important, but most of
the societal impact they pursue with their investigative pieces are generated by their
large-scale collaborative distribution. However, simultaneously BoIJ has clearly
defined target audiences that they reach through targeted stories in niche-channels,
such as professional journals and the Bureau Local-network publications. In addition,
much from the content-initiatives and support comes from a multi-stakeholder network
consisting of external actors such as NGOs, the civil society, funders, supporters,
industry round tables, and thinktanks.

BoIJ has lately invested in stakeholder-engagement by hiring a full-time engagement
manager who interacts with focal stakeholders. In regard to communication channels,
the organization focuses on newsletters and Twitter in particular, while also direct
audience interaction and live events to reach audiences from different walks of life are
considered important. (Case 1, Evidence 2.5; 2.7) The findings indicate that BoIJ is a
multi-stakeholder-oriented organization, which engages with several actors who cocreate reciprocal value benefiting multiple stakeholders involved in both product/utilityand systemic-levels (Case 1, Evidence 2.6).
BoIJ’s approach towards target audiences is characterized by both their focus on “few
specialist areas without trying to be a multi-purpose newsroom across every subject”
(Case 1, Evidence 2.5) and their relatively extensive reach of “ten- to twenty-million
readers a month.” (Case 1, Evidence 2.5; 2.9) In terms of positioning, the organization
is unique and successful in what they do, while they are not trying to compete with the
incumbent media-outlets nor any other actors in their field. The interviewee concluded
the positioning discussion by stating that “we are not really trying to compete with them
(mainstream news teams), so we are trying to cooperate with them when we can.”
(Case 1, Evidence 2.10) This further strengthens the notion of multi-stakeholder
orientation and reciprocal value creation processes characteristic in BoIJ’s operations
(Case 1, Evidence 2.6; 2.7).
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5.1.2 Case 2. Krautreporter

Krautreporter is a German cooperative that promotes independent and transparent
advert-free journalism aiming at community empowerment. Even though cooperatives
can indeed generate shareholder returns, the case-organization data suggests that
the traditional corporate objective is not the underlying motive for Krautreporter’s
existence – at least in the short-term. The interviewee explained that most of their
cooperative members join Krautreporter because “it is an ideological reason for many”
and “they believe in what we do, and they believe that we should exist.” (Case 2,
Evidence 2.7; 2.9) Relatedly, the desk-research data shows that Krautreporter’s
medium-term objective is to sustainably finance the continuance of operations through
membership payments, whereas the long-term goal is to eventually gain a more
significant foothold in the media-industry and start generating returns for the
shareholder members (Case 2, Evidence 1.3). Based on these observations,
Krautreporter’s organization type is defined as a “cooperative with not-for-profit
orientation” in the cross-case synthesis table (Appendix 4).
The cooperative’s mission is to help its members to understand the complexity and
connections of current events in politics, economy, and society (Case 2, Evidence 1.1).
According to the interviewee (Case 2, Evidence 2.1; 2.2), the fundamental problem
with traditional media is its partiality on the supply side and audiences’ news fatigue
on the demand side. Together these issues form the sustainability problem that
Krautreporter tries to solve by providing its members with an alternative through which
they can “understand the connections and get all the information you need.” (Case 2,
Evidence 2.3) In addition, Krautreporter promises to offer “journalism you can trust,
independent and ad-free, that empowers thousands of community members.” (Case
2, Evidence 1.1) In this value proposition, promises of trust, independence, content
coverage, freedom from advertisement, and community empowerment represent
product- and utility-level value, whereas the “understanding of connections”-part refers
to a systems-level solution to the journalistic problem of complexity and content
fragmentation. This data indicates that Krautreporter’s value proposition consists
mainly of journalistic- and content-benefits.
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At the core of the case-organization are its members – Krautreporters – who actively
participate in producing editorial content and developing the cooperative. In fact, many
members contribute through their expertise or regional knowledge by writing stories
and supporting content creation as a local- or expert-journalist in a particular field. This
way, reporters also form their own journalist-specific “micro-target audiences,”
although Krautreporter, in general, aims to attract all readers who are seeking
profound- and extensive-form of information (Case 2, Evidence 2.3; 2.7). Among the
community, active bi-directional communications take place in person, via newsletters,
email, slack, and news-story comment sections, while social media, occasional viral
news-stories and especially word-of-mouth work as the primary channels for new
member recruitment. At the heart of their engagement strategy are surveys, which the
cooperative frequently organizes for members to participate in Krautreporter’s
development (Case 2, Evidence 2.5). Although the cooperative is working closely with
a subscription-payment platform that is partially owned by one of the founders of
Krautreporter and has collaborated with other European membership-based digitalnews outlets in the past, the interviewee emphasized that their current take on external
stakeholders is “to focus more on our own entrepreneurial processes.” (Case 2,
Evidence 2.6;2.7) Based on these findings, Krautreporter appears to have a strong
community orientation towards member-stakeholders who are simultaneously
legitimate shareholders, journalists, and customers (Appendix 4).

The interviewee emphasized that the cooperative has a distinct product and perceives
itself as a unique community, which is extremely hard to replicate or even to compare
with any other media-outlet. In fact, rather than rationalizing their positioning relative
to other media-organizations, the interviewee compared Krautreporter’s model as
parallel to a football-club fandom (Case 2, Evidence 2.8; 2.9; 2.10). Krautreporter’s
strategic focus shows in their approach to target audiences and long-term objectives.
Individual reporters have their own micro-audiences, while the community’s content at
large is directed for all people who are interested in deep-probing and informative
journalism in an understandable format (Case 2, Evidence 2.3; 2.4). However, the
archival data suggests that at least in the long term, Krautreporter aims to grow within
the media-industry and change the incumbent business models (Case 2, Evidence
1.3). In addition to the multi-faceted economic and social value the cooperative
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receives from and offers its members, newsroom culture and experience in talking to
people on “equal footing” were identified as key resources (Case 2, Evidence 2.9).

5.1.3 Case 3. Kinzen

Kinzen is a spinoff startup from an early social-media news curator agency Storyful
aiming to tackle misinformation online (Case 3, Evidence 2.1). Notable is how they
differ from the other case-companies in two distinctive ways. Firstly, the company is
not currently concentrating on the editorial side of the news business, but instead, they
are focusing on the back end by building “purposeful news personalization products
that amplify the best and mitigate the worst information quality streams.” (Case 3,
Evidence 1.3). Secondly, the interviewee emphasized that although Kinzen still has
their consumer-application available on the iOS-store, they are “not necessarily a B2Ccompany that needs millions of fans on Twitter to be successful.” (Case 3, Evidence
2.3) The case-data indicates that the target audiences the company is after are
especially publishers and firms that seek to enhance their information quality (Case 3,
Evidence 2.4).
The company’s core values emerge from journalistic ideals. They strive to fight
information toxicity as an independent and advert-free business with a technologydriven approach fueled by a clear journalistic purpose (Case 3, Evidence 2.1).
Moreover, the evidence shows that Kinzen and already its launchpad Storyful were
established upon an apparent journalistic problem: The founders perceived that the
news business is in crisis due to bad information quality and unreliability, which meant
that something should be done (Case 3, Evidence 2.2). Building on these bases,
Kinzen’s mission is to provide solutions for the problem by dedicating “to give you
control of a daily news routine that sharpens your focus and broadens your mind.”
(Case 3, Evidence 1.1) Through their mission-aligned value proposition, Kinzen seems
to promise their stakeholders both systemic level value through enhanced information
quality streams, while the company’s promises of product-level benefits include a high
level of personalization and technology-empowered productivity improvements (Case
3, Evidence 1.2; 1.3 & 2.3).
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The findings indicate that Kinzen’s key resources are primarily organization-centric,
unlike the first two case-organizations that draw from their external networks and
member-community (Case 3, Evidence 2.6; 2.7 & 2.9). The company perceives its
competitive strength to arise from “the unique blend of journalistic integrity and smart
things computers can do.” (Appendix 5) The interviewee emphasized the inimitability
of this key resource, which is mainly built on the company’s employees, such as
experienced journalists and high-quality engineers. Moreover, their organizational
“startup-kind” agility and mission-driven culture were highlighted as focal points of
differentiation. (Case 3, Evidence 2.9). Kinzen sees mainly the large social media- and
search engine-platforms as potential competitors, but the interviewee noted that in
their relatively narrow field of expertise there is not much direct competition, while
Kinzen’s culture and values-driven approach would be tough for the large corporations
to replicate (Case 3, Evidence 2.8; 2.10).

The interview- and archival data show that although Kinzen is open to multistakeholder value creation activities and has collaborated with, e.g., numerous factchecking organizations in the past, the company has a robust internal- and customerfocus in their value process (Case 3, Evidence 2.6; 2.7). The interviewee emphasized
that the organizations and individuals they engage with commonly share similar values
with Kinzen and that especially their customers contribute to bidirectional valuecreation activities together with the company (Case 3, Evidence 2.7). In these
activities, communications are both formal and informal by nature, driven by direct
conversations held in face-to-face meetings, frequent member-newsletters, phone,
Slack, and Google Hangouts meetings. Also, Kinzen is actively present on Medium
and social media channels such as Facebook and Twitter (Case 3, Evidence 2.5).

5.1.4 Case 4. MustRead

MustRead started with a rigorous target-audience approach to journalism by tailoring
its offering for top-level decision-makers mainly. This distinctive approach was based
on the founders’ perception that there was a lack of high-quality journalism available
for decision-makers in Finland. (Case 4, Evidence 2.1; 2.3) In this sense, the company
operates with a clear societal value-base that also directs MustRead’s editorial.
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According to the interviewee, each MustRead’s story should answer to a specified list
of questions, asking explicitly “how does this particular story help in decision making.”
(Case 4, Evidence 2.2; 2.3) Besides, archival evidence highlights MustRead’s societal
orientation by presenting the company as a “societal online-media that does deep
quality-journalism focusing on politics and economy.” (Case 4, Evidence 1.1) The
company’s mission statement compresses the purpose of Mustread’s existence: “For
Finland to make the world’s best decisions.” (Case 4, Evidence 1.1)
Noteworthy is that MustRead’s clearly defined target-audience also serves as one of
the key resources for the company in addition to its editorial offering, diverse
journalistic talent, and scalable digital product (Case 4; Evidence 1.1; 2.4 & 2.9).
Indeed, the Finnish media-startup is the only case-organization in this study that
considers on-site advertisement as a vital part of their business model (Case 4,
Evidence 2.7). In this respect, top-level decision-makers, which form the core of the
readership, provide advertisers with a lucrative opportunity to reach an elusive and
distinguished segment of the population through carefully crafted native advertising
among MustRead’s content streams. The interviewee emphasized that from
MustRead’s point of view, there is no contradiction whatsoever in combining societaljournalism and advertising on the same platform since their native-adverts are always
journalistic-wise of high-quality and marked with a “commercial collaboration” note.
Moreover, native advertising is fully approved by the Finnish Council of Mass Media
and currently generates most of MustRead’s total revenues. (Case 4, Evidence 2.1;
2.9)
MustRead’s value proposition emphasizes its in-house journalists’ merits and the
company’s editorial legitimacy (Case 4, Evidence 1.1; 1.2 & 2.3). Similar to the
previous case-organizations, also here, the product- and systems-level value
dimensions co-exist. MustRead promises its readership to deliver in-depth online
journalism within politics and economy, written by distinguished experts in the fields.
On the systems-level, the company explicitly states that they obey regulation
alongside their internal editorial principles and universal journalistic guidelines (Case
4, Evidence 1.1; 2.3). In this regard, the interviewee noted that at least in Finland,
MustRead’s concept and business model are quite unique in relation to other media-
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industry actors, which is why the company does not perceive the traditional newsmedia as direct competitors (Case 4, Evidence 2.8; 2.9 & 2.10).

In terms of focal communication channels, the interviewee noted that MustRead
perceives their frequent newsletters and active Twitter-presence as the main
distribution channels through which readers access the content. Moreover,
MustRead’s new Executive-subsidiary publishes its content only via newsletters,
which confirms the company’s orientation to newsletters as the “reincarnated way to
publish media in the future.” (Case 4, Evidence 2.5) Aside from distribution, most of
the active bi-directional communications with readers take place on Twitter, while
news-story comment sections, Facebook and LinkedIn play smaller parts in the
company’s extensive list of communication channels (Appendix 4). MustRead also
organizes decision-maker events via its second subsidiary to enable direct audience
interaction. (Case 4, Evidence 2.5; 2.7)

In comparison to most of the case-companies, MustRead’s orientation towards
stakeholders and reciprocal value creation activities is relatively extensive. Notably,
the company enables its local-and foreign correspondent journalism through a funding
model adopted from the academic world, where the funder or funder-consortium
finances a mutually agreed generic theme the correspondent then focuses on. In this
connection, the interviewee emphasized the integrity of the journalists and the notion
that the control over stories always stays with MustRead. (Case 4, Evidence 2.6; 2.7)
Evidently, there is also a funder-interest behind the cooperation, but the funding model
is based on trust between the parties rather than on commercial transactions and
exchange. Moreover, these externally funded theme-projects have commonly had a
societal focus, such as equality, strengthening of local municipal processes, or lastly,
the Covid19. (Case 4, Evidence 2.6; 2.7 & 2.9) In addition to innovating new ways to
finance their correspondent-led theme journalism, MustRead has recently successfully
diversified its approach to target-audiences, and currently, around 90 organizations
including various public-administrators, private sector firms, universities, and interest
groups have joined in as organizational subscribers (Case 4, Evidence 2.4).
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5.1.5 Case 5. Rapport
In comparison to the rest of the five case-organizations, Rapport’s approach to
renewing journalism is quite unique at all levels of their business model. In fact,
Rapport is not a digital news-outlet as such, but the company provides independent
freelance-journalists with a crowdfunding tool and convenient platform to finance and
publish their stories (Case 5, Evidence 1.1 & 1.2). In this regard, Rapport’s value
creation takes place primarily at the platform level, where they act as an enabler for
story distribution written by an interesting group of distinguished journalists. Currently,
the company chooses the journalists who are granted access to distribute their stories
and get a majority commission of the journalist-specific audience funding through
Rapport. This means that not everyone can begin writing for the platform, and in
addition to the enabler-role, the brand acts as an “ex ante-curator” of content, although
the platform publishes journalists’ stories without an editor or clear editorial frames.
Noteworthy is that unlike all the other case-organizations, Rapport is not operating
under the local Council for Mass Media (CMM, JSN in Finnish), although the archival
data indicates that each individual journalist on Rapport’s roster must obey the law
and CMM’s journalistic guidelines. (Case 2, Evidence 1.7; 1.8; 2.3 & 2.7). Ultimately,
Rapport’s vision is to form a diverse group of independent journalist-dependent “micromedias,” that would each have their own target-audiences and active journalistaudience interaction completely separate from the brand, which is currently focusing
on a specified demographic group (Appendix 4) and brand-led communications via
Twitter, newsletter, and Facebook. (Case 5, Evidence 2.4; 2.5 & 2.7)

In terms of values and culture, the company draws from traditional journalistic values
promoting societal discussion, democracy, and independence from advertisements on
their platform. Initially, the principal idea behind Rapport’s founding was to tackle
issues related to the over-commercialization of financing models in journalism. In this
connection, the interviewee noted that media-outlets, in general, are overly exposed
and dependent on newspaper sales, advertising revenues, and tempting “clickjournalism” titles to attract readership. (Case 5, Evidence 2.1; 2.2) This perception is
explicitly condensed in the company’s mission statement, which is “to renew financial
models in journalism to enable access to high-quality content.“ (Cas 5, Evidence 1.2;
1.16) Based on these observations, Rapport’s value-base is simultaneously societal
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and journalistic, although their mission statement adds an economic element in the
mix, emphasizing freedom from external commercial pressures that might harm the
impartiality of content (Appendix 4).
Rapport’s value proposition highlights the platform’s feature benefits, readers’ freedom
to choose the kind of journalism they want to consume and support, journalistaudience interaction, and low cost. Notably, Rapport was the only case-organization
that emphasized their price-reader-value ratio whatsoever. (Case 5, Evidence 1.3)
This was also clarified by the interviewee, who stated that “right from the beginning,
we have tried to keep the price quite low in comparison to other subscription services.”
(Case 5, Evidence 2.3) In regard to positioning, the interview data shows that Rapport
perceives especially video-streaming subscription services as direct competitors, in
addition to other local digital-story providers, blogsites, and global crowdfunding
platforms. Notably, the Finnish incumbent news-media is not seen as a competitor,
based on the company’s local uniqueness. (Case 5, Evidence 2.8; 2.9 & 2.10)
Rapport’s approach towards stakeholders is financier- and freelance-journalist centric.
Both the archival- and interview data support this interpretation since the company
provides its journalists with primarily the platform, which then enables separate
journalist-audience interaction. (Case 5, Evidence 1.1; 1.2; 2.6 & 2.7) In this sense,
reciprocal value creation takes place mainly between the audience and the journalist:
For many readers, the core value emerges from an individually determined perception
of funding the journalist one deems as meaningful. (Case 5, Evidence 1.1; 2.3 & 2.4)
Also, the interviewee emphasized that although some interaction with other newsmedia outlets has been conducted, Rapport is focusing mainly on financierrelationships in order to develop the company for financial viability (Case 5, Evidence
2.6 & 2.7).

5.1.6 Case 6. Zetland

Similarly to Krautreporter, The Danish digital media Zetland emphasizes their tightknit member community in everything they do. The company values broad
perspective, context, and clarity in their journalistic approach built on a communal
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culture of resource sharing and transparency. (Case 6, Evidence 1.1 & 1.8) At the core
of their value proposition is the idea of providing readers with “more for less” through
deep and insightful stories that currently matter the most. Zetland’s journalism is not
based on reactive scoops but on few carefully crafted daily pieces that help the
community to better understand the world in-depth. (Case 6, Evidence 2.3) Notably,
the company was established to provide solutions for a specific journalistic problem,
which emerged from conversations with regular people. Through these meetings, the
founders noticed that many people share a feeling of information overload and
ambiguity, especially when it comes to the never-ending stream of daily news. (Case
5, Evidence 2.1; 2.2 & 2.3) Hence, the company’s mission is “not to make news – it is
to make sense.” (Case 6, Evidence 1.1; 2.1)

Zetland operates with an experienced team of in-house journalists who are in active
and direct communications with the community members primarily via live-or video
meetings, Zetland’s platform, application, and email (Case 5, Evidence 2.5). The
interviewee emphasized that the Zetland staff not only asks members for their opinion
and advice in content-related questions, but bi-directional communication takes place
also in connection to issues concerning the company’s strategy and business model
(Case 5, Evidence 2.7; 2.9). For instance, the Zetland community has helped the
company to break even by helping in new member recruitment, resulting in a 25%
increase in subscribers within one month. Moreover, Zetland’s decision to start offering
content in audio-format, which currently accounts for 70% of all content consumed on
the platform, was initiated by member-feedback concerning the length of stories.
(Case 6, Evidence 2.6; 2.7 & 2.9) These observations indicate strong community
reciprocity in the company’s value creation processes, as concluded in Appendix 4.

In addition to their active presence on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter, the company
organizes frequent live-meetings and events, such as journalistic theaters under
Zetland Live, sofa conversations on popular stories at members’ homes, and
community gatherings at Zetland’s headquarters. Zetland uses social media as a key
channel for content distribution, which also works as the main driver for new member
conversion due to their soft paywall model that enables non-member access to content
shared by a member. (Case 6, Evidence 2.5) According to the interviewee, Zetland
also sponsors several podcasts to reach their target audience – that are, all the
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“curious Danes,” regardless of demographics or any other segmentation variables
(Case 6, Evidence 2.4). In addition to their member community and employees, the
sponsored podcasters are considered as relevant stakeholders who are in bidirectional beneficiary relationship to Zetland. Noteworthy is that the interviewee
perceives the society at large as the main stakeholder beneficiary group, based on the
freely distributable content that fosters societal discussion. (Case 6, Evidence 2.6; 2.7)
In terms of key resources, Zetland’s unique newsroom culture and strong membercommunity orientation to content creation emerged from the interview data (Case 6,
Evidence 2.9). In addition, Zetland has invested heavily in building a seamless
platform that can compete with the most established subscription services such as
Spotify, Netflix, and HBO (Case 6, Evidence 2.8). Evidently, Zetland’s approach to
competition is unique among the case organizations, since the interviewee explicitly
stated that they are aiming at a high-end user-experience that can challenge the most
distinguished digital service providers, especially due to the fact that one-third of
Zetland’s members are under thirty years of age. (Case 6, Evidence 2.4; 2.10) During
the interview, it became clear that Zetland is striving for internationalization in the near
term (Case 6, Evidence 2.9).

5.2

Cross Case Comparison

The above-described within-case analysis reveals a rather heterogeneous group of
digital-media organizations that approach value creation and sustainability at large in
their own distinctive ways. This section starts with synthesizing the focal differences
between the organizations, followed by an examination of the congruent themes that
emerged from each case. For convenient scrutiny, Appendix 4 showcases the
aggregated findings explained in-depth in this subchapter. Within the frames of the
research questions addressed in the first chapter, the comparison structure is based
on an examination of the case-organizations’ identified sustainability problems, value
proposition development, and stakeholders involved.
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5.2.1 Sustainability Problems

The interview-and archival data shows that each organization has identified a concrete
problem they are on a quest to provide solutions for. However, as shown in Appendix
4, most of the organizations are not aiming to tackle the same problem. As the only
not-for-profit organization among the cases, the Bureau of Investigative Journalism
(Case 1, BoIJ) takes the broadest perspective on societal problems. The evidence
indicates their dedication to tackling large, and often extremely complex problems
hidden deep in the structures of societies, political decision making, and the private
sector. For many media-outlets, these systemic misconducts are out of reach from
time, resource, and profitability perspectives, which is why BoIJ allocates its noncommercial investigative expertise to reveal threats to the public interest in depth.

Where BoIJ aims to tackle issues from Amazon deforestation to global drug-resistant
superbug infections, Kinzen (Case 2) focuses on one of the most discussed
contemporary problems of our digital society: Spreading of misinformation and
disinformation, referring to either unintentionally or intentionally falsified, or even
utterly untrue information (Søe 2018). Noteworthy is that this problem of “information
toxicity and unreliability” (Appendix 4) Kinzen is providing technological solutions for,
is not limited to journalism or media-industry only, but occurs on nearly each
information stream from individual-to-individual interaction to marketing and public
administration. Thus, the sustainability issue Kinzen is dealing with cannot be
considered only journalistic as such, but rather as part of a broader network of societal
problems accelerated by digitalization.

The Finnish decision-maker media MustRead (Case 4) identified a lack of content
supply for a specific target audience in their local media-market. Although their solution
approach to the problem at hand was strategically marketing-centric, the startup’s
initial idea to target mainly the people with power and provide them with information
that can genuinely help in top-level decision making evidently included a deeper
societal agenda. Subsequently, MustRead’s target-audience and offering have
expanded to touch organizations and individuals interested in societal questions at
large, indicating broader demand for their journalistic insight on politics and economy.
Simultaneously in the same geographical market, Rapport (Case 5) has taken a whole
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another approach to media sustainability by focusing on the renewal of incumbent
financing models of traditional journalism. The founders saw multiple problems in the
way how external advertising revenue and commercial pressures might harm the
actual product and, thus, the audience. Through their platform, the company aims to
provide solutions for journalistic impartiality and audience-orientation problems in
commercial journalism, by cutting as much as 90% of the publisher’s commission and
leaving the editorial freedom to an independent journalist. Moreover, in this equation,
the reader gets to choose precisely which journalist to support.

Out of all the six case-organizations, only the member-community driven digital mediaoutlets Krautreporter (Case 2) and Zetland (Case 6) are dealing with similar
sustainability problems consisting of three parts. First, the archival-and interview data
shows that both the case-organizations share a similar view of people who are
suffering from information overload due to the excessive volume of news-supply (Case
2, Evidence 1.1; 2.2; Case 6, Evidence 1.6; 2.1). Secondly, the companies perceive
that there is significant ambiguity in news-streams and that people, in general, are
having a hard time to understand the news. The third point emerged only from the
Krautreporter data, where the interviewee emphasized the problems of news bias and
tendency to seek attention, closely related to the journalistic impartiality and audience
misorientation problems noted also by Rapport.

Although it is well acknowledged that journalistic and societal problems are often
intertwined, and at some levels, inseparable, the multiple-case data shows that among
the organizations, there is considerable variation in the scope of approaches towards
the identified sustainability problems. Figure 13 describes the findings explained
above.

Figure 13. The scope of sustainability problems identified by the case companies
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Noteworthy is that all the case companies report about and provide solutions for
societal problems at large. Therefore, the scale shown above does not represent the
breadth or depth of the organizations’ solutions or content concerning the sustainability
problems identified and explained in this section. It is also evident that the problems
cannot be weighted or objectively compared with each other. With this in mind, figure
13 primarily clarifies the noted differences in case-companies’ values-based
approaches.

5.2.2 Value Proposition Development

Notably, all case-organizations include elements of the above-described journalisticsocietal sustainability problems in their value propositions (VPs). Moreover, the VPs
are clearly aligned with the organizations’ mission statements that represent the core
values of each organization. These, along with the other third-order concepts that
emerged from the data (Coding Scheme, Appendix 3) are presented in the cross-case
synthesis table (Appendix 4).

BoIJ (Case 1) has developed its VP upon the founding principles and journalistic
expertise of the not-for-profit organization. However, the interviewee noted that over
time, the organization’s intertwined mission and VP have developed towards an
enhanced focus on systemic problems and larger societal impact (Case 1, Evidence
2.1; 2.2). In addition to the independence of commercial pressures, the Bureau’s VP
data highlights their ability to access large-scale distribution through major
broadcasters and news-outlets that possess resources to disseminate the societal
impact BoIJ is after (Case 1, Evidence 1.18; 2.3). Here, the emphasis is on resource
development, and the data indicates that the organization’s reputational benefits in
their field of expertise, along with recent recruitments of an impact-editor and
engagement-manager, have strengthened their capabilities to deliver on their value
proposition. Moreover, the interviewee emphasized that one of the main reasons for
these new recruits has been to put more focus on active stakeholder reciprocity
impacting their value creation processes. (Case 1, Evidence 1.4; 1.11 & 2.9)
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In VP development, all case-organizations emphasize their employees’ strong
journalistic expertise. In MustRead’s case (4), this emphasis is also explicitly stated in
their value proposition (Appendix 4). Notably, Krautreporter (Case 2), Kinzen (Case
3), and Zetland (Case 6) have built their current VPs upon previous businesses that
some or all of the current founders had started. In Kinzen’s case, the founders’ first
company Storyful still co-exists, but in Krautreporter’s and Zetland’s cases, the first
attempts

were

determined

as

economically

non-sustainable.

With

Kinzen,

Krautreporter, and Zetland, also newsroom culture emerged from the data as a
recurring variable in the value proposition development. Moreover, the interview data
shows that Kinzen’s VP development occurs in active conversations primarily between
the company and its customers, referring to the personalized products at the core of
their VP. (Appendix 5)
As noted in Zetland’s case description, the company initially formulated its value
proposition based on conversations with regular people. Since then, the membercommunity has evidently had a substantial impact on the VP development, as the
interviewee's example of the popular audio-format introduction into their offering
indicates. (See Chapter 5.1.6) Relatedly, also Krautreporter is actively developing its
VP based on the community input. In the case of MustRead, such reciprocal
stakeholder value proposition development became evident, e.g., in the way how the
company has established its journalistic theme-project model where external funders
enable correspondent journalism on a mutually agreed topic without commercial
transaction-based accountability on MustRead’s part. Contrary to MustRead’s active
approach to stakeholder VP development, Rapport’s interview data indicates that the
platform itself is currently relatively passive in developing its service (Case 5, Evidence
2.9). Rapport’s VP (Appendix 4) exemplifies that most of the company’s value process
effectively takes place between an individual journalist and his or her audience in a bidirectional relationship, enabled by Rapport’s platform initially built for providing a
concrete solution to the sustainability problem addressed in the previous subchapter.
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5.2.3 Stakeholders and Reciprocal Value Creation

As is laid out in Appendix 4, the aggregated archival-and interview data shows four
different types of stakeholder orientations among the case-organizations. BoIJ’s (Case
1) and MustRead’s (Case 4) value creation processes are multi-stakeholder by nature,
including a variety of internal-and external-actors such as supporters, target
audiences, journalist-networks, news-distribution syndicates, employees, founders,
industry experts, academics, NGOs, financiers, governments, public institutions, and
the civil society at large. On the contrary, Kinzen (Case 3) and Rapport (Case 5)
appear to be operating with relatively narrow stakeholder orientations, including
primarily the customers in the case of the prior, and financiers and freelance journalists
in the latter. Noteworthy is that in Rapport’s case, target audiences also play an active
role in the value process, but this interaction occurs primarily in a direct journalistreader relationship without the platform’s consistent intervention.

Overall, Krautreporter (Case 2) and Zetland (Case 6) share a similar membercommunity orientation towards stakeholders. However, some notable differences can
be identified between the two companies. Firstly, Krautreporter’s interview data shows
that the cooperative is focusing mainly on their own entrepreneurial process,
consisting of the community-members who act as multi-role stakeholders, including
customers, financiers, shareholders, supporters, employees, journalists, and active
business developers. In Zetland’s case, their approach to strong member-community
value creation is similar to the prior but also includes other relevant stakeholders such
as sponsored podcasters and the rest (non-member) Danish citizens at large. Figure
14 describes the case-organizations’ orientations towards stakeholders and the level
of reciprocity in value creation activities.
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Figure 14. Stakeholder orientation and reciprocity

The aggregated case-data shows evidence of both intangible and tangible stakeholder
value. In terms of financial value, BoIJ’s not-for-profit organization type (Appendix 4)
restricts capturing of financial value above total costs. Nevertheless, the organization
needs to deliver on its value proposition in order to secure funding from various
supporters and foundations listed in the case-evidence (Case 1, Evidence 1.17).
According to the interviewee (Case 1, Evidence 2.6; 2.7), BoIJ’s funders commonly
provide the organization with resources to investigate a topic that both parties have
some stake in. For instance, with the health-related journalism the Bureau has been
doing for three years, funding is provided by Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation that
might be interested in promoting a policy change in the area. In this kind of a
stakeholder-relationship, value-exchange takes place at multiple levels and between
many actors: BoIJ benefits through tangible funding it receives, and by delivering on
its VP, the organization enhances its position to secure further funding for more
investigate projects. Also the BoIJ employees and journalist-network benefit by
securing the continuance of their employment and cooperation. Eventually, the society
at large may receive both financial and, e.g., indirect public health value benefits,
assuming that health-policies are changed for the better. Additionally, BoIJ’s
distribution partners benefit through potentially increased readership, and their
aggregated audiences receive informative content that is available free-of-charge at
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least on the BoIJ’s own platform. Figure 15 provides an exemplary value-distribution
model of the above-described situation.

Figure 15. Multi-stakeholder value creation and delivery, exemplary case based on BoIJ
interview-data (Case 1, Evidence 2)

In addition to BoIJ, also MustRead engages with external funders interested in
promoting information distribution, especially in the fields of politics and economy.
However, contrary to BoIJ, MustRead is a profit-oriented limited company (Appendix
4, Organization types), which means that in addition to the value described in the figure
above, their correspondent theme-project model (see chapter 5.1.4) may also lead
into net earnings through the expansion of journalistic resources, broader contentoffering, and consequential potential to enter new international markets. Thus,
MustRead’s case would also include shareholders and other profit-oriented financiers
into the exemplary value-model presented above. In a narrower sense, MustRead’s,
Rapport’s, and Kinzen’s cases show direct value creation- and value capturingevidence between the focal firms, B2B-customers (Kinzen & MustRead only),
freelance-reporters (Rapport only), target audiences, and advertisers (MustRead
only).
In Krautreporter’s and Zetland’s community-driven cases, the emphasis on
stakeholder value-creation and -capture is primarily on ideological- and community
value, consisting of intangible elements such as a feeling of belonging, voluntary
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resource- and knowledge sharing, and a sense of enabling something important.
However, both case-organizations’ memberships come with subscription fees,
meaning that the companies must deliver on their community value propositions to
stay economically viable and generate profits for shareholders. In this companymember transaction, the total value of the received benefits actualizes as the overall
intangible value on an individual member’s side and on the company’s side as the total
of membership revenues and potential resource-benefits the companies receive from
their community members. The case-data shows that both organizations receive, e.g.,
journalistic-input, business development help, new member acquisition support, and
initiatives or tips for news-stories from their member-communities, who in effect also
pay the focal companies for sharing these resources. From the perspective of the
companies, these kinds of member-resources can also have tangible financial value,
which could be factored in as part of their business models. In this regard, deeply
engaged and committed members evidently are an asset.

In addition to the value-exchange among their member community, Zetland engages
with a variety of sponsored podcasters whom the company compensates for on-air
visibility. Notably, Zetland’s soft paywall model enables content sharing from members
to the rest of the Danish people, which, according to the interviewee, makes the rest
of the citizens as an essential value-recipient stakeholder. Out of the rest of the case
organizations, such a sharing-friendly paywall is in use also at Krautreporter and
Rapport, whereas all BoIJ’s content is freely available on their webpage.

5.3

Congruent Themes

As has been presented in the previous cross-case comparison, all the caseorganizations have identified apparent sustainability problems within societal-and
journalistic contexts. Also, the aggregated evidence shows thematic congruence in
the organizational values the case-subjects address in condensed formats through
their mission statements. Furthermore, the cores of the organizations’ mission
statements are explicitly communicated through their value propositions, which clearly
include solution elements for the sustainability problems the organizations are seeking
to solve. These findings are presented in the cross-case comparison table (Appendix
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4), while the coding scheme (Appendix 3) provides an overview of the congruence
structure.

In addition to the congruent themes noted above, the data shows that each caseorganization perceives its value proposition as unique. Notably, however, the
perceived uniqueness is not emerging explicitly from the organizations’ values- and
mission-driven approaches to the identified societal-journalistic sustainability
problems as such, but is rather built upon the organizations’ resources, capabilities,
and positioning relative to other industry actors. One congruent feature among all the
case organizations (except for Kinzen, which is not focusing on producing journalistic
content) is that their core offerings consist of long-format stories that provide
audiences with in-depth journalistic content. Moreover, the case-organizations
evidently focus more on the quality- than the number of published stories. In this
connection, MustRead’s interviewee described their competitive approach by stating
that “where MustRead can compete, is namely the deepening of societal information,
analyses, background checking, and perspective.” (Case 4, Evidence 2.9) This
statement illustrates quite well also the other case-organizations’ competitive edge.

In essence, none of the case-organizations view the traditional news-media in their
market as a competitor, although most of the interviewees noted that they are
competing for the time people use in reading the daily news. In this regard, BoIJ is the
only case organization which perceives the incumbent news-media as a partner with
whom the non-profit frequently shares resources with. Table 7 presents the casecompanies’ positioning perceptions.
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Table 7. Case-organizations’ positioning

The interview data show that Zetland and Rapport consider the popular video-and
music-streaming services as their main competitors, based on the fact that consumers,
in general, have only a limited amount of money and time available to spend on
monthly recurring subscription services, regardless of the format type. Out of all the
six cases, Kinzen is currently the only company that targets customers internationally,
while BoIJ has access to large-scale international content-distribution through its
publishing partners. Although the rest of the case organizations are primarily focusing
on their local markets, Zetland and MustRead are actively planning on their
international expansion, whereas in the cases of Rapport and Krautreporter, the case
evidence is not indicating any near-term internationalization pursuits.
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6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has examined six European digital media-organizations through a
qualitative multiple-case study. The aim of the scrutiny has been to preface the LUT
University-led research project “Media Organizations in the Era of Contradiction:
Towards Sustainable Business Models” by exploring the case-organizations’
approaches towards sustainable value proposition formulation and development in the
context of European digital-born media organizations. Furthermore, the objective has
been to identify which stakeholders are involved in the organizations’ value processes
and how are these affecting the research subjects, or vice versa. In the following, the
key findings made on the basis of 94 archival data-items, six case-organization
representative interviews, and two media-industry expert interviews are summarized
in discussion with the focal academic literature presented in the theoretical framework.

6.1

Ex Post - Conceptual Framework

With an aim to focus the “ex-ante” conceptualizations (Chapter 3.4, Figures 8 & 9)
initially proposed by Baldassarre et al. (2017, 177) and Kristensen & Remmen (2019,
30), an “ex-post”- conceptual framework (Figure 16 below, in a larger format in
Appendix 6) was formulated. This framework illustrates the following discussion. For
closer comparative conceptual scrutiny, case-specific findings are provided in
Appendix 4.
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Figure 16. Conceptual Framework (Developed from Kristensen & Remmen 2019, 30;
Baldassarre et al. 2017,177)

The results show that each case-organization has a unique approach to value
proposition formulation. Essentially, all the research subjects have built upon an
explicit set of values that are embedded within the cultures of the organizations. Here,
traditional journalistic ideals, such as impartiality, trustworthiness, fostering of
democracy, dissemination of understandable information, and transparency, are
highlighted. As also the media-expert panelists (EPs) (Jääskeläinen, EP 1 & MaijanenKyläheiko, EP 2) noted, such values have been associated with the Western European
news media since the sixteenth century (Ward 2008). However, the caseorganizations have also integrated more unconventional values into their
organizational bases, namely those that draw from member-community building and
by-products of digitalization. In combination, highlighting both traditional journalistic
values and their re-formations that have developed in the digital environment provide
the case-organizations with an opportunity to craft new narratives that partly criticize
the incumbent ways of working, simultaneously bringing forward the message of the
new, better means of practicing journalism. In their study of digital media-startups,
Carlson & Usher (2016) interpreted such communications as differentiation and
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legitimization efforts through metajournalistic discourse. As is shown in the top-left
corner of the conceptual framework (Figure 16; Appendix 6), among the caseorganizations, values and cultures are initially driven forward by problem
determinators who commonly include key stakeholders such as founders, committed
employees, communities, and potential target audiences. In this connection, the
second expert interviewee (Maijanen-Kyläheiko, EP2) emphasized that in order for
idealistic values and culture to form into strategic assets, the whole organization must
explicitly include these at the core of their marketing strategy and truly commit to the
communicated principles. Relatedly, Grünig & Kühn (2015, 35) note that the more
emphasis there are on values and philosophies within an organization’s cultural base,
the more effect these have on directing the subsequent strategic choices the
organization makes.

In each case, the findings indicate that problem determinators, often being the
founders of the company, have identified distinct journalistic- or societal sustainability
problems that have emerged from within problem agents, like media-industry
structures, extensive societal phenomena, competitors, audiences, governments, or
the general public. In the conceptual framework, these are shown in the top left corner.
Building on the value mapping tool as proposed by Bocken et al. (2013), problem
agents act as subjects to the case-organizations’ value missed- or value destroyedanalyses. For instance, as was suggested by the first expert panelist (Jääskeläinen,
EP1), emerging digital-media organizations might have noted a value creation
opportunity by re-incarnating the ethos of traditional journalistic ideals that were
emphasized by the incumbent news-media during the pre-internet era, characterized
by concurrent societal role and hefty profit generation of many private news-media
outlets. Thus, a refinement of such a controversial double-role could provide the caseorganizations with opportunities to generate new solutions and capture value that has
been previously destroyed by the incumbent news media. In this regard, the declining
trust towards the industry serves as a prime example of such contemporary value
destruction that leaves a vacuum in the marketplace (for references, see Chapter
1.1.2). On the other hand, and as noted by the second expert panelist (MaijanenKyläheiko, EP2), it is evident that the contemporary digital environment has increased
media-awareness among the general public and decreased barriers of industry
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entries, resulting into reconfigurations of missed value activities such as targeting of
specific audience segments with tailored, fact-checked information streams.

When these two above described value destroyed- and value missed-opportunities
are merged, a noteworthy issue arises. Empirical evidence from an experimental study
conducted by Bachmann & Ingenhoff (2017) indicates that in order to enhance
credibility in the eyes of audiences, media-organizations should focus on building
legitimacy rather than extensively communicating their discretionary CSR efforts. It
appears that due to their extraordinarily institutionalized role in the society, mediaorganizations, in particular, should primarily ensure that they explicitly communicate
their ways of working in regards to laws, council standards, and policies concerning
the news media and the organization type in question. For instance, if a mediaorganization is not part of the local Council of Mass Media while emphasizing its
commitment to high journalistic standards, the audience might rightly question the
legitimacy of that actor (Porlezza & Splendore 2016). Similar concerns among the
audience might be caused by contradictory data-privacy terms on a media outlet's
platform (Ashuri & Halperin 2017), which simultaneously emphasizes transparency or
independence and freedom from advertisements. In order to build a concise brand
image and “walk the talk,” such interdependencies between organizational identities
should indeed be taken into consideration in value proposition formulation and
communications (Balmer & Greyser 2002).

After the sustainability problem identification, the organizations have developed
differentiated sets of key resources that enable sustainable value proposition
formulation, as has been described in the middle section of the conceptual framework
(Figure 16; Appendix 6). In accordance with the central views of stakeholder theory
(Freeman et al. 2004), the case-organizations’ key resources are centered around
internal and external stakeholders who share a mutual set of values and strive towards
the same direction encapsulated in the focal organizations’ mission statements. In
effect, these stakeholders act as value co-creators in a dynamic, bi-directional
relationship with the case-organizations. Notably, the co-created value propositions
include both systems-and product or utility-level value dimensions, as has been found
to be crucial among sustainable value proposition designs (Kristensen & Remmen
2019; Baldassarre et al. 2017; Schaltegger et al. 2015; Bocken et al. 2013). In the
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conceptual framework, the value co-creator stakeholders are described in the topmiddle section.

In this connection, also both expert panelists (Jääskeläinen, EP1 & MaijanenKyläheiko, EP2) emphasized, that especially the reciprocal nature of value creation
between media-organizations and their stakeholders can indeed be a strong strategic
asset that many larger news outlets have been struggling to establish. Among the
case-companies, reciprocal value-activities such as resource sharing, external
journalistic content creation, customer acquisition, product- & business development,
and content distribution were found repeatedly in the study. In conjunction with other
intangible assets – like agile newsroom culture, deeply embedded journalistic values,
industry experience, reputation, and target audience relationships – reciprocal value
creation activities and identification of an industry-relevant sustainability problem were
emphasized by all the case-company interviewees to form a unique positioning in the
market. Evidently, the combination of these kinds of intangible and inimitable
resources, when merged with relevant tangibles like strong technological and financial
assets, provide the case-organizations with prolific grounds for creating sustainable
competitive advantage (Barney 2018; Beattie & Smith 2013).

In regards to the above-described value propositions’ product- and utility level value,
some additional observations should be taken into consideration. Out of the focal value
proposition elements examined initially in chapter 3.1 (Table 3), the caseorganizations were focusing primarily on communicating resonating focus (Anderson
et al. 2006, 93) based on the interpretation of the respective sustainability problems
they were providing solutions for. Additionally, all the case-organizations were
highlighting various elements of functional, emotional, and symbolic value (Rintamäki
et al. 2007, 624-625), whereas only in one case (Rapport) “more for less” pricebenefits (Kotler et al. 2018, 232-233) were explicitly emphasized during the interviews.
The findings indicate that despite the academic consensus of economic value as one
of the fundamental elements of the SVP concept (Freudenreich et al. 2019; Patala et
al. 2016) cost of the journalistic content on offer is not a significant determinant and
has thus been excluded from the case-companies’ primary VP encapsulations. It
should be noted, however, that the subscription- or membership prices evidently are
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on display, in more of a “call-to-action” format, on some of the organizations’
communications channels. Literature provides one potential explanation for this
observation: Intangible impact or benefits, such as the societal-journalistic value the
case-companies are primarily communicating to their stakeholders, is generally hard
to measure, and hence, put into words or numbers (Rauter et al., in Bocken et al.
2019, 262). Table 7 provides a review of the value proposition components discussed
in chapter 3.1.

Table 7. Actualized value proposition components, marked on the green. The table has been
initially presented in chapter 3.1.

Interestingly, the results show that most of the case organizations operate with a dualapproach towards target audiences. This means that while the organizations’ overall
aim is to reach more substantial, and somewhat loosely defined audience segments,
individual journalists or themes may simultaneously have their own “micro-audiences”
with different characteristics. Although “micro-targeting” is commonly connected to
controversial social media and search engine advertising tactics (Iosifidis & Andrews
2020), the case organizations’ approach seemed quite different. For instance, BoIJ
(Case 1) had adopted a thematic approach, where specific stories are targeted to a
specific group of industry experts, such as doctors or lawyers, and therefore distributed
primarily through medical- or law journal-partners. On the other hand, Krautreporter’s
(Case 2) individual reporters seemed to have their own groups of followers based on
the area where they lived or the industry they had ties to, whereas Rapport’s (Case 5)
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whole concept was built on the idea of individual readers funding only the journalists
whose stories they found the most interesting to consume. Perhaps the most extreme
example was MustRead (Case 4), which has built its business model upon the
distinctive target audience and deep-probing industry expert writers.

Albeit media-outlets have used algorithmic news-personalization models since the late
1990s (Hanusch 2017), the findings indicate that the case-organizations’ approach
towards targeting is driven by in-depth and more “human” knowledge of their
audiences. Indeed, autonomous news personalization technologies encompass a
variety of threats to consumers, not least due to the well-acknowledged human inability
(versus computational superiority) to make optimal choices regarding their news
consumption habits, especially when the information streams are governed by a full
profit-making objective on behalf of the media (Jääskeläinen, EP1; Bucher 2017).
Therefore, if the case-organizations are able to provide their audiences with more
human-editorial personalization services efficiently, this might very well be a strong
point of differentiation in comparison to larger mainstream outlets with considerably
larger audiences and content volumes that inevitably require more automated
personalization (Bodó 2019). However, the question is, that when the caseorganizations’ operations and audiences grow, can they realistically hold on to their
promise of human-led personalization? If not, the organizations might need to re-think
also their value propositions.
Nevertheless, at this stage, the case organizations’ focus-approach seems to be both
a strength and a future challenge. According to the first expert panelist (Jääskeläinen,
EP 1), in practice, the overall market for long-format, in-depth journalism with less
frequent publications characteristic to all the case organizations (excluding Kinzen) is
rather narrow, especially in comparison to the reactive daily-news journalism.
Relatedly, Reuters report on digital-born news media in Europe states that despite the
emerging news-outlets’ occasionally broad reach, the organizations consider
themselves as “niche” players that can grow primarily through international expansion,
which often demands substantial investments in technology and modifications to
editorial strategies (Nicholls, Shabbir & Nielsen 2017). Local market development
obviously provides growth opportunities to a limited extent, and notably, some of the
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case-organizations have already introduced, e.g., audio-content and live-events to
complement their offerings.

The final components on the far right of the conceptual framework (Figure 16;
Appendix 6) deal with the case organizations' products and services. Here, the
actualized outcomes of the sustainable value propositions take concrete systems-level
forms, such as potential changes in legislation, enhanced decision making, and better
information quality, while upon a transaction, the product or utility-level value
materializes into value-in-use. In this connection, multiple stakeholders described in
the top-right corner act as value recipients for both-, or either of the value-levels. For
instance, as was found in the case of Zetland, the member-community subscribers
receive informative content in multiple formats, member-discounts, and various
intangible value-elements such as opportunities to social interaction and feeling of
belonging to a like-minded community. Simultaneously, since Zetland’s content is free
to share by members, the Danish people at large may receive enhanced information
quality at systems-level, assuming that the content is purposeful and of exceptional
quality. Also, and as was emphasized by the Zetland interviewee (Case 6, Evidence
2.6), the members are pleased to share content, perhaps because of an enhancement
to social status within their network. Ultimately, the focal company receives value in
terms of engaged members, increased brand visibility, and an opportunity to convert
new members without a direct advertising cost.

Such example is characteristic to the core ideas of stakeholder theory (Freeman et al.
2020; Freeman et al. 2010, 4), in which directed by a shared purpose, the focal
company and its stakeholders join resources to create value that reaches parties
beyond the groups and individuals directly having an impact on the company (in this
case, the non-member readers). Besides, in this case, members not only receive both
tangible and intangible utility value-in-use (Vargo & Lusch 2014;

Harrison & Wicks

2013), but also add value to other internal stakeholders such as employees and
financiers through resource sharing, increased engagement, and contributing to new
member-acquisition. Notably, the preceding description is comparable with an
instrumental stakeholder theorists’ view of “close relationships capabilities,” where
highly motivated stakeholders actively participate in the value creation processes of
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the focal company eventually making them more effective also economically (Jones
et al. 2018; Tantalo & Priem 2016).

As has been presented so far, many of the case companies share an explicit societal
mission that reflects directly into their value propositions. This approach comes with
an opportunity to achieve a compelling strategic positioning but also includes potential
risks and traits to consider. According to the first expert panelist (Jääskeläinen, EP1),
when media-organizations actively participate in societal discussion and take the role
of a problem solver, they tend to become “de facto” politicized actors with an
ideological agenda. This challenge is well acknowledged also in issue-focused
stakeholder management (Roloff 2008) and media-management literature (Doyle, in
Altmeppen 2017, 59). Additionally, the findings show that many of the caseorganizations finance parts of their journalistic content through external funders or
supporters with interest in a specific theme or topic. Relatedly, in crowdfunding
models, the funders effectively support the funding subject based on some predetermined expectations of the campaign outcomes. As was also emphasized by the
expert panelist (Jääskeläinen, EP1), such funding models rarely are completely
ideology- or objective free, and often come with at least an implicit concept of a
transaction. Since most of the case-organizations emphasize independence as one of
their core values while they simultaneously engage with a variety of stakeholders –
that by definition, are those groups or individuals who can affect or be affected by the
focal organization (Freeman 1983) – it should be stressed that stakeholders’ impact
can also be detrimental, especially if their objectives conflict with the core values and
value proposition of the organization in question.
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6.2

Summary: Answers to the Research Questions

Based on the preceding discussion and examination of the findings, in the following,
the study results are summarized through answers to the research questions that have
been directing the course of this thesis.
RQ 1 (incl. supporting-questions).

What kind of sustainable value proposition

designs are there among digital-born media organizations?

The findings show that the case-organizations have identified journalistic-and societal
sustainability problems that commonly emerge from complex systemic- and mediaindustry structures. Initially, these problems are identified by problem determinants,
such as the founders and early employees of the organizations, who, based on their
previous experience from the media industry, have developed differentiated sets of
internal and external resources to tackle the sustainability problem in question.
Building upon these resources, the case organizations have formulated value
propositions that offer systems-level solutions for the problems, and provide utility- or
product-level benefits for multiple-stakeholders, such as target audiences, membercommunities, and collaborators.

The case-data indicates that various stakeholders actively participate in the value
creation activities of the focal organizations. In the most extreme member-community
cases (Krautreporter & Zetland), reciprocal value creation takes place primarily
between member-communities and the focal company at all levels of the value chain.
In these cases, the community members act in multiple roles, such as legitimate
shareholders, subscriber-customers, content creators, content distributors, and
contributors to business development activities. In the cases where multi-stakeholder
reciprocity was identified (BoIJ & MustRead), the value co-creators include target
audiences,

industry

collaborators

and

news-distribution

syndicates,

NGOs,

academics, occupational group experts, journalist networks, employees, and funders.
At its narrowest form (Kinzen & Rapport), stakeholder reciprocity was found mainly
between the focal companies and their customers, freelance journalists, and
financiers.
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As was the case with value co-creators, multiple stakeholders also act as value
recipients for the organizations’ product- and service-benefits. Depending on the
stakeholder, the received value could be perceived at systems-, and product- or utility
levels. At systems-level, value recipients include funders, regulators, top-level
decision-makers, NGOs, and the society and media-industry at large. On the other
hand, the product-and utility-level value recipients consist of actors such as customers,
target-audiences,

employees,

supporters,

financiers,

journalist-networks,

communities, and industry collaborators.

RQ 2 (incl. supporting questions). Why have these organizations integrated
sustainability agendas in their value propositions?

The results indicate that all the case-subjects are driven by a set of journalistic- and
societal values that are perceptible in the culture of the organization. However, without
the identified sustainability problems that emerge from external societal-and industry
environments, the values and cultures encapsulated in the organizations’ mission
statements would not develop and extend forward into resources that eventually
enable value creation. Hence, the integration of sustainability agendas and value
propositions is a result of strong baseline values, that, driven by the identification of
an external sustainability problem, offers grounds for a unique positioning opportunity
upon which key resources can be built and further developed. Based on these factors,
all case-organizations perceive their positioning as unique relative to the external
market, where, from their perspective, the competitive environment consists mainly of
indirect competition that takes up audiences’ time and money.

Beyond the problem identification, the findings did not show evidence of explicit
strategic positioning development based on the case-companies’ respective
sustainability agendas per se. Rather, these provide a joint direction to value creation
for multiple stakeholders. In terms of objectives and benefits that the organizations
seek to achieve through their value propositions, the case-organization centric value
attributes include systemic intangible value, such as evoking societal impact,
enhancing peoples’ understanding of complex issues, and fighting information toxicity.
Moreover, the empirical results show that the case-organizations aim at introducing
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new technology-, financing- and operating-models to the industry, promoting the
readers’ freedom of choice, providing background analyses and perspectives to
decision making, fostering societal discussion, strengthening democracy, changing
things for the better of the society, and providing perspective for matters that are
regarded as important by target-audiences.

In regards to tangible value, all organizations explicitly state that they aim at growth
within their fields, which obviously cannot occur without an economically viable model.
Additionally, most of the case-organizations emphasize independence and freedom
from advertisement incentives as one of their core values. Evidently, these goals
cannot be achieved without increases in subscriber-, membership-, and/or funderrevenues, or alternatively, without establishing entirely new revenue streams. Thus,
profit generation and securing future funding for the not-for-profit (Case 1, BoIJ), is an
evident tangible objective for developing- and delivering on their sustainable value
propositions. In addition to creating economic value for financiers, also other internal
stakeholders like employees and suppliers benefit from the delivery of their
organizations’ value propositions through salaries, continuance of employment, and
trade. Subsequently, these transactions also have indirect effects on external
stakeholders, such as governments and communities, in the form of tax revenues and
better local business infrastructure. Also, noteworthy is that successful value cocreation activities, such as resource sharing, product development, enhanced
subscriber-member engagement, and content distribution, contribute significantly to
the capturing of value by the focal organization and its internal stakeholders.

In terms of external stakeholder value, the findings show that multiple recipients
benefit from the created value at systemic- and product or utility-levels. In multistakeholder organizations (BoIJ & MustRead), the value recipients (see the answer to
RQ1) were seen to capture systemic intangible value, such as high-quality information
to enable enhanced decision making, building grounds for changes in legislation or
policies, re-evaluation of industry business models, technological advancements, and
better information quality. At the product or utility-levels, the value recipients (see the
answer to RQ1) were perceived to receive intangible value in the forms of high-quality
information, seamless user experience, field-specific expert content, variety of content
formats, ideological value, feeling of belonging, and enhanced social status.
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Additionally, tangible value consisted of an excellent price-quality ratio, personalized
products, member-discounts, financial value (industry collaborators & news
syndicates), and brand equity (industry collaborators & news syndicates).

6.3

Theoretical Contributions

As was noted in the introduction chapter of this thesis, there is an evident research
gap in previous scholarly efforts concerning digital-born media organizations’ business
models (Nicholls, Shabbir, Graves & Nielsen 2018; Nicholls, Shabbir & Nielsen 2017
& 2016; Carlson & Usher 2016 & Coates-Nee 2014; Carvajal et al. 2012). Despite the
academic consensus on the value proposition concept’s importance as the central
element of a business model (Lehmann & Winer 2008, 14; Webster 2002, 61; Kaplan
& Norton 2001; Hammonds 2001), the digital-media management literature has not
been paying much attention to the topic. This thesis has contributed to filling this gap
by providing insight into how the case-organizations perceive and communicate their
value propositions towards stakeholders. In comparison to the above referred mediamanagement literature, the study results reveal three novel findings:

1. Firstly, all the case-organizations have identified evident sustainability problems
from within the media industry or society at large. Often these problems are also
intertwined, given the news-media’s role as a societal and politicized actor
(Doyle, in Altmeppen 2017, 59; Bardoel & D'Haenens 2004).

2. Secondly, the digital media organizations have positioned themselves as
“problem solvers” in regards to the sustainability problem in question. This notion
is based on the aggregated empirical evidence, which shows that all the casecompanies explicitly communicate problem solution-offerings through their value
propositions (See Appendix 4). Simultaneously, however, the case-organization
representatives perceive that their key resources and journalistic capabilities are
at the core of their competitive edge, rather than the offered sustainability
problem solutions as such.

3. Thirdly, most of the case organizations co-create with, and deliver value for
multiple stakeholders. The interview-data indicates that such resource sharing
activities between multiple stakeholders can indeed form into assets that are
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valuable, rare, inimitable, and organized, thus acting as potential sources for
competitive advantage (Barney 2018; Barney 1991). However, in order to draw
further conclusions, this finding requires subsequent examination, as is
discussed in the final subchapter.

In addition to the context-specific input, the study contributes to the literature streams
of sustainable business models (SBMs) and sustainable value propositions (SVPs). In
regards to the prior, more research has been recently requested in order to extend
knowledge on how to set up a superior value proposition that produces enhanced
societal effects (Bocken et al. 2019). By taking into account the boundaries of an
explorative inquiry, this thesis has made an effort to bring forward new insight on how
the case-organizations have been developing their respective VPs that explicitly
address solutions for an identified social sustainability issue. From the marketing
perspective, the thesis offers support for Payne & Frow’s (2011) perception of VP codevelopment framework, which follows a five-step process comprising of stakeholder
identification, determination of core values, dialogue and knowledge sharing
facilitation, and value co-creation opportunity identification, finally leading into a
formation of a joint stakeholder value proposition.

As the case-data reveals numerous examples of resource sharing activities between
the focal company and its stakeholders, the study provides exemplifying empirical
evidence on “inclusive value creation,” that is, the ninth archetype in the latest
sustainable business model typology (Ritala et al. 2018). Although the findings indicate
that the case-organizations’ current approach to inclusive value creation seems to
work, there are also strategic risks involved, especially if the resource sharing activities
are not coordinated and integrated into the organizations’ business models (See
chapter 6.4. Managerial Implications). Related findings have been recently addressed
in connection to cooperatives, where uneven capabilities of cooperative members and
their excessive participation in business development activities should be considered
as both a potential strength and a risk (Roux & Plé 2017). Additionally, the refined SVP
development framework (Figure 16; Appendix 6) answers to Payne et al.’s (2017) call
for more inquiries on how the inclusion of social sustainability attributes affect the
overall value proposition design of an organization and extends the previous SVP
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design conceptualizations (Kristensen & Remmen 2019; Baldassarre et al. 2017) by
focusing the attention towards the less studied social sustainability dimension.

Ballantyne et al. (2011) and Freudenreich et al. (2019) suggest that in contingent
managing for stakeholders, the focal company should craft and direct distinct value
propositions for different stakeholder groups. In this connection, also Roux & Plé
(2017) argue that tailored value propositions in localized target-audience settings
might be beneficial in terms of enhanced customer relationship management.
However, the findings indicate that this is not the current approach of the caseorganizations, despite their evident dual-approach towards target audiences. Instead,
the media-organizations have developed singular value propositions that appeal
primarily to those stakeholders who share common values and direction with them.
On the other hand, this finding is in line with Crane (2018), who argues that too much
focus on a variety of different stakeholder needs carries a risk of being considered as
unclear and unequal, eventually resulting in eroding of trust and impaired business
relationships. Although this observation is congruent with the core ideas of stakeholder
theory, which assumes that when a company and its stakeholders share the same
direction and values, the value creation potential of the whole network increases
(Freeman et al. 2010, 13; Freeman et al. 2004), it could also be argued that by tailoring
differentiated value propositions for multiple micro-target audiences might enhance
affiliation value between the focal firm and its stakeholders (Harrison & Wicks 2013)
while resonating the actual needs of that particular audience segment (Anderson et al.
2006). For this part, it can be concluded that the study also contributes to stakeholder
theory by suggesting promising findings that indicate enhanced value creation
potential, which is built upon common direction, active interaction, and ethical
treatment of multiple stakeholders. Appendix 8 illustrates the thesis’ positioning within
sustainable business literature.

6.4

Managerial Implications

This thesis opens up exciting avenues for media-industry practitioners to reconsider
their value proposition designs, strategic positionings, and approaches towards
stakeholders. In the following, three takeaways are presented.
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Leveraging the sustainability problem to form a compelling strategic
positioning.
Creation of “shared value” – that is, developing solutions for societal problems and
utilizing these to build competitive advantage (Porter & Kramer 2011) – holds great
possibilities for organizations that are dealing with issues negatively affecting the
industry demand and societies at large. Although so far there is very little reliable
evidence on how exactly such value creation takes place in practice (Bocken et al.
2019; Dembek et al. 2016), some scholars have suggested that creation of shared
value is particularly lucrative in online-environment and crowdfunding, due to the
scalability and cluster building potential of digital products and solutions (Lichtenthaler
2017; Baumgartner et al. 2017).

The introduction chapter of this thesis shows that especially the erosion of public trust
towards the news media is a sustainability problem that is evidently affecting the
demand and audiences’ news-consuming habits all over the world. Additionally, the
findings concerning how the case-organizations perceive their key resources,
competitive landscape, and level of internationalization indicate, that although the
case-organizations have identified apparent sustainability problems in their fields, they
are not fully leveraging these problems to develop an explicit strategic positioning build
upon that problem at large scale. Based on these insights and by adopting the core
ideas of “shared value” creation (Porter & Kramer 2014), practitioners could begin rethinking how to diversify or develop their organization-specific product-and service
offerings, and how to establish value chains and clusters with stakeholders who share
similar direction in terms of sustainability problem solutions. Moreover, commonly
smaller scale niche-players and startups tend to lead the way in new sustainability
innovations that hold potential for mainstream-diffusion (Schaltegger et al. 2016),
which could serve as an ambitious goal for the impact-seeking practitioners.

Develop reciprocal value creation capabilities into distinctive strategic assets.

The study findings show clear evidence on reciprocal stakeholder value creation
among the case-organizations. According to both expert-panelists (Jääskeläinen, EP1
& Maijanen-Kyläheiko, EP2), these kinds of resource sharing activities hold significant
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differentiation potential, but only if the stakeholder contributions are genuinely
integrated into the organizations’ business models to be further developed into
strategic assets. Relatedly, Barney (2018) argues that the bundling of different
stakeholder resources makes economic sense when these resources are more
valuable together than apart. From the perspective of sustainable value creation, such
integration of internal and external resources requires each relevant stakeholder’s
commitment to solving the sustainability problem in question and that all of the parties
involved have embedded the shared purpose into their business models
(Freudenreich 2019). In this connection, the first expert panelist (Jääskeläinen, EP1)
emphasized that in order for any company to develop a sustainable business model
in the media industry, the organization should focus on creating stakeholder
incentives, that include, but also go beyond economic measures.

As mentioned above, the results show that the case-organizations are engaged in
various value co-creation activities with their stakeholders and that these provide a
variety of intangible and tangible benefits for many value-recipients. However, the
consistency and the organizations’ strategic approach towards such activities remain
unclear and require further research. Still, some concrete managerial implications can
be derived already from these explorative observations. Practitioners could begin
conceptualizing how reciprocal value creation activities could be given more strategic
weight and how incentive structures for the stakeholders involved could be built.
Indeed, especially the multi-stakeholder and community-oriented case-organizations
could think about possibilities to co-create stakeholder-specific value propositions
together with the value recipients (Balantyne et al. 2011; Frow & Payne 2011) as long
as the values and direction remain aligned with all parties involved (Crane 2018).
Obviously, this is easier said than done, but perhaps a simplified speculative caseexample might provide a more concrete proposition, as follows.

The interview data show that Krautreporter (Case 2) and Zetland (Case 6) receive
resources, such as story tips or help for accessing relevant sources, from their
members. The members are evidently engaged with the focal organization and share
similar views about the direction where they are heading together, that is, making
sense of the news and understanding them better amid information overflows. Now, if
a particular co-created story enables the organization to take a step towards that right
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direction, and simultaneously, the story goes viral and results in a spike in new
membership-subscriptions, is the intangible value they receive from making an impact
enough for the members involved in the story co-creation? And on the other hand, can
the focal organization count on these high-quality stakeholders’ consistent input also
on subsequent activities that enable both economic growth and delivery of the
sustainability side of the value proposition? If so, such an activity could be integrated
into the organization’s business model as a journalistic resource that produces highquality content and differentiates the organization from competitors. If not, the
organization could try to co-create a new value proposition specifically designed for
that group of members who actively produce high-quality input by implementing
member incentives for tips or access, resulting in high-quality stories. Moreover, if
these incentives were made available for all members with full transparency, perhaps
the resource would scale up the quality and quantity of compelling stories while all
relevant stakeholders would be treated equally.

Designing a sustainable and resonating value proposition.

According to Anderson et al. (2006), a resonating value proposition is one that
succeeds in profoundly understanding the recipient’s perceptions of value. Evidently,
from the offerer's side, this often requires extensive research of the recipients’ needs,
wants, and desires. Moreover, when value is seen as a utility that can represent
practically anything ranging from completely intangible ideologies to tangible
functional or financial value (Harrison & Wicks 2013), deep target audience
understanding becomes essential. To make this even more complicated, by definition,
a sustainable value proposition should extend the perspective to include promises of
short-to long-term value, consisting of economic, societal, and/or environmental
benefits on offer for multiple stakeholders at large, including also non-human entities
such as the natural environment and society (Patala et al. 2016).
This thesis has examined the case-companies’ value-propositions from sustainability
and stakeholder angles, and the findings are presented in Appendices 4, 5 & 6. When
reflecting these actual value propositions with the above mentioned theoretical
definitions, practitioners may become inspired to re-evaluate their value propositions
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in a new light. This offers possibilities for further strategic development, and two
findings, in particular, provide reasonable grounds to begin with.
First of all, the results show that in most parts, the case-companies’ value propositions
explicitly communicate solutions for the identified sustainability problems. However,
also some discrepancies were found. For instance, for the cases that aim to tackle
problems of partiality in generic news delivery, the value propositions could try to
clarify what exactly are those concrete factors that ensure their offerings’ to be
impartial. Relatedly, if the sustainability problem is over-commerciality of the
incumbent media’s financing structures, the value proposition could aim at offering
audiences, journalists, and other news-outlets (that might be interested in adopting
such technology and business model elements) a possibility to examine the production
and financing of stories to achieve full transparency as the “better alternative.”
Additionally, a common issue among sustainable value propositions and sustainable
business models at large is the problem of impact assessment and boundary setting
(Gunarathne, in Bocken et al. 2019, 240; Bocken et al. 2019). Due to the difficulty in
determining which operation initiates an impact, to what extent, and which
stakeholders are affected, some scholars have suggested that the measures or
boundaries should not, in fact, be set at the start, but throughout the process of
developing the business model in interaction with relevant stakeholders (Boons and
Lüdeke-Freund 2013). In the light of these ideas, practitioners also in the mediaindustry should consider their options for determining impacts and communicating
these to their stakeholders.

Secondly, the case-companies have very different ideas about who their target
audiences actually are. Some, like MustRead (Case 4), has very clearly defined its
target audience and even made it into a strategic asset. Others, like Krautreporter
(Case 2), BoIJ (Case 1), and Rapport (Case 5), had a dual approach to determining
their target audiences, which consist of a story-, theme-, or reporter-specific “micro
audiences” and brand-level ideas of broader reader segments. Zetland (Case 6), on
the other hand, had taken an approach where they perceived “all the curious people”
as their potential readers. However, the key point to consider is that since crafting a
compelling value proposition demands deep target audience understanding
(Anderson et al. 2006), how can the organization ensure that this understanding is
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possible to acquire? If this is in the hands of individual journalists, then there must be
an effective process at place to distribute target audience information between the
journalists and the focal organization. Moreover, as was the case with the membercommunity driven organizations, the results show that currently, one of the
organizations’ key resources is their understanding of the community. But if the
organizations are about to grow and internationalize (as the data indicates, they are),
such an intimate familiarity would not most probably be possible anymore, meaning
that managers should begin to re-evaluate their capabilities and future processes also
from the perspective of target audience understanding.

6.5

Limitations and Future Research Directions

The limitations of this thesis are primarily set by deficiencies in three areas: The
selected research strategy, methodological choice, and theoretical approach. These
are explained in the following before future research directions are suggested.

Since the research strategy for the thesis was set as a qualitative multiple-case study,
the results are not statistically generalizable to large populations (Yin 2009, 15). In
addition, the overarching aim of the paper has been to preface the LUT University-led
research project’s (Media Organizations in the Era of Contradiction: Towards
Sustainable Business Models, 2020-2022, funded by Helsingin Sanomain Säätiö)
subsequent work with European media-outlets. Therefore, the author has taken an
exploratory approach to the examination, which means that the findings should not be
perceived as conclusive or defining (Yin 1993, 4-5). Rather, the results and
interpretations presented in this chapter set the scene for further research in the
European media-industry context.

Secondly, the number and extent of case-representative interviews eventually
remained relatively low. Although the interview data was complemented by collecting
archival data from the case-organizations’ publicly available disclosures and
communication channels, six focused interviews with the case-organizations’
representatives left the interview material partially shallow. The final major limitation
of this study deals with the difficulty and extent of stakeholder theory research. As has
been encouraged by some of the leading scholars in the field (Barney & Harrison 2020;
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Freeman et al. 2010, 76-77), studies that approach a phenomenon from the
perspective of stakeholder theory should, in general, include multiple stakeholders as
research subjects. This obviously makes sense, since it is quite hard to gain insight
into stakeholder management without listening to the perceptions of many
stakeholders. In this thesis, however, only the case organization representatives’ and
external industry experts’ perceptions were heard, which may have negatively affected
the construct validity of the studied cases (Yin 1009, 41).

Along with the study findings, these limitations provide scholars with abundant
avenues for future inquiries in the streams of sustainable business model- and
stakeholder theory research, in media-context in particular. Notably, among the first
subsequent efforts in these areas will be the above mentioned LUT media-research
project team’s work with European incumbent- and emerging media-outlets. Given that
in this study, the focus has been on small digital-media organizations only, the
following comparative case-study between the emerging- and incumbent actors
should take an extended perspective on the value creation similarities and congruence
found in this thesis. Here, it would be especially interesting to examine how the
incumbent media-outlets perceive their position towards the identified sustainability
problems within the industry, and what kind of reciprocal value creation activities there
are in these significantly larger organizations with broader stakeholder networks. Also,
the incumbent media-organizations should be challenged to assess what kind of
assets and capabilities the emerging digital-media outlets possess, that could be
implemented in their business models as well.

Since the case-organizations subject to research showed exciting features of
reciprocal value creation with their stakeholders, more research should be carried out
to deepen this knowledge. In this connection, a new qualitative multiple-case study
with mainly the same case-organizations could be conducted, but more informants
from different levels of the organizations should be interviewed. To extend the
theoretical contribution and add more breadth to the evidence, also external
stakeholders should be included in this examination. Here, scholars could adopt a
stakeholder salience (Wood, Mitchell, Agle & Bryan 2018; Bundy et al. 2013; Mitchell,
Agle & Wood 1997) approach towards the media-organizations, and instead of solely
identifying relevant actors, future research could strive for interpreting different
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salience levels and profiles among the stakeholders identified in this thesis. In this
regard, it could also be useful to examine the business model to a broader extent, and
by taking an instrumental stakeholder theory perspective (Jones et al. 2018), value
capturing-elements that were excluded from this study should be taken under
analyses. Furthermore, subsequent research could take a multi-method approach by
including a member-subscriber survey in the research design, which would enable
comparison between the organizations’ own- and audiences’ perceptions of value cocreation and capturing.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Case Organizations
Case Organization,
Country

General Information

References

Case 1:
Bureau of Investigative
Journalism, UK

Founded in 2010 by Elaine and David Potter, BoIJ is a UK based Independent not-for-profit
organization specialized in deep, long-format investigative journalism and to holding power to
account. The Bureau doesn’t have a paywall to content and there is no advertisement on their
platform. In addition to their own platform, their investigative pieces are mainly distributed
through publishing partners, including domestic and international broadcasters and newoutlets. They currently employ 27 people, plus a network of freelance journalists and experts
in many fields, such as data-analytics and accounting. As a not-for-profit organization, the
Bureau is funded by donations and supporter contributions. In 2018, their total donations and
grants were £1,156M with total expenditures of £1,164M

Bureau of Investigative
Journalism Annual
Report 2018;

Founded in 2014, Krautreporter is a Berlin based online-news magazine cooperative that
through their long-format daily stories helps the cooperative member-subscribers to better
understand connections between current events in society and politics. Notably, in 2013,
they raised $1,34M in an initial crowdfunding campaign (Niemenlab 2019a). Krautreporter has
currently around 20500 subscriber-members and they employ approximately 24 people. Their
subscriber membership costs 5€ (tier1)-9€ (tier2) monthly, with a 10% discount for annual
membership. Krautreporter is also free from advertising, so in their revenue model they rely
solely on membership-income. Although Krautreporter’s content is locked behind a paywall,
the content their members share online can be accessed without subscribing. People who
desire to come legitimate shareholders and contributors to the cooperative’s operations, their
minimum cooperative-membership investment is 250€ (consisting of 5 nominal shares, gives
right to 1 vote). Krautreporter has currently 451 current cooperative-members who actively
contribute in the cooperative at nearly all levels of the organization’s business model and
editorial. Krautreporter does not publish their financials.

Krautreporter, About
Us 2020;

Kinzen (initially Neva Labs) is a Dublin based startup founded in 2017 by Aine Kerr, Mark Little,
and Paul Watson. The three founders initially worked at another startup Storyful (also
founded by Mark), which was the “first social media news agency curating user generated
content.” Unlike the rest of the case-organizations, Kinzen does not produce journalistic
content, but it is currently developing a personalized solution primarily targeted for
publishers, which curates and verifies online information quality streams with an idea to
“amplify the best, and mitigate the worst.” The company has also a consumer mobile
application (free version + premium version cost 4,99$ monthly, or 49,99$ a year), which
helps users to overcome information overload by collecting the most suitable and trustworthy
news sources for the user, consisting of over 200 community channels and 3500 hand-picked
news sources. Kinzen is not funded by advertisement-revenue, but relies on membership-and
publisher revenues. In addition to the founders, Kinzen employs seven people, plus an
external scientific advisor. The company is funded by a group of private Irish investors, the
Civil Media Company, and Enterprise Ireland. According to Niemenlab (Owen 28.8.2019),
Kinzen has raised $1,8M in funding. In addition, Google’s Digital News Initiative funds the
development of Kinzen’s new publisher-solution. At the time of writing, further financial
information was not available.

Kinzen, FAQ 2020

Founded in 2017, MustRead is a Finnish online-news media, which focuses on high-quality, in
depth journalism within politics and economy targeted primarily for top-level decision
makers. More recently, the company has diversified their initially strict target audience
approach to reach also organizations, firms, and to some extent, individual readers interested
in politics and economy. MustRead employs currently 13 people, consisting mainly on
experienced journalists and experts in politics and economy. The company is funded by
subscription revenues (14-day free trial, 17,90€ monthly, 189€ annually) and through high
quality native-advertisement, which according to the interviewee is the largest source of
revenue. Furthermore, specific theme-projects and correspondent-reporting are funded by
external organizations, such as interest groups, cities, and cooperatives. Unlike the rest of the
case-organizations, all MustRead’s long-format content is locked behind a hard paywall. In
addition to MustRead-publication platform, the company has also two subsidiaries: MustRead
Executive and MustRead Events. According to the interviewee, MustRead’s most important
distribution channel is their daily newsletter. According to Kauppalehti (16.3.2019),
MustRead’s gross profit in their second year of operations was €441 000, with a net profit of
€16 470. The company does not publish their turnover figures.

MustRead 2020, Who
we are

Case 2: Krautreporter,
Germany

Case 3: Kinzen, Ireland

Case 4: MustRead,
Finland

Continues on the next page.
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Bureau of Investigative
Journalism, About Us
2020

Interview data, C2,
Evidence 2;
Niemenlab 2019c,
Schmidt 25.7.2019

Interview data, C3,
Evidence 2
Niemenlab 2019d,
Owen 28.8.2019

Interview data, Case 4
Evidence 2
Kauppalehti 2019a

Case Organizations. Continues from the previous page.

Case 5: Rapport,
Finland

Case 6: Zetland,
Denmark

Founded in 2014, Rapport started initially as a crowdfunding platform where people were
able to fund a particular story-idea a journalist had. In 2017, the company renewed their
concept and they currently offer a crowdfunding platform for people to fund a journalist of
their liking. At the time of writing, Rapport has 48 individual journalists who they have
selected (based on applications) to produce content on the platform. According to the
interviewee, individual journalists receive up to 90% commission of each subscription to their
stories, and with a monthly subscription fee of 4,99€ the funder can choose between one to
five journalists they want to support and whose content him or she desires to consume.
Rapport does not have any advertisement on their platform, and although the multi-format
long-story content is locked behind a paywall, non-subscribers can access content shared by
subscribers. Notably, Rapport acts solely as a technology provider between individual
journalists and their audiences, and therefore, it is not legally considered as a news-publisher.
Hence, the company operates without an editor and is not part of the Council for Mass Media.
At the time of writing, Rapport journalists had a total of 1411 funders (note, each funder can
support 1-5 journalists), from which 511 were supporting one journalist (Jani Kaaro).
According to Kauppalehti, Rapport’s turnover in 2019 was 12 000€ and they made an
operating loss (EBIT) of -1000€.

Markkinointi&Mainonta
12.1.2017

Zetland is a Danish digital-news story outlet founded in 2012. The company operates on a
membership-basis and is committed to their members in everything they do. All Zetland’s indepth long stories are on offer in both audio and text formats on their high-quality application
and webpage. Around 70% of their long-format content are consumed in audio-format, a
feature that was developed based on member feedback. Zetland does not have any
advertisement on their platform or application, and similarly to Krautreporter and Rapport,
their paywall-model enables members to share Zetland’s stories online for non-members to
access. The company is committed in providing their members with few stories each day that
cover the most important news and topics that are important at the world right now.
Currently, the company has around thirty employees. According to estatistik.dk (2020) in
2019, Zetland generated 18 708 000 DK (~€2,5M) in revenues and made a net profit of 433
000 kr (~€58 000). Notably, their turnover grew 50,7% from 2018 and last year was their first
profitable year in operations.

Zetland 2020, About us
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Rapport 2020
Kauppalehti 2019b
Interview data, Case 5,
Evidence 2

Interview data, Case 6,
Evidence 2
Estatistik.dk 2019

Appendix 2. Case Study Protocol
Introduction

Case Overview

Anonymity

Case Study questions

RQ 1. What kind of
sustainable value
proposition designs
there are among borndigital media
organizations?

RQ 2: Why have these
organizations integrated
sustainability agendas in
their value
propositions?

SQ 1.1: What kind of
sustainability problems
are the organizations
addressing through
their value
propositions?
SQ 1.2: How have the
value propositions been
developed?
SQ 1.3: Which
stakeholder groups are
involved in the value
creation process?

Theoretical framework

Stakeholder theory

Data Collection Plan

Feb-March: Collection
of Archival Data
Author, Boris Perkiö

Evaluator

GDPR-statement

SQ 2.1: What kind of
benefits the
organizations seek to
achieve through
sustainable value
propositions?
SQ 2.2: How do
different stakeholders
benefit from the value
created?
SQ 2.3: How do the
organizations perceive
that their value
proposition impacts on
their positioning in the
market?
Business Models,
Differentiation Strategy,
Positioning, Value
Propositions
March-May: Case
Company Interviews
Examiner 1: Paavo
Ritala

Sustainable Business
Models, Sustainable
Value Propositions,
Shared Value, CSR
May: Expert Panelist
Interviews
Examiner 2: Olli
Kuivalainen

Interview Structure 1, Evidence 2
Case Organization Representative Interviews, cases (1-6)
Each case-interview followed the thematic structure presented below. However, due to the interview format (semi-structured), the sequence of the
questions may have differed between cases. Given the closeness of the themes in practice, some themes also overlapped during the interview answers,
resulting in exclusions of theme-specific questions that were already covered. However, in all interviews, the overall aim was to cover all the nine themes.
All interviews were transcribed afterwards and analyzed in Nvivo 12.
Generalities:
-

Brief introduction to the study
Consent and service of GDPR

Thematic Questions:
1. Values, culture, and mission
2. Mission statement and mission development
3. Value proposition and value proposition alignment with mission
4. Target Audiences
5. Communication and distribution channels
6. Stakeholder groups
7. Reciprocal stakeholder value
8. Competitive landscape
9. Key resources and strategic capabilities
10. Positioning

Interview Structure 2, EP1 & EP2
Media Expert Interviews, Interview 1, Atte Jääskeläinen. Interview 2, Päivi Maijanen-Kyläheiko
Generalities: as above.
Thematic Questions:
1. Question related to the research phenomenon at large:
a. Sustainable business models in the media-industry

Continues on the next page.
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Appendix 2. Case study protocol. Continues from the previous page
a. Societal and journalistic factors to be considered in sustainable business models in the media industry
b. Societal sustainability emphasis’ strategic potential
c. Sustainable value proposition within the media-industry context
2. Questions related to the study findings:
a. Societal and journalistic missions
b. Societal and journalistic value propositions
c. Stakeholders and stakeholder reciprocity
d. Unique value propositions and key resources

Data Sources

Data Source

Data Type

Extent of Data

Conceptual Focus

Use in the Analyses

Archival Data

Text content on the organizations’ websites, Medium (Case
2, Kinzen), newsletters, links to organization-specific
external sources from the websites (e.g. blogs, press
releases, news-stories, industry publications).

144 Items

Value Propositions, Mission Statements,
Communications, Collaboration, Members,
Journalistic Ethics, Editorial Principles, Business
Strategy, Competitors, Stakeholders, Target
Audiences, Resources, Activities

Nvivo: Thematic coding, cross
tabulation query with the
interview data, integration with
the interview data
Presentation: Cross-case
comparison, Congruence
synthesis, Exemplifying
evidence

Case Organization
Representative
Interviews

Six Semi-Structured Interviews

~45min per
interview

Case 1, Bureau of Investigative Journalism: Meirion Jones,
Investigations Editor

Mission, Mission development, Value Proposition,
Target Audience, Strategic positioning,
Stakeholders, Reciprocal value creation

Nvivo: Thematic coding, crosstabulation query of coding
nodes, integration with the
archival data
Presentation: Cross-case
comparison, Congruence
synthesis, Exemplifying
evidence

Case 2, Krautreporter: Leon Fryszer, Head of Business
Case 3:Kinzen: Shane Creevy, Community Editor
Case 4, MustRead: Anne Moilanen, Partner, Editor-in-Chief
Case 5, Rapport: Jari Järvenpää, CEO
Case 6, Zetland: Lea Korsgaard, Founder, Editor-in-Chief

Media Expert
Panelist Interviews

Expert 1, Atte Jääskeläinen, Professor of Practice at LUT
University, former Editor-in-Chief of Yle, former visiting
researcher at Oxford-Reuters Institute, Senior Visiting
Fellow at London School of Economics

~1 hour per
interview

Expert 2, Päivi Maijanen-Kyläheiko, Post-Doc-Researcher
in Strategy at LUT University, focused on media-research
and digitalization of the media industry
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Sustainable business models in media-context,
Social and journalistic responsibility in the media
industry, sustainable value propositions in media
context, overview and comments on findings

Thematic structuring of archivaland interview data, discussion
chapter
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3.Strategy

2.Stakeholder Value Creation

1.Sustainable Value
Propositions (SVP)

First Order Themes

3.3 Target Audiences

3.2 Competitive Landscape

3.1 Mission Statements

2.3 Stakeholder Groups

2.2 Shared Value

2.1 Resource & Information Sharing

3.1.4 Positioning

3.1.3 Target Audience

3.1.2 Mission Statements

3.1.1 Communication
Channels

2.1.3 Stakeholder Orientation

2.1.2 Key Resources

2.1.1. Reciprocal Value
Creation

Value Propositions

Values & Culture

1.1.2.

1.3 SVP Weighting
1.1.3.

Societal & Journalistic
Sustainability
Problems

1.1.1.

1.1 SVP Communications

1.2 SVP Development

3rd Order Concepts

2nd Order Concepts

Unique Value Propositions

Reciprocal Stakeholder
Value Processes

Value Propositions with
Societal & Journalistic
emphases

Determination of a societal
or journalistic sustainability
problem

Societal & Journalistic
Values

Congruent Themes

Appendix 3. Coding Scheme

Lack of quality
journalism targeted for
decision makers
Target audiences,
MustRead journalists,
academics & industry
experts, scalable
product, diversified
business model &
subsidiaries
Multi-stakeholder
reciprocity
Focus on own
uniqueness, traditional
news-media not seen
as a competitor

Employees –
technologists &
journalists, members,
customers, organizational
agility & culture

Customer reciprocity

Focus on own
uniqueness, platforms as
a potential threat

Employees, newsroom
culture, member
community & cooperative
shareholders, techinfrastructure partner

Strong member
community reciprocity
Focus on own
entrepreneurial process,
passive approach to
competition

Employees, bureau local network, communities & the
civil society, larger news broadcasters & syndicate
distribution, reputation

Multi-stakeholder reciprocity

Focus on own uniqueness, collaborative rather than
competitive approach to other media

Key Resources

Reciprocal Value
Creation

Positioning

Societal emphasis:
-Providing background
context, analyses and
perspectives to decision
making in politics &
economy

Case 4.
MustRead

Information toxicity &
unreliability

Journalistic emphasis:
-Fight information toxicity
-Help the crisis of
journalism
-Technology driven with
journalistic purpose
-Independence, ad-free

Case 3.
Kinzen
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Strong member community
reciprocity
Focus on own uniqueness, other
subscription services at large as
competitors
Focus on own
uniqueness, other
subscription services
at large as
competitors

Member Community, employees,
newsroom culture, fundamental
member-orientation to business at
large, platform user-interface

Information overload & ambiguity

Communal & Journalistic emphasis:
-Community driven
-Solutions, hope, curiosity, criticism,
engagement, fun
-Transparency, trust, fairness,
independence, ad-free
- Clarity, perspective & sense
-Cultivate public conversation

Case 6.
Zetland

Journalist-audience
reciprocity

Over-commercially
oriented financing
models of traditional
journalism
Light crowdfunding
platform coststructure,
Freelance journalist
network

Societal emphasis:
-Fostering societal
discussion
-Strengthening
democracy
-Independence, adfree

Case 5.
Rapport

Limited Companies

Partiality of traditional
media & news fatigue

Communal & Societal
emphasis:
-Enhance understanding
of complexity and
connections in politics,
economy & society
-Community driven
-Independence, ad-free

Case 2.
Krautreporter

Cooperative
(Not-for profit
oriented)

Systemic problems & threats to public interest

Societal emphasis:
-Fostering democracy
-Public interest
-Fairness, transparency, legality
-Spark positive change
-Independence, ad-free

Case 1.
Bureau of Investigative Journalism

Not-for-profit

Societal & Journalistic
Sustainability Problems

Values & Culture

3rd Order Concepts

Case
Organization

Organization Type

Appendix 4. Cross Case Synthesis Table
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Target Audience

Mission Statements

Stakeholder Orientation

Key Communication
Channels

Value Propositions

Member Communityorientation
Societal emphasis:
“We help our members to
better understand the
connections between
current events in politics
and society.”

Dual:
-Journalist dependent
-Deep & extensively
information seeking
people at large

Societal emphasis:
“To inform the public about the realities of today’s
world”

Dual (broad & narrow):
-Story & distribution channel dependent

Newsletters, website,
social media, frequent
member surveys, WOM,
emails, commentsections, slack

you need. Journalism
you can trust;
independent & ad-free,
empowers thousands of
community members.”

Journalistic & MemberCommunity emphasis:
“Understand the
connections and get all
the information

Multi-Stakeholder Orientation

Newsletter, webpage, Twitter, FB, events, direct
audience interaction

Societal emphasis
“Not-for profit organization that holds power to
account and tackles big subjects through deep
reporting that uncovers the truth. We tell the
stories that matter.”

Dual:
B2B – Publishers
B2C – Individuals (via
app., to a lesser degree)

Journalistic emphasis:
“To give you control of a
daily news routine that
sharpens your focus and
broadens your mind.”

Customer orientation:

Newsletters, onlinemeetings, phone, email,
F2F, Medium, Twitter, FB,
website

Journalistic & tech.
emphasis:
“Purposeful newspersonalization
products that amplify
the best and mitigate
the worst
information quality
streams.”

Narrow:
- Public and private
decision makers,
organizations,
institutions & firms

Societal emphasis:
“For Finland to make
the world’s best
decisions.”

Multi-Stakeholder
orientation

Social events,
Newsletter, Twitter,
website, FB, LinkedIn,
F2F, email, commentsection, F2F

Societal & resource
emphasis:
Societal online media
consisting of
experienced
journalists,
economists
and a scientist that do
in-depth political and
economic journalism.
In our operations we
follow the laws, the
Journalists’ -, and our
own ethicalguidelines.

Dual:
-Journalist-dependent
-Urban, 30-50-yearold, mid-to highincome professionals

Journalistic/economic
emphasis:
“To renew financial
models in journalism
to enable access to
high quality content.”

Financier & Journalist
orientation

Website, newsletter,
Twitter, FB, journalistaudience interaction,
content freely
distributable

Individuality &
price-value
emphasis:
New journalism
crowdfunding tool
and publicationplatform that
enables journalistaudience
interaction. Support
directly and
conveniently the
kind of quality
journalism and the
journalists you
desire, at low-cost.

Broad:
- All the curious people
(1/3 of members under 30 years old)

Journalistic emphasis:
“Our mission is not to make news –
it is to make sense.”

Member Community-orientation

Live-meetings, WOM, videomeetings, Social Media, events,
email, Zetland platform & app, Note
(on app), ambassadors, sponsored
podcasts

Journalistic & Member
Community emphasis:
“We are cutting through the
stream of news and the stream of
the noise that’s out there. We
give you not very much content,
but the content that you need in
order to understand the news of
today and what’s important in the
world right now. We promise our
readers and our membership, our
community, to always favor the
nuances, the solutions, and the
greater perspectives on stories.

Continues from the next page.
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Appendix 5. Exemplifying Evidence

3rd Order Concepts

Exemplifying Evidence
“There is not just too much news, but news are also biased in some way. So they are neglecting
objectivity and trying to just catch people’s attention, which is where we are trying to step away from.”
Case 2, Evidence 2.2
“We begun with this strict focus-group thinking, that Finnish decision makers need more and better-quality
journalism.” Case 4, Evidence 2.2
“Our aim is to inform the public about the realities of power in today's world. We are particularly concerned
with the undermining of democratic processes and failures to accord with fair, legal and transparent
practices.” Case1, Evidence 1.1

Congruent Themes

Societal & Journalistic
Sustainability Problems

Determination of a societal
or journalistic
sustainability problem

Values & Culture

Societal & Journalistic
Values

Value Propositions

Socially & Journalistically
Sustainable Value
Propositions

“Zetland's journalism is borne of curiosity. It is critical and truth-seeking.” Case 6, Evidence 1.8
“We are building tools to both amplify and to better our information quality streams and mitigate the
worst.” Case 3, Evidence 2.3
“We try to answer to this question of “how we try to help our members to understand what’s going on right
now, in a way that actually will make them understand what’s going on right now, and then we ask them
for help. So, for instance it could be, we are working with this or that story, does anyone know someone
working, for instance, in the fashion industry with this or that job, then please contact us. It could be, this
month we want to write stories under the headline “new beginnings” after the corona crisis, what do you
think we should write about? So we make these calls for feedback, or calls for their knowledge:” Case 6,
Evidence 2.7

Reciprocal Value
Creation

Reciprocal Stakeholder
Value Processes

“So now we have somebody as a full-time member of the team whose job really is to figure out who to
engage with, how to engage, how to talk to supporters, how to listen to them, talk to them. That is their
job.” Case 1, Evidence 2.7

“We are thirteen thousand five hundred members, but thirteen thousand five hundred experts on one topic
and so, if there is a question you get an expert like that. That’s for sure.” Case 2, Evidence 2.9
Key Resources
“For us the unique selling point is the unique blend of journalistic integrity and smart things computers can
do.” Case 3, Evidence 2.9

-

“We work with a wide variety of sources and collaborators. These include whistleblowers, other journalists,
campaigners, politicians, NGOs, lawyers, members of the public, government departments, corporations
and regulators.” Case 1, Evidence 1.4
Key Stakeholders

-

“Financiers could be the most focal one.” Case 5, Evidence 2.6
“I’d say that we’ve constantly been coming back to our mission and evaluated the course of our doings by
checking if it fulfills those (mission) requirements. Basically, we have the same requirement for each
article, that it should someway help in decision making. We even have a short list of questions that should,
on each story you do, answer these questions related to our mission.” Case 4, Evidence 2.2

Mission Statements

-

“Our target audience has formed so, that it now consists of about 30-50-year-old, or even a bit above,
urban males and females who are accustomed subscribers in some other monthly-recurring payment
service.” Case 5, Evidence 2.4
Target Audiences
“Also, the supporters of one particular journalist can be completely outside our target audience, in a way
that it is mainly journalist-dependent.” Case 5, Evidence 2.2

-

“We don’t try to be a multi-purpose newsroom across every subject. We have our few specialist areas and
we aim to be the best in the world in what we do.” Case 1, Evidence 2.10
“I see the big difference between us, and the other media is this promise to explain the news. So for
instance, we have a daily news podcast, and it’s always the big story of today that is explained in depth
kind of way.” Case 6, Evidence 2.10

Positioning

Unique Value Propositions

“I don’t see Rapport directly competing with the newspapers, but we are rather competing with the variety
of subscriptions that people in general spend their money on.” Case 5, Evidence 2
Positioning
“Nobody else really does what we do.” Case 1, Evidence 2
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Unique Value
Propositions
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Appendix 7. Archival Database
Publisher
Zetland
Zetland
Zetland
Zetland
Zetland
Zetland
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
BoiJ
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen
Kinzen

Page title

URL
Storage document
Item
Notes
https://www.zetland.dk/aboutzetland
Zetl a nd text da ta
Item 1
https://www.zetland.dk/omzetland
Zetl a nd text da ta
Item 2
https://www.zetland.dk/faq
Zetl a nd text da ta
Item 3
Integri ty a nd Ethi cs of Zetl a nd
https://www.zetland.dk/etik
Zetl a nd text da ta
Item 4
Ta v Kl i tga a rd a nd Lea Kors ga a rd from Da ni s h medi a compa ny Zetl a nd on the commerci a l potenti
https://www.innovators-summit.com/news/detail/article/tav-klitgaard-and-lea-korsgaard-from-danish-media-company-zetland-on-the-commercial-potential-of-thoughtful-longform-content/
a l of thoughtful l ongform content
Zetl a nd text da ta
Item 5
Da ni s h s ta rtup Zetl a nd s prea di ng the l ove wi th i ts members hi p model
https://blog.wan-ifra.org/2017/02/23/danish-startup-zetland-spreading-the-love-with-its-membership-model
Zetl a nd text da ta
Item 6
About Us
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/about-us
BoIJ text da ta
Item 1
Tel l us why you #LoveLoca l News
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2020-04-23/tell-us-why-you-love-local-news
BoIJ text da ta
Item 2
Why we're i nves ti ga ti ng drug s uppl y cha i ns
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2020-04-14/why-were-investigating-drug-supply-chains-1
BoIJ text da ta
Item 3
Burea u a ppoi nts Chri s s i e Gi l es a nd Ma dl en Da vi es to gl oba l hea l th tea m
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2020-03-20/bureau-appoints-chrissie-giles-and-madlen-davies-to-global-health-team
BoIJ text da ta
Item 4
Why Burea u Loca l wa nts to “cha nge the s tory”
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2020-03-09/why-bureau-local-wants-to-change-the-story
BoIJ text da ta
Item 5
Dra wi ng the l i ne between i mpa ct a nd a cti vi s m
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2020-03-04/drawing-the-line-between-impact-and-activism
BoIJ text da ta
Item 6
Inves ti ng i n l oca l s torytel l ers i s vi ta l for the future of news
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2020-02-17/investing-in-local-storytellers-is-vital-for-the-future-of-news
BoIJ text da ta
Item 7
Ta ki ng the worl d's pul s e: a new tea m to i nves ti ga te hea l thca re
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2020-02-14/taking-the-worlds-pulse-a-new-team-to-investigate-healthcare
BoIJ text da ta
Item 8
Ma ki ng cha nge ha ppen: s i x s teps I wa nt the Burea u to ta ke
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2020-01-28/making-change-happen-six-steps-i-want-the-bureau-to-take
BoIJ text da ta
Item 9
Ta ki ng a s tory ful l ci rcl e: reporti ng wi th peopl e, not on them
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2020-01-10/taking-a-story-full-circle
BoIJ text da ta
Item 10
Burea u hi res Ka thl een Ha l l a s a l gori thms reporter
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2019-12-16/bureau-hires-kathleen-hall-as-algorithms-reporter
BoIJ text da ta
Item 11
Ama zon a fl a me: Wha t we've l ea rnt i n a yea r reporti ng on Bra zi l i a n beef a nd the ra i nfores t
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2019-12-12/amazon-aflame-what-weve-learnt-in-a-year-reporting-on-brazilian-beef-and-the-rainforest
BoIJ text da ta
Item 12
Locked Out: s tori es from a cros s the UK expos e hol es i n the hous i ng s a fety net
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2019-11-25/locked-out-stories-from-across-the-uk-expose-holes-in-the-housing-safety-net
BoIJ text da ta
Item 13
Domes ti c a bus e by pol i ce: How journa l i s m i s hel pi ng dri ve cha nge
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/blog/2019-11-01/domestic-abuse-how-journalism-is-helping-drive-change
BoIJ text da ta
Item 14
Us e Our Work
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/about-us/use-our-work
BoIJ text da ta
Item 15
Our Peopl e
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/about-us/our-people
BoIJ text da ta
Item 16
Supporters
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/about-us/our-funding
BoIJ text da ta
Item 17
Impa ct
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/about-us/impact
BoIJ text da ta
Item 18
Annua l Report 2019
https://tbijreport2019.co.uk/
BoIJ text da ta
Item 19
Journa l i s m a s a publ i c benefi t
http://docs.google.com/document/d/1ztAJB2wb4flnctOPP-1DgEqYEzq8T-F4y4k-8H3pY3Q
BoIJ text da ta
Item 20
Ki nzen
https://kinzen.com/
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 1
Ki nzen for i ndi vi dua l s
https://kinzen.com/community
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 2
Ki nzen for publ i s hers
https://kinzen.com/publishers
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 3
Compa ny
https://kinzen.com/company
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 4
FAQ
https://kinzen.com/faq
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 5
Terms
https://kinzen.com/page/terms
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 6
Pri va cy Pol i cy
https://kinzen.com/page/privacy-policy
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 7
Purpos e-Dri ven Innova ti on, Col l a bora ti on a nd the New Entrepreneur
https://kinzen.com/blog/2020/2/21/purpose-driven-innovation-collaboration-and-the-new-entrepreneur
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 8
Unders ta ndi ng the Informa ti on Ecos ys tem i n Rura l Indi a na
https://medium.com/kinzen/understanding-the-information-ecosystem-in-rural-indiana-d81cd4f3a4f
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 9
The Cha l l enges for Loca l Publ i s hers i n Indi a na
https://medium.com/kinzen/the-challenges-for-local-publishers-in-indiana-bc64c73e3ac9
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 10
When Every Publ i s her Is A Tech Pl a tform
https://medium.com/kinzen/when-every-publisher-is-a-tech-platform-4340fdcb6727
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 11
How to Ta ckl e the Wi cked Probl em of Informa ti on Di s order
https://medium.com/kinzen/how-to-tackle-the-wicked-problem-of-information-disorder-e78fa6397e6e
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 12
We Ga ve Us ers Control Over Pers ona l i s a ti on a nd Thi s Is Wha t They Tol d us
https://medium.com/kinzen/we-gave-users-control-over-personalisation-and-this-is-what-they-told-us-36ff482f1faa
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 13
Move Sl ow a nd Fi x Thi ngs
https://medium.com/kinzen/move-slow-and-fix-things-7be2a0686543
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 14
Beyond the Techl a s h… Wha t a Purpos e-Dri ven Technol ogy Movement Looks Li ke
https://medium.com/kinzen/beyond-the-techlash-what-a-purpose-driven-technology-movement-looks-like-d12217fb5750
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 15
Wha t Every News Cons umer Wa nts (a nd How Publ i s hers Ca n Del i ver)
https://medium.com/kinzen/what-every-news-consumer-wants-and-how-publishers-can-deliver-4aa00b2035c0
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 16
A Journey to Qua l i ty Journa l i s m
https://medium.com/kinzen/a-journey-to-quality-journalism-cc82c3f6cd47
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 17
Ki nzen – the news a pp tha t puts cons umers i n control
https://www.reuterscommunity.com/topics/content-discovery/5-trailblazing-news-start-ups-for-journalists/
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 18
Notes on a new begi nni ng
https://medium.com/kinzen/notes-on-a-new-beginning-3b844831bbd4
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 19
How the Pers ona l i s a ti on of News Wi l l Sa ve Journa l i s m (i f i t does n’t ki l l i t fi rs t)
https://medium.com/kinzen/how-the-personalisation-of-news-will-save-journalism-if-it-doesnt-kill-it-first-e2fc61602dad
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 20
Putti ng Huma ns i n Control of Ma chi ne Lea rni ng
https://medium.com/kinzen/putting-humans-in-control-of-machine-learning-kinzen-89a395053191
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 21
Rebui l di ng News From the Ground Up
https://medium.com/kinzen/rebuilding-news-from-the-ground-up-33b9ce01b960
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 22
How Li s teni ng to Us ers Ins pi red our Product Pl a nni ng
https://medium.com/kinzen/how-listening-to-users-inspired-our-product-planning-4af5cf577dc8
Ki nzen text da ta
Item 23
Zetl a nd i n Engl i s h

The ei ght pri nci pl es behi nd our journa l i s m
FAQ

Kinzen
Wha t Does i t Look Li ke When Your Product Pl a ns Sta rt to Mi rror Your Work Cul ture?
https://medium.com/kinzen/what-does-it-look-like-when-your-product-plans-start-to-mirror-your-work-culture-fccba4b6f05b
Ki nzen text da ta
Kinzen
Sol vi ng for Trus t by Bui l di ng a Compa ny Ba s ed on Trus t
https://medium.com/kinzen/solving-for-trust-by-building-a-company-based-on-trust-5deb9a081f5a
Ki nzen text da ta
Kinzen
Why the End of News i n the Fa cebook News Feed i s Grea t News for News
https://medium.com/kinzen/why-the-end-of-news-in-the-facebook-news-feed-is-great-news-for-news-3fb04e01289b
Ki nzen text da ta
Kinzen
How Purpos e Moti va tes our Approa ch to Da ta
https://medium.com/kinzen/the-daily-news-experience-you-control-kinzen-lets-start-again-9f0e024df5c8
Ki nzen text da ta
Kinzen
My Pers ona l Story on Sta rti ng Aga i n
https://medium.com/kinzen/my-personal-story-on-starting-again-d1733e53b854
Ki nzen text da ta
Kinzen
The Roa dma p to a More Ci vi l Form of Di s cours e a nd Di s covery
https://medium.com/kinzen/the-daily-news-experience-you-control-kinzen-lets-start-again-7ed451f44753
Ki nzen text da ta
Kinzen
The Ki nzen i OS App i s Li ve
https://medium.com/kinzen/we-have-something-new-for-you-to-try-59462f6f49c8
Ki nzen text da ta
Kinzen
How Pers ona l i s a ti on Ca n Burs t the Fi l ter Bubbl e
https://medium.com/kinzen/how-personalisation-can-challenge-the-filter-bubble-e99bb3135848
Ki nzen text da ta
Kinzen
The Yea r of the News Seeker
https://medium.com/kinzen/the-year-of-the-news-seeker-a17387c87dc0
Ki nzen text da ta
Kinzen
To Unl ock the Bes t Idea s for the News Bus i nes s , Lea rn From i ts Wors t Fea rs
https://medium.com/kinzen/to-unlock-the-best-ideas-for-the-news-business-learn-from-its-worst-fears-c10c7dc0cb88
Ki nzen text da ta
KrautreporterUnders ta nd the connecti ons
https://krautreporter.de/mitglied_werden
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterCoopera ti ve
http://genossenschaft.krautreporter.de/
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterCoopera ti ve - Key Poi nts
http://genossenschaft.krautreporter.de/kernpunkte
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterWha t i s Kra utreporter?
https://krautreporter.de/pages/ueber_uns
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterCode of Fa i rnes s
http://www.freischreiber.de/positionen/code-of-fairness/
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterConnecti ons
https://krautreporter.de/zusammenhang
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterThe Kra utreporter tea m
https://krautreporter.de/team
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterFi ve yea rs a fter crowdfundi ng, here’s how Kra utreporter i s keepi ng i ts members enga ged (a nd bui
https://www.niemanlab.org/2019/07/five-years-after-crowdfunding-heres-how-krautreporter-is-keeping-its-members-engaged-and-building-tools-for-you-to-too/
l di ng tool s for you to, too)
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterHow Kra utreporter us es da ta to commi s s i on a rti cl es tha t grow i ts members hi p
https://engagedjournalism.com/resources/krautreporter-data-driven-subscriptions-germany-engaged-journalism
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterEnga gi ng Journa l i s m: How Worki ng Together Wi th Your Audi ence Bui l ds Trus t In Journa l i s m https://co-matter.com/work/engaging-journalism-how-working-together-with-your-audience-builds-trust-in-journalism-rico-grimm-from-krautreporter
Kra utreporter text da ta
KrautreporterFrom crowd to communi ty: Kra utreporter’s roa d to s us ta i na bi l i ty
https://blog.wan-ifra.org/2015/02/13/from-crowd-to-community-krautreporter-s-road-to-sustainability
Kra utreporter text da ta
Rapport
MITEN RAPPORT TOIMII?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Mi kä on Ra pport?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Mi ks i ra hoi tta i s i n journa l i s ti a kuuka us i ma ks ul l a ?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Mi ten ma ks a n ti l a uks eni ?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Mi nul l a ei ol e l uottokortti a ta i l uottokortti ni ei toi mi verkkoka upoi s s a . Voi nko ti l a ta Ra pporti n?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Onko pa l vel uun pa kko reki s teröi tyä ?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Kuka pä ä ttä ä jul ka i s ta va t jutut? Sens uroi da a nko ni i tä ?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Mi ten Ra pporti n journa l i s tei s ta pä ä tetä ä n?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
. Voi nko ja ka a ra hoi tta ma ni toi mi tta ja n jutun bl ogi i ni ? Entä voi nko jul ka i s ta Ra pporti n ka utta ra
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
hoi tetun jutun pa peri - ta i verkkomedi a s s a ?
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Kuka on jul ka i s un pä ä toi mi tta ja ta i va s ta a va toi mi tta ja ?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Ki erretä ä nkö joukkora hoi tuks el l a veroja ?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Ei kö va s ti kkeeton joukkora hoi tus ol e Suomes s a ki el l ettyä ?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Mi tä Ra pport ta rkoi tta a ?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Mi nul l a on ehdotus Ra pporti n kehi ttä mi s eks i , mi tä voi n tehdä ?
https://www.rapport.fi/miten-rapport-toimii
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Ra pport-verkkopa l vel un kä yttöehdot
https://www.rapport.fi/kayttoehdot
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
RAPPORT LYHYESTI
https://www.rapport.fi/medialle
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Ra pport jul ka i s ee tä nä ä n uuden a ja n medi a pa l vel un
https://www.rapport.fi/journalistit/rapport-journalismi-oy/rapport-julkaisee-tanaan-uuden-ajan-mediapalvelun
Ra pport text da ta
Rapport
Ra pport a l ka a ets i ä toi mi tta ji l l e uus i a ra hoi tta ji a ja toi meks i a nta ji a
https://www.hs.fi/kulttuuri/art-2000002717360.html
Ra pport text da ta
MustRead Kei tä me ol emme?
https://www.mustread.fi/keita-me-olemme/
Mus tRea d text da ta
MustRead Mus tRea di n eetti s et ohjeet
https://www.mustread.fi/eettiset-ohjeet/
Mus tRea d text da ta
MustRead Us ei n kys ytyt kys ymyks et
https://www.mustread.fi/usein-kysytyt-kysymykset/
Mus tRea d text da ta
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Appendix 8. Literature Positioning of the Thesis

Literature positioning map based on Albareda & Hajikhani, in Bocken et al. 2019, 35-57;
Freeman et al. 2010, 83-121, 163-175 & 235-255
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